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On the Existence of Crepant Resolutions
of Gorenstein Abelian Quotient Singularities
in Dimensions ≥ 4
Dimitrios I. Dais, Martin Henk, and Gu¨nter M. Ziegler
Abstract. For which finite subgroups G of SL(r,C), r ≥ 4, are there crepant
desingularizations of the quotient space Cr/G? A complete answer to this
question (also known as “Existence Problem” for such desingularizations)
would classify all those groups for which the high-dimensional versions of
McKay correspondence are valid. In the paper we consider this question in
the case of abelian finite subgroups of SL(r,C) by using techniques from toric
and discrete geometry. We give two necessary existence conditions, involv-
ing the Hilbert basis elements of the cone supporting the junior simplex, and
an Upper Bound Theorem, respectively. Moreover, to the known series of
Gorenstein abelian quotient singularities admitting projective, crepant resolu-
tions (which are briefly recapitulated) we add a new series of non-c.i. cyclic
quotient singularities having this property.
1. Introduction
The McKay correspondence can be understood as a “bridge” between the irre-
ducible representations (or, dually, the conjugacy classes) of finite subgroups G of
the special linear group SL(r,C) and the (co)homology of X̂ ’s, for any crepant
desingularization X̂ −→ X of X = Cr/G. (Here, crepant simply means that the
canonical divisor KX̂ of X̂ is trivial.) Before we are going to focus on the constant
companion of this correspondence (i.e., the so-called “Existence Problem”, when-
ever r ≥ 4), let us briefly recall some basic facts about quotient singularities and
summarize both classical and recent results concerning it.
• Quotient singularities. Let G be a finite subgroup of GL(r,C) which is small,
i.e., with no pseudoreflections, acting linearly on Cr, and let
̟ : Cr −→ Cr/G = Spec(C [x1, . . . , xr]G)
be the quotient map. Denote by (Cr/G, [0]) the corresponding quotient singularity
as germ at [0] := ̟ (0). Quotient singularities are known to be normal and Cohen-
Macaulay (see [80, p. 129], [61, Proposition 13], and [115, Thm. 3.2]).
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Proposition 1.1 (Singular locus). If G is a small finite subgroup of GL(r,C),
then the singular locus of the entire geometric quotient space Cr/G equals
Sing (Cr/G) = ̟ ({z ∈ Cr | Gz 6= {Id}})
where Gz := {g ∈ G | g · z = z} is the isotropy group of z =(z1, . . . , zr) ∈ Cr.
Theorem 1.2 (Prill’s isomorphism criterion, [99, Thm. 2]). Let G1, G2 be
two small finite subgroups of GL(r,C) , r ≥ 2. Then there exists an analytic iso-
morphism (Cr/G1, [0]) ∼= (Cr/G2, [0]) (i.e., OCr/Gi,[0] = C{x1, . . . , xr}Gi , i = 1, 2,
are isomorphic as local C-algebras) if and only if G1 and G2 are conjugate to each
other within GL(r,C).
Hence, the classification of quotient singularities is reduced to the classification (up
to conjugacy) of the small finite subgroups of GL(r,C), or equivalently, to those of
U(r,C), as it follows from the next Lemma.
Lemma 1.3 ([114, Lemma 4.2.15 (i), p. 82.]). If G is a finite subgroup of
GL(r,C) (resp., of SL(r,C)), then G is conjugate in GL(r,C) (resp., in SL(r,C))
to a finite subgroup of U(r,C) (resp., of SU(r,C)).
Subclasses of quotient singularities (Cr/G, [0]) of special theoretical value are those
dictated by the hierachy of the local Noetherian rings OCr/G,[0] (cf. [78, §VI.3]):
(complete intersection (“c.i”)) =⇒ (Gorenstein) =⇒ (Cohen-Macaulay)
• Gorenstein quotient singularities. These are characterized as follows:
Theorem 1.4 (cf. [60, 123]). (Cr/G, [0]) is a Gorenstein quotient singularity
if and only if 1 G ⊂ SL(r,C) .
Note 1.5 (Classification for small r). The finite subgroups of SL(r,C) have
been completely classified (up to conjugacy) only for r small.
(i) For r = 2 the classification appears already in Klein’s book “Vorlesungen u¨ber
das Ikosaeder” [75] in 1884. (See also [80, Thm. on p. 35] and [114, §4.4]). The list
contains the cyclic groups Cyck of order k ≥ 2, the binary dihedral groups Dihn−2
of order 4(n − 2), n ≥ 4, and the binary tetrahedral, octahedral and icosahedral
groups T,O, I, having orders 24, 48 and 120, respectively.
(ii) For r = 3 the main part of the classification goes back to works of Jordan, Klein,
Gordan, Maschke, Valentiner, Wiman, Gerbaldi, and Blichfeldt, written around the
end of the 19th century. For the corresponding list of groups we refer to Blichfeldt’s
book [8], as well as to Yau & Yu [125] (containing some useful updates).
(iii) For r = 4 see Hanany & He [56]. In the group theory literature there are lots
of scattered results concerning this topic for r ∈ {5, . . . , 10} though they are far
from giving complete classifications. One of the main problems seems to be the
appearance of “individual” groups. For instance, already for r = 6 we meet the
complex irreducible representation of the Hall-Janko sporadic simple group of order
604800 within SL(6,C). Bigger r’s lead to more “exotic” groups. On the other
hand, there exist many families of finite subgroups of SL(r,C) (e.g., the abelian
ones, dihedral-like groups, imprimitive groups etc) being present in all dimensions.
1Note that every finite subgroup of SL(r,C) is small (cf. [115, p. 503]).
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Remark 1.6. Let g be an element of a finite subgroup G of SL(r,C). By
Lemma 1.3 there exists an h ∈ SL(r,C) such that hGh−1 ⊂ SU(r,C). Since hgh−1
is a unitary matrix, it is known (see, e.g., [94, Thm. 10.2, p. 208]) that
(i) hgh−1 is unitary similar to a diagonal matrix,
(ii) the diagonal entries of this matrix are the eigenvalues of hgh−1, and
(iii) the eigenvalues of hgh−1 have absolute value 1.
Thus, there is a suitable matrix k ∈ U(r,C), so that
k
(
hgh−1
)
k−1 = (kh) g (kh)−1 ∈ SU (r,C)
is of the form
(kh) g (kh)−1 = diag(e2π
√−1 γ1 , . . . , e2π
√−1 γr ),
for some γ1, . . . , γr ∈ Q ∩ [0, 1) .
Definition 1.7 (“Ages” and “heights”). (i) The age2 of an element g ∈ G is
defined to be the sum
age (g) := γ1 + γ2 + · · ·+ γr. (1.1)
(ii) The height ht(g) of an element g ∈ G is defined to be the rank
ht (g) := rank(g − IdG). (1.2)
Proposition 1.8 ([3, Prop. 5.2.]). For every g ∈ G we have
ht (g) = ht
(
g−1
)
= age (g) + age
(
g−1
)
. (1.3)
Note 1.9. (i) Obviously, 0 ≤ age(g) ≤ r − 1, with age(g) = 0 ⇐⇒ g = IdG,
and age(g1) = age(g2) for all pairs (g1, g2) ∈ G×G of group elements belonging to
the same conjugacy class. Moreover, 2 ≤ ht(g) ≤ r, for all g ∈ Gr {IdG} .
(ii) The group elements having age 1 (resp., age i ≥ 2) are usually called junior
elements (resp., senior elements) of G. (Correspondingly, by (i), we may speak of
junior (resp., senior) conjugacy classes, or in general of conjugacy classes of age
i ∈ {0, 1, . . . r − 1}).
(iii) As it was pointed out by Ito & Reid [67, Thm. 1.3], the “Tate twist”
G (−1) := Hom(Ẑ (1) , G), (with Ẑ (1) := lim←− (Z / dZ)),
(which is isomorphic to G as long as one makes a concrete choice of roots of unity)
has a canonical grading inherited by the ages of its elements, invariant under con-
jugacy in G (−1) (or G), and it is essentially used in Theorem 1.18.
(iv) If r is even and Cr/G symplectic (i.e., G ⊂ Sp(r,C)), let
F•(C[G]) = {Fk(C[G])| k ∈ Z≥0}
denote the increasing filtration of the group algebra C[G] defined by setting
Fk(C[G]) := C-span of {g ∈ G | ht(g) ≤ k}, ∀k ∈ Z≥0.
2In [2, §6] and [3, §5] the age of an element g ∈ G is called the weight of g. Here, we shall
adopt the terminology of [67]. To the word weight we ascribe a different meaning. (See below
Definition 3.1.)
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F•(C[G]) is compatible with the algebra structure on C[G]. Using the induced filtra-
tion F•(ZG) on the center ZG of C[G] (see [1, 49]) one determines the associated
graded algebra
grF•(ZG) := {Fk+1(ZG)/Fk(ZG)| k ∈ Z≥0} (1.4)
whose singificance is revealed in Theorem 1.21.
• Quotient c.i.-singularities. In the mid 1980’s Nakajima & Watanabe [92], and
independently Gordeev [54], classified the quotient singularities which are complete
intersections (“c.i’s”) in all dimensions. Even to write down without further ado
their group lists would demand several pages. Instead, let us remind a previous
result which constitutes the foundation stone for their classification.
Theorem 1.10 (Kac & Watanabe [68]). If (Cr/G, [0]) is a quotient c.i.- sin-
gularity, then G is generated by the set {g ∈ G| ht(g) ≤ 2}.
• McKay correspondence in dimension r = 2. In dimension 2, the classi-
cal McKay correspondence exploits the elegance of the invariant theory of finite
subgroups of SL(2,C) and the uniqueness (and simple description) of the minimal
desingularization of the quotient spaces C2/G.
Theorem 1.11 (cf. [75, II. 9-13], [80, Ch. II, §8], [114, §4.5]). The quotient
spaces C2/G = Spec(C [x1, x2]
G
), for G a finite subgroup of SL(2,C), are minimally
embedded as hypersurfaces
{
(z1, z2, z3) ∈ C3 |ϕ (z1, z2, z3) = 0
}
, i.e.,
C [x1, x2]
G ∼= C [z1, z2, z3] / (ϕ (z1, z2, z3)) .
(The normal form of the ideal generator is given in the 4th column of Table 1.)
Nr. Groups Type ϕ (z1, z2, z3)
1. Cycn+1, n ≥ 1 An zn+11 + z22 + z23
2. Dihn−2, n ≥ 4 Dn zn−11 + z1z22 + z23
3. T E6 z
4
1 + z
3
2 + z
2
3
4. O E7 z
3
1z2 + z
3
2 + z
2
3
5. I E8 z
5
1 + z
3
2 + z
2
3
Table 1.
Theorem 1.12 (cf. [37], [38, §5], [80, Thm. 2 on p. 152]). Let G be finite
subgroup of SL(2,C) and X = C2/G. The minimal (= crepant) resolution
(X̂,Exc(f))
f−→ (X, [0])
of the Gorenstein quotient singularity (X, [0]) has exceptional set Exc(f) consisting
of a configuration of rational smooth curves with self-intersection number −2. The
intersection form ( , ) : H2(X̂,Z)×H2(X̂,Z) → Z of Exc(f) is negative definite,
and therefore the dual graphs DG(Exc(f)) of the irreducible components of Exc(f)
are exactly the Dynkin diagrams (of simply connected complex Lie groups) of type
A-D-E. (See Tables 1 and 2.)
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Table 2.
McKay [87, 88] established a remarkable connection between the representation
theory of the finite subgroups of SL(2,C) and the above Dynkin diagrams. This
was the starting point for Gonzalez-Sprinberg, Verdier [53], and Kno¨rrer [76], to
construct a purely geometric, direct correspondence
McK(G; f) : Irr0 (G) −→ DG(Exc (f)) (1.5)
“of McKay-type” between the set Irr0 (G) of non-trivial irreducible representations
of G and DG(Exc(f)) or, equivalently, between the irreducible representations of G
and the members of the natural base of the cohomology ringH•(X̂,Z) (cf. [66, §4]).
The bijection McK(G; f) induces an isomorphism between Irr0 (G) and the graph
DG(Exc(f)), i.e., the product of the images of two distinct elements of Irr0 (G)
under McK(G; f) is mapped onto the exceptional prime divisor corresponding
to the “right” graph vertex. Brylinski [13] constructed subsequently a canonical
“dual” correspondence
McK(G; f)dual : DG(Exc (f)) −→
{
Non-trivial conjugacy
classes of G
}
(1.6)
relating the natural base of H•(X̂,Z) to the set of conjugacy classes of G. Finally,
Ito & Nakamura reinterpreted (1.5) in terms of 3 G-Hilb(C2):
Theorem 1.13 (Hilbert scheme interpretation [66, Thm. 10.4, p. 190] ). X̂ is
isomorphic to G-Hilb(C2) and (1.5) can be viewed as the bijection
Irr0 (G) ∋ ρ 7−→ Dρ :=
{
I ∈ G-Hilb(C2)∣∣V (I) ⊃ V (ρ)} ∈ DG(Exc (f)),
where V (ρ) is the G-module corresponding to ρ, m = mC2 (resp., mX) the maximal
ideal of C2 (resp., of X) at the origin, n := mXOC2 , and V (I) := I/(mI + n).
3In general, for r ≥ 2, by a cluster in Cr is meant a zero-dimensional subscheme Z ⊂ Cr ,
defined by an ideal IZ ⊂ OCr , so that OZ = OCr/IZ is a finite dimensional C-vector space. If G is
a finite subgroup of SL(r,C) of order l := |G| , then every G-invariant cluster (G-cluster, for short)
in Cr has global sections H0(Z,OZ) isomorphic (as C[G]-module) to the regular representation of
G. Consider the quasiprojective Hilbert scheme Hilbl(Cr) parametrizing all clusters Z of degree
dim(OZ) = l (cf. [106, Lemma 5.1]), the Hilbert-Chow morphism Hilb
l(Cr) → Syml(Cr), as
well as the unique irreducible component G-Hilb(Cr) of the fixed locus (Hilbl(Cr))G containing a
general orbit of G on Cr . Then the Hilbert-Chow morphism induces a proper birational morphism
G-Hilb(Cr)→ Cr/G, and G-Hilb(Cr) parametrizes all G-clusters in Cr. (That’s why it is shortly
called the Hilbert scheme of G-clusters.)
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Remark 1.14. From the above mentioned results, the following attributes
of the quotient space X = C2/G and of the desingularizing crepant morphism
f : X̂ −→ X are worth recording:
(i) X is always minimally embedded as a hypersurface in C3.
(ii) The desingularizing crepant morphism f exists for all groups G of Table 1, and
is uniquely determined over X up to isomorphism.
(iii) The singularity [0] ∈ X is isolated (and consequently all exceptional prime
divisors w.r.t. f are compact).
(iv) f is a projective birational morphism (i.e., X̂ is always a quasiprojective com-
plex variety), and can be decomposed into a finite sequence of blow-ups of points.
(v) X̂ ∼= G-Hilb(C2).
None of (i)-(iv) “survives” in general in higher dimensions (and, as we explain be-
low, G-Hilb(Cr) is in general a good choice for an X̂ only for r = 3). Nevertheless,
passing to dimensions r ≥ 3, it is useful to keep in mind under which additional
conditions the one or the other property (or a reasonably weakened version thereof)
is preserved.
•McKay correspondence in dimension r = 3. Based on the classification table
[125] of the finite subgroups of SL(3,C), Ito [63, 64], Markushevich [83, 84], and
Roan [107] provided (by a case-by-case thorough examination) a constructive proof
of the following:
Theorem 1.15 (Existence Theorem in Dimension 3). All three-dimensional
Gorenstein quotient singularities possess crepant resolutions.
The resolution morphisms are unique only up to “isomorphism in codimension 1”
(i.e., up to a finite number of canonical flops, cf. [77, §6.4]), and to win projec-
tivity4 one has to make particular choices (leading to smooth “minimal models”).
Furthermore, for any such desingularization f : X̂ −→ X = C3/G, H•(X̂,Z) is a
free Z-module of rank equal to the number of conjugacy classes of G.
Theorem 1.16 (McKay Correspondence over Q in dimension 3; [3, Prop. 5.6],
[67, 1.5-1.6]). For any crepant desingularization f : X̂ −→ X = C3/G there are
canonical one-to-one correspondences
{conjugacy classes of G of age i} ←→ {a basis of H2i(X̂,Q)}. (1.7)
Besides, in analogy to the two-dimensional case, it turns out that, among all possi-
ble projective crepant resolutions of X, the Hilbert scheme G-Hilb(C3) of G-clusters
is a distinguished choice. (See Nakamura [93], and Craw & Reid [24] for the abe-
lian case, and [10, 51, 52] for the non-abelian case.) There are also several articles
devoted to intrinsic interpretations of (1.7) for X̂ = G-Hilb(C3) in terms of the rel-
evant ideals (see, e.g., [22] for a GIT- and [65] for a K-theoretic description). More
recently, Craw [21, Thm. 1.1], working with a natural base of the cohomology ring
of X̂ with integer coefficients, succeeded in establishing an explicit 3-dimensional
version of (1.5) in the abelian case.
4According to a result of Kawamata & Matsuki [73], there is only a finite number of projective
crepant desingularizations of C3/G.
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•McKay correspondence in higher dimensions. In lack of space we recall only
a few highlights and refer to the survey articles [43, 82, 106] for further reading.
There are many obstructions in generalizing McKay correspondence in dimen-
sions r ≥ 4, beginning with the Existence Problem (see comments below). But
even if one assumes the existence of crepant desingularizations f : X̂ −→ X of
a given X = Cr/G, it is not -as yet- clear if there might be a direct analogue of
(1.5) or (1.6) over Z (cf. [105, §1]). Most of the known results use homology and
cohomology with coefficients taken from Q or C.
Theorem 1.17 (Batyrev [2, Thm 8.4], Denef & Loeser [34, Corollary 5.3]). If
G is a finite subgroup of SL(r,C) , then for any crepant desingularization X̂ −→ X
of X = Cr/G we have
dimQH
2i(X̂,Q) = ♯ {conjugacy classes of G having age i} , (1.8)
whereas the odd dimensional cohomology groups of X̂ are trivial. In particular, the
Euler number χ(X̂) of X̂ equals the number of the conjugacy classes of G.
Theorem 1.18 (Ito-Reid Correspondence, [67, Thm. 1.4]). If (Cr/G, [0]) is a
Gorenstein quotient singularity, then there is a canonical one-to-one correspondence
between the junior conjugacy classes in G (−1) (or G, cf. 1.9 (iii)) and the crepant
discrete valuations of Cr/G.
Passing to Borel-Moore homology HBM• (X̂,Q) (the dual of cohomology H
•
c (X̂,Q)
with compact supports) for which the notion of fundamental class of an algebraic
cycle is well-defined, Theorem 1.18 indicates what the exact expectation for a high-
dimensional McKay correspondence over Q ought to be.
Conjecture 1.19 ([106], [70, 2.8]). If G is a finite subgroup of SL(r,C) ,
and X̂ −→ X a crepant desingularization of X = Cr/G, then there is a canonical
one-to-one correspondence
{
conjugacy classes of G
having age i
}
∋ [g]←→ cl (Zg) ∈ HBM2(r−i)(X̂,Q),
mapping [g] onto the fundamental class of the algebraic cycle Zg, where Zg denotes
the Zariski closure of the center of the monomial valuation (of the function field of
X) corresponding to g.
Theorem 1.20 (Kaledin [70, 2.9]). Conjecture 1.19 is true for symplectic X’s.
In fact, in the symplectic case, working with coefficients from C, it is also possible
to confirm a multiplicative version of the high-dimensional McKay correspondence.
Theorem 1.21 (Ginzburg & Kaledin [49, Thm. 1.2], [72, Thm. 2.4]). For
symplectic X’s, there is a canonical graded algebra isomorphism
H•(X̂,C) ∼= grF•(ZG), (1.9)
with grF•(ZG) as defined in (1.4).
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For further information about symplectic quotient singularities and their relation
to McKay correspondence, the reader is referred to [6, 9, 41, 42, 43, 44, 45, 71].
• The failure of G-Hilb(Cr) in the role of an X̂ for r ≥ 4. Another se-
rious problem occurring in dimensions r ≥ 4 is that, in most of the cases, and
though it has plenty of nice properties, the Hilbert scheme of G-clusters is no more
suitable for our purposes. There are namely only a few exceptional examples in
which G-Hilb(Cr) serves as a crepant desingularization of X = Cr/G, like the four-
dimensional cyclic quotient singularity of type 115 (1, 2, 4, 8) (cf. Note 8.13 (ii)), the
symplectic singularities (Cr/Sr/2, [0]), r ∈ 2Z, (with the symmetric group Sr/2
acting on Cr by permuting coordinates) or (Cr/Γ ≀ Sr/2, [0]),where Γ denotes a
finite subgroup of SL(2,C) and “≀” the wreath product, and some others. (See
Haiman [55, §5], Wang [122], and Kuznetsov [79].) In general, G-Hilb(Cr) has not
necessarily trivial canonical divisor, can be singular, or even non-normal (see Note
5.7 and [23, Corollary 1.6], respectively).
•On the existence of crepant resolutions in dimensions r ≥ 4. The presence
of terminal5 Gorenstein quotient singularities in dimensions r ≥ 4 (for which there
are no “crepant divisors” to pull out, cf. [91]) means automatically that, in contrast
to what happens in dimension 2 and 3, not all Gorenstein quotient spaces Cr/G
can be desingularized by crepant birational morphisms.
◮ Existence Problem (cf. [67, §4.5] and [106, §7]): For which G ⊂ SL(r,C),
r ≥ 4, do there exist crepant (preferably projective) desingularizations of Cr/G?
Our first guess is that if we do not move too far away from the hypersurface case
(cf. Theorem 1.11 and Remark 1.14 (i)), then the existence of birational morphisms
of this sort is indeed guaranteed.
Conjecture 1.22 ([29]). All quotient c.i.-singularities admit projective, crepant
resolutions in all dimensions.
By (1.3) and Theorem 1.10 we see that for every quotient c.i.-singularity (Cr/G, [0])
the groupG is generated by its junior elements. In view of Theorem 1.18, we believe
that this property is sufficient for the existence of the desired desingularizations
of Cr/G. Conjecture 1.22 is true whenever G is abelian (see below Theorem 5.1).
Moreover, the same assertion for all toric (not necessarily quotient) c.i.-singularities
has been proven to be true in [26].
Now going beyond the “c.i.’s”, and putting the terminal ones aside, the remain-
ing Gorenstein quotient singularities have rarely resolutions of this kind. Nonethe-
less, to our surprise, the singularity series which do so, are not negligible as one
would expect at first sight. (See below §7 and §8.)
Henceforth, we consider exclusively the Existence Problem for Gorenstein abe-
lian quotient singularities. There are several reasons to give priority to the abelian
ones:
(i) Abelian finite subgroups G of SL(r,C) exist in all dimensions r, their conju-
gacy classes are singletons, and their character groups are isomorphic to themselves.
Hence, letting them act linearly on Cr, the age and the height of any element g ∈ G
are determined by its weights appearing in the type of (Cr/G, [0]) (as long as we
fix eigencoordinates and generators; cf. 3.1).
5For the definition of terms like canonical (resp., terminal) singularities (of index i ≥ 1),
crepant divisor etc., see [85, 102, 103].
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(ii) For abelian G’s the Gorenstein quotient spaces Cr/G can be treated by
the toric machinery and, particularly, by studying the properties of the so-called
junior simplices sG. Note that there is no loss of generality when one works in
the toric category because the existence of an arbitrary projective crepant desin-
gularization of Cr/G implies the existence of a TNG -equivariant projective crepant
desingularization, where TNG := (C
∗)r /G (cf. [86, proof of Lemma 1]). Moreover,
the secondary polytope of sG describes conveniently the corresponding flops.
(iii) It is expected (cf. [67, §4.6]) that abelian quotient singularities will be
good candidates for proving both Conjecture 1.19 and an analogue of Theorem
1.20, and for removing the restrictive hypothesis on Cr/G (i.e., to be symplectic).
(iv) Given a non-abelian group G, it is also conjectured (see [104, §3]) that the
existence of crepant desingularizations of Cr/G may be related to the existence of
such desingularizations for the quotients Cr/H, for all maximal cyclic (or abelian)
subgroups H contained in G.
The present paper has been written trying to be self-contained and partially
expository. In particular, it includes more background material than the average
research paper has. The new results are essentially in sections 3, 8, 9 and 10,
together with some parts of §4 and of Appendices A and D. (In §5, §6 , and §7 we
summarize results from [27, 29] and from the unpublished manuscript [28].)
More precisely, the paper is organized as follows: In §2 we recall fundamental
notions from toric geometry and introduce our notation. A detailed study of the
abelian quotient singularities as toric singularities (including various properties of
the junior and senior simplices of those which are Gorenstein) is presented in §3.
In section 4 we explain: (a) why the Existence Problem (in the abelian case) is
equivalent to the problem of finding junior simplices possessing basic (preferably
coherent) lattice triangulations, (b) how one can compute (1.8) by means of the
Ehrhart polynomials of these simplices, and (c) why two different maximal (partial
or full) projective crepant desingularizations of a Gorenstein abelian quotient space
Cr/G can be obtained from each other by a finite succession of flops.
Wide classes of Gorenstein abelian quotient singularities admitting projective,
crepant resolutions are given in §5, §7, and §8. (In §8 we prove a long-standing
conjecture concerning the so-called GP-singularity series, cf. [28, §10].)
On the other hand, to exclude candidates for having crepant resolutions (when-
ever the available lattice points in the junior simplex are either “strangely located”
or “not enough” to triangulate suitably), we apply two necessary existence condi-
tions. The first of them (see (6.1) in §6) informs us that, provided such a resolution
is present, each of the Hilbert basis elements of the cone supporting sG has to be
either a junior element or a vertex of sG. The second one (see (9.2)-(9.3) in §9)
states that the existence of a crepant resolution implies the boundedness of the act-
ing group order from above by a number which depends on the number of lattice
points of sG and of ∂sG.
Next, combining our results, we outline an algorithm by means of which it
is possible to handle the Existence Problem (in the abelian case); see §10 (and
especially Figure 7). Only in the last two steps of this algorithm the computational
complexity grows rapidly. In particular, Step 5 (involving the determination of
maximal coherent triangulations of sG) is added just for excluding some “sporadic”
counterexamples which happen to “survive” after having used the above mentioned
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existence criteria. (Computer programs like Puntos [31] or TOPCOM [100] offer
practical assistance in this situation.)
Useful technical notions and results from the theory of subdivisions, triangula-
tions, lattice triangulations, and lattice point enumerators, are presented separately
in four appendices at the end of the paper. An extensive part of Appendix A is
devoted to Upper Bound Theorems (UBT’s). Apart from the UBT for the facets of
simplicial balls (Theorem A.5), we conjecture the validity of a more effective UBT
for the facets of geometric simplex triangulations, and give a proof of it in dimen-
sion 3 by means of PL-topological methods (see Theorem A.22). The coherence of
triangulations and certain combinatorial properties of bistellar flips belong to the
topics covered in Appendix B. In Appendix C we explain how one passes from the
coordinates of the h∗-vector of a lattice polytope P (or, equivalently, from the
coordinates of the h-vector of any basic triangulation T of P ) to the coefficients of
its Ehrhart polynomial. Finally, in Appendix D we compute the coefficients of the
Ehrhart polynomial of any junior simplex by making use of Mordell-Pommersheim
and Diaz-Robins formulae.
2. Toric Glossary
At first we recall some basic facts from the theory of toric varieties. We mostly use
the same notation as in [27, 28, 29]. Our standard references on toric geometry
are the books of Oda [96] and Fulton [47].
• General notation. The linear hull, the affine hull, the integral affine hull, the
positive hull and the convex hull of a set B of vectors of Rr, r ≥ 1, will be denoted
by lin(B), aff(B), affZ (B), pos(B) (or R≥0B) and conv(B) , respectively. The
dimension dim(B) of a B ⊂ Rr is defined to be the dimension of its affine hull.
• Lattice determinants. Let N ∼= Zr be a free Z-module of rank r ≥ 1. N can
be regarded as a lattice in NR := N ⊗Z R ∼= Rr. (For fixed identification, we shall
represent the elements of NR by column-vectors in Rr). If {n1, . . . , nr} is a Z-basis
of N , then
det (N) := |det (n1, . . . , nr)|
is the lattice determinant. An n ∈ N is called primitive if conv({0, n})∩N contains
no other points except 0 and n.
• Cones. Let N ∼= Zr be as above, M := HomZ (N,Z) its dual lattice, NR,MR
their real scalar extensions, and 〈., .〉 :MR×NR → R the natural R-bilinear pairing.
A subset σ of NR is called strongly convex polyhedral cone (s.c.p. cone, for short), if
there exist n1, . . . , nk ∈ NR, such that σ = pos({n1, . . . , nk}) and σ ∩ (−σ) = {0}.
The dual cone of such a σ is σ∨ := {x ∈MR | 〈x,y〉 ≥ 0, ∀y, y ∈ σ } . A subset τ of
a s.c.p. cone σ is called a face of σ (notation: τ ≺ σ), if τ = {y ∈ σ | 〈m0,y〉 = 0},
for some m0 ∈ σ∨. A s.c.p. cone σ = pos({n1, . . . , nk}) is called simplicial (resp.,
rational) if n1, . . . , nk are R-linearly independent (resp., if n1, . . . , nk ∈ NQ, where
NQ := N ⊗Z Q).
• Hilbert bases. If σ ⊂ NR ∼= Rr is a rational s.c.p. cone, then σ has 0 as its
apex and the subsemigroup σ ∩N of N is a monoid.
Proposition 2.1 (Gordan’s lemma). σ∩N is finitely generated as an additive
semigroup, i.e. there exist n1, . . . , nν ∈ σ ∩N such that
σ ∩N = Z≥0 n1 + · · ·+ Z≥0 nν .
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Proposition 2.2 (Minimal generating system, [111, p. 233]). Among all the
systems of generators of σ ∩ N , there is a unique system HlbN (σ) of minimal
cardinality, namely:
HlbN (σ) =
n ∈ σ ∩ (N r {0})
∣∣∣∣∣∣
n cannot be expressed as
the sum of two other vectors
belonging to σ ∩ (N r {0})
 . (2.1)
Definition 2.3. HlbN (σ) is called the Hilbert basis of σ w.r.t. N.
Theorem 2.4 (Sebo¨ [113]). Given a rational s.c.p. cone σ ⊂ NR and an ele-
ment n ∈ σ∩N, it is coNP-complete to decide whether n is contained in HlbN (σ) .
Remark 2.5. Sebo¨’s Theorem shows the difficulty of deciding whether an inte-
gral vector is additively reducible. In general, at least r+
⌊
r
6
⌋
elements ofHlbN (σ)
are needed to write an n ∈ σ∩N as non-negative integer linear combination of ele-
ments of HlbN (σ) (see [11]). For an algorithm computing HlbN (σ) by the deter-
mination of the Graver basis of a suitable integer matrix we refer to Sturmfels [121,
Algorithm 13.2, p. 128]. Another efficient algorithm (which relies on a project-and-
lift approach, without making use of additional variables, and is implemented in
the computer program MLP) is due to Hemmecke [57].
• Affine toric varieties. For a lattice N ∼= Zr having M as its dual, we define an
r-dimensional algebraic torus TN ∼= (C∗)r by setting
TN := HomZ (M,C∗) = N ⊗Z C∗.
We identifyM with the character group of TN andN with the group of 1-parameter
subgroups of TN . Let σ be a rational s.c.p. cone with
M ∩ σ∨ = Z≥0 m1 + Z≥0 m2 + · · ·+ Z≥0 mk.
To the finitely generated, normal, monoidal C-subalgebra C [M ∩ σ∨] of C [M ] we
associate an affine complex variety
Uσ := Spec (C [M ∩ σ∨])
endowed with a canonical TN -action. The analytic structure induced on Uσ is inde-
pendent of the semigroup generators {m1, . . . ,mk} .Moreover, ♯ (HlbM (σ∨)) (≤ k)
is nothing but the embedding dimension of Uσ, i.e. the minimal number of genera-
tors of the maximal ideal of the local C-algebra OUσ ,0 (cf. [96, 1.2-1.3]).
• Fans. A fan w.r.t. N ∼= Zr is a finite collection ∆ of rational s.c.p. cones in NR,
such that the faces of any member belongs to ∆ and such that the intersection of
any two members is a face of each of them. We denote by |∆| the support, and
by ∆ (i) the set of i-dimensional cones of ∆. If ̺ is a ray of ∆, i.e, if ̺ ∈ ∆(1) ,
then there exists a unique primitive vector n (̺) ∈ N ∩ ̺ with ̺ = R≥0 n (̺) and
each cone σ ∈ ∆ can be therefore written as σ =∑̺∈∆(1), ̺≺σ R≥0 n (̺) . The set
Gen(σ) := {n (̺) | ̺ ∈ ∆(1) , ̺ ≺ σ } is called the set of minimal generators of σ.
For ∆ itself one defines analogously
Gen (∆) :=
⋃
σ∈∆
Gen (σ) .
•General toric varieties. The toric variety X (N,∆) associated to a fan ∆ w.r.t.
the lattice N is by definition the identification space X (N,∆) :=
⋃
σ∈∆ Uσ / ∼,
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with Uσ1 ∋ u1 ∼ u2 ∈ Uσ2 if and only if there is a τ ∈ ∆ such that τ ≺ σ1 ∩ σ2 and
u1 = u2 within Uτ . X (N,∆) is called simplicial if all cones of ∆ are simplicial. If
X (N,∆) is r-dimensional, then its topological Euler number χ(X (N,∆)) equals
χ(X (N,∆)) = ♯∆(r) . (See [47, p. 59].) (2.2)
X (N,∆) is also equipped with a canonical TN -action which is compatible with the
above mentioned TN -actions on Uσ’s. The orbits w.r.t. this action are parametrized
by the set of all cones belonging to ∆. For a τ ∈ ∆, we denote by orb(τ) (resp., by
V (τ)) the orbit (resp., the closure of the orbit) which is associated to τ . If τ ∈ ∆,
then V (τ) = X (N (τ) , Star (τ ; ∆)) is itself a toric variety w.r.t.
N (τ) := N/Nτ , Star (τ ; ∆) := {σ | σ ∈ ∆, τ ≺ σ } ,
where Nτ denotes the sublattice of N generated (as subgroup) by the intersection
N∩ lin(τ) , and σ = (σ + (Nτ )R) / (Nτ )R is the image of σ in N (τ)R = NR/ (Nτ )R.
• Equivariant maps. A map of fans ̟ : (N ′,∆′) → (N,∆) is a Z-linear homo-
morphism ̟ : N ′ → N whose scalar extension ̟ = ̟R : N ′R → NR satisfies the
property: ∀σ′ ∈ ∆′ ∃ σ ∈ ∆ with ̟ (σ′) ⊂ σ . Note that the dual of the homo-
morphism ̟⊗ZidC∗ : TN ′ = N ′ ⊗Z C∗ → TN = N ⊗Z C∗ induces an equivariant
holomorphic map ̟∗ : X (N ′,∆′) → X (N,∆). This map is proper if and only
if ̟−1 (|∆|) = |∆′| . In particular, if N = N ′ and ∆′ is a refinement of ∆, then
id∗ : X (N,∆′)→ X (N,∆) is proper and birational (cf. [96, 1.15 and 1.18]).
• Basic cones and desingularization. Let N ∼= Zr be a lattice of rank r and
σ ⊂ NR a simplicial, rational s.c.p. cone of dimension k ≤ r. σ can be obviously
written as σ = ̺1 + · · ·+ ̺k, for distinct 1-dimensional cones ̺1, . . . , ̺k. Let
Par (σ) :=
y ∈ (Nσ)R
∣∣∣∣∣∣ y =
k∑
j=1
εj n (̺j) , with 0 ≤ εj < 1, ∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ k

be the fundamental (half-open) parallelotope associated to σ. The multiplicity
mult(σ;N) of σ with respect to N is defined to be mult (σ;N) := ♯ (Par (σ) ∩Nσ) .
As it turns out,
mult (σ;N) = VolNσ (Par (σ)) , (2.3)
where Vol(Par (σ)) denotes the usual volume (Lebesgue measure) of Par (σ) , and
VolNσ (Par (σ)) :=
Vol(Par(σ))
det(Nσ)
= det(Zn(̺1)⊕···⊕Zn(̺k))det(Nσ)
its relative volume. If mult(σ;N) = 1, then σ is called a basic cone w.r.t. N .
Proposition 2.6 ([96, Thm. 1.10 and Prop. 1.25]). The affine toric variety
Uσ is Q-factorial (resp., smooth) if and only if σ is simplicial (resp., basic w.r.t.
N). Correspondingly, a toric variety X (N,∆) is Q-factorial (resp., smooth) if and
only if it is simplicial (resp., simplicial and each s.c.p. cone σ ∈ ∆ is basic).
By Carathe´odory’s theorem concerning convex polyhedral cones one can choose
a refinement ∆′ of any given fan ∆, so that ∆′ becomes simplicial. Since further
subdivisions of ∆′ reduce the multiplicities of its cones, we may arrive (after finitely
many subdivisions) at a fan ∆˜ having only basic cones.
Theorem 2.7 (Existence of Desingularizations). For every toric variety X (N,∆)
there exists a refinement ∆˜ of ∆ consisting of exclusively basic cones w.r.t. N , i.e.,
such that f = id∗ : X(N, ∆˜) −→ X (N,∆) is a desingularization.
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3. AQS as Toric Singularities
Abelian quotient singularities (AQS, for short) can be directly investigated by
means of the theory of toric varieties. If G is a finite abelian subgroup of GL(r,C),
then (C∗)r /G is automatically an algebraic torus embedded in Cr/G.
• General notation. For n ∈ N, m ∈ Z, we denote by [m]n the (uniquely
determined) integer for which 0 ≤ [m]n < n, m ≡ [m]n (mod n). If x ∈ Q, we
define ⌈x⌉ (resp., ⌊x⌋) to be the least integer number ≥ x (resp., the greatest integer
number ≤ x). “gcd” and “lcm” will be abbreviations for greatest common divisor
and least common multiple. Furthermore, for n ∈ Z≥2, we denote by ζn := e 2pi
√−1
n
the “first” n-th primitive root of unity.
• The equivalence relation “∽”. For (q, r) ∈ (Z≥2)2 we define6
Λ (q; r) :=
{
(α1, .., αr) ∈ {0, 1, 2, .., q − 1}r
∣∣∣∣ gcd(q, α1, .., α̂i, .., αr) = 1,for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r
}
and for ((α1, . . . , αr) , (α
′
1, . . . , α
′
r)) ∈ Λ (q; r) × Λ (q; r) the relation
(α1, . . . , αr) ∽ (α
′
1, . . . , α
′
r) :⇐⇒

there exists a permutation
φ : {1, . . . , r} → {1, . . . , r}
and an integer λ, 1 ≤ λ ≤ l − 1,
with gcd (λ, l) = 1, such that
α′φ(i) = [λ · αi]l , ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r
 . (3.1)
It is easy to see that ∽ is an equivalence relation. We denote by
Λ (q; r) := Λ (q; r) / ∽
the corresponding set of equivalent classes determined by “∽”.
• The “type” of an AQS. Let G be a finite, small, abelian subgroup of GL(r,C),
r ≥ 2, with order l = |G| ≥ 2. Consider as “starting point” a maximal decompo-
sition of G (viewed as an abstract group) into a direct product of cyclic groups of
orders, say, q1, . . . , qκ :
G ∼= (Z/q1Z)× · · · × (Z/qκZ) (3.2)
and let
exp (G) := lcm (q1, . . . , qκ)
be the exponent of G and ξµ := exp(G) ·q−1µ , for all µ ∈ {1, . . . , κ}. Since G is small,
it is easy to prove that G possesses at most r − 1 generators. Therefore we may
assume, from now on, that κ ≤ min(r− 1, ⌊ l2⌋). Choose after this fixing in advance
of isomorphism (3.2) suitable coordinates on Cr to diagonalize the action of each
factor (Z/qµZ) on Cr. According to Theorem 1.2, and since every representation
of a finite cyclic group in a C-vector space is the direct sum of the one-dimensional
representations, the action
(Z/qµZ)× Cr ∋ (gµ, (z1, . . . , zr)) 7→ diag(ζαµ,1qµ z1, . . . , ζαµ,rqµ zr) ∈ Cr (3.3)
can be uniquely determined by the choice of a generator gµ := diag
(
ζ
αµ,1
qµ , . . . , ζ
αµ,r
qµ
)
of each cyclic factor, i.e., by the choice of an r-tuple (αµ,1, . . . , αµ,r) ∈ Λ (qµ; r) as a
representative of an equivalence class within Λ (qµ; r) w.r.t. ∽ which is defined by
(3.1). (Any two r-tuples from Λ (qµ; r) belong to the same equivalence class w.r.t.
6The symbol α̂i means here that αi is omitted.
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∽ if and only if the two associated representations of Z/qµZ within GL(r,C), which
correspond to these two (probably different) generators of Z/qµZ, are conjugate to
each other, i.e., if and only if the corresponding quotient spaces are isomorphic; cf.
[46, Lemma 2, p. 296]). Each element g ∈ G, identified with the diagonalization of
its image under (3.2), is of the form
g = diag
(
ζ
δ1(j1,...,jκ)
exp(G) , . . . , ζ
δr(j1,...,jκ)
exp(G)
)
(3.4)
induced by a unique κ-tuple (j1, . . . , jκ) ∈ {0, 1, . . . , q1 − 1}×· · ·×{0, 1, . . . , qκ − 1},
where
δi (j1, . . . , jκ) :=
[
κ∑
µ=1
jµ · ξµ · αµ,i
]
exp(G)
, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , r}. (3.5)
Definition 3.1. For a G having decomposition (3.2) and for a given, predeter-
minated choice of the representation of the generators of its factors within GL(r,C),
as above in (3.3), (3.4), (3.5), we say that the AQS (Cr/G, [0]) is of type
1
q1
(α1,1, α1,2, . . . , α1,r)× · · · · · · × 1qκ (ακ,1, ακ,2, . . . , ακ,r) (3.6)
(and view all the entries αi,j as its weights.) If G happens to be cyclic, then we
fix a choice of a generator of G ∼= Z/lZ by making use of suitable exponents of
ζl (i.e., by shortening of (3.2), in order to have just one factor, and by suitable
diagonalization), and we omit the first subscript index of each of these regarded
weights. In this case, we simply say that (Cr/G, [0]) is a cyclic quotient singularity
(CQS, for short) of type
1
l
(α1, α2, . . . , αr) . (3.7)
• Abelian quotient spaces as toric varieties. Let G be a finite, small, abelian
subgroup of GL(r,C), r ≥ 2, having order l = |G| ≥ 2, and let
{e1 = (1, 0, . . . , 0, 0)⊺ , . . . , er = (0, 0, . . . , 0, 1)⊺}
denote the standard basis of Rr, N0 := Zr =
∑r
i=1 Zei the standard rectangular
lattice, M0 its dual, and TN0 := Spec
(
C
[
x±11 , . . . , x
±1
r
])
= (C∗)r . Clearly,
TNG := Spec(C
[
x±11 , . . . , x
±1
r
]G
) = (C∗)r /G
is an r-dimensional algebraic torus with NG as its 1-parameter group and with MG
as its group of characters. Using the map
(N0)R ∋ (y1, . . . , yr)⊺ = y 7−→ θ (y) := (e(2π
√−1)y1 , . . . , e(2π
√−1)yr)⊺ ∈ TN0
and the injection ι : TN0 →֒ GL(r,C) defined by
TN0 ∋ (t1, . . . , tr)⊺ 7−→ diag (t1, . . . , tr) ∈ GL (r,C) ,
we have obviously NG = (ι◦ θ)−1 (G) with det(NG) = 1l . In fact, using (3.4) and
(3.5), we get
NG = N0 +
κ∑
µ=1
Z (
1
qµ
(αµ,1, . . . , αµ,r)
⊺
)
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= N0 +
∑
(j1,...,jκ)∈{0,1,...,q1−1}×···×{0,1,...,qκ−1}
Z
(
δ1(j1,...,jκ)
exp(G) , . . . ,
δr(j1,...,jκ)
exp(G)
)⊺
(3.8)
and
MG =
{
m ∈M0
∣∣∣∣ xm = xµ11 · · · xµrr is a G-invariantLaurent monomial (m = (µ1, . . . , µr) )
}
(with det (MG) = l).
If we define
σ0 := pos ({e1, .., er})
to be the r-dimensional positive orthant, and ∆G to be the fan
∆G := {σ0 together with its faces} ,
then by the exact sequence 0 → G ∼= NG/N0 → TN0 → TNG → 0 induced by the
canonical duality pairing
M0/MG ×NG/N0 → Q/Z →֒ C∗
(cf. [47, p. 34] and [96, pp. 22-23]), we get Cr = X (N0,∆G) → X (NG,∆G) as
projection map, where
X (NG,∆G) = Uσ0 = C
r/G = Spec
(
C [x1, . . . , xr]
G
)
←֓ TNG
Formally, we identify [0] with orb(σ0). Moreover, the singular locus of X (NG,∆G)
can be written (by Propositions 1.1 and 2.6) as the union
Sing (X (NG,∆G)) = {orb (σ0)}
⋃Spec (C [σ∨0 ∩MG (τ)])
∣∣∣∣∣∣
τ  σ0,
dim (τ) ≥ 2, and
mult (τ ;NG) ≥ 2
 .
Proposition 3.2. For an AQS (Cr/G, [0]) the following are equivalent :
(i) Sing(X (NG,∆G)) = {orb (σ0)} , i.e., orb (σ0) = [0] ∈ X (NG,∆G) is isolated.
(ii) For all τ, τ  σ0, with dim(τ) ≥ 2, we have mult(τ) = 1.
Definition 3.3. The splitting codimension of Uσ0 = C
r/G is defined to be the
number
splcod (Uσ0) := min
k ∈ {2, . . . , r}
∣∣∣∣∣∣
Uσ0
∼= Uτ × Cr−k, s.t.
τ  σ0, dim (τ) = k
and Sing (Uτ ) 6= ∅

If splcod(Uσ0) = r, then orb(σ0) is called an msc-singularity, i.e., a singularity
having the maximum splitting codimension.
Proposition 3.4. For an AQS (Cr/G, [0]) of type (3.6) the following condi-
tions are equivalent :
(i) orb(σ0) is a non-msc-singularity.
(ii) splcod(orb (σ0) ;Uσ0) = k0 with 2 ≤ k0 ≤ r − 1.
(iii) There exists a subfamily {y1, y2, . . . , yr−k0} ⊂ {1, . . . , r}, such that
δy1 (j1, . . . , jκ) = · · · = δyr−k0 (j1, . . . , jκ) = 0 ,
for all (j1, . . . , jκ) ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . . , q1 − 1} × · · · × {0, 1, 2, . . . , qκ − 1} ;
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{y1, y2, . . . , yr−k0} is, in addition, the largest subfamily of {1, . . . , r} having this
property.
Theorem 3.5 (Gorenstein condition). Let (Cr/G, [0]) be an AQS of type (3.6).
Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) X (NG,∆G) = Cr/G is Gorenstein.
(ii)
r∑
i=1
αµ,i ≡ (0 mod qµ), for all µ, 1 ≤ µ ≤ κ.
(iii) 〈(1, 1, . . . .1, 1) , n〉 ≥ 1, for all n, n ∈ σ0 ∩ (NG r {0}) .
(iv) (X (NG,∆G) , orb (σ0)) is a canonical singularity of index 1.
Proof. It follows from Theorem 1.4 and [102, Thm. 3.1, p. 292]. 
• Junior and senior elements. Let (Cr/G, [0]) be a Gorenstein AQS of type
(3.6). For all i ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}, we denote by
Hi := {(x1, . . . , xr)⊺ ∈ Rr |x1 + x2 + · · ·+ xr = i}
the affine hyperplane of level i, and by
s
[i]
G := σ0 ∩Hi = conv({ie1, . . . , ier})
the (r − 1)-dimensional lattice simplex of age i which lies on Hi. (We adopt here
the terminology of [67, §1-2]). In particular, the junior simplex is defined to be
sG := s
[1]
G = σ0 ∩H1 = conv({e1, . . . , er}) .
An element g ∈ G as in (3.4) is a junior element (resp., a senior element of age i,
in the sense of 1.9 (ii)) whenever
ng belongs to sG ∩NG (resp., to s[i]G ∩ NG, for i ∈ {2, . . . , r − 1}) ,
where
ng :=
(
δ1(j1,...,jκ)
exp(G) , . . . ,
δr(j1,...,jκ)
exp(G)
)⊺
. (3.9)
Par (σ0) is nothing but the unit half-open cube in Rr, with
{lattice points ng representing the junior elements g of G}
= (sG ∩Par (σ0) ∩NG) = (sG ∩ (NG r {e1, . . . , er})) (3.10)
and
{lattice points ng representing the seniors g ∈ G whose age is i}
= (s
[i]
G ∩Par (σ0) ∩NG) ⊂ (s[i]G ∩ (NG r {ie1, . . . , ier}))
(3.11)
for all i ∈ {2, . . . , r − 1} (cf. (3.8)). Obviously,
r−1∑
i=1
(♯(s
[i]
G ∩Par (σ0) ∩NG)) = l − 1. (3.12)
Note 3.6 (Geometric interpetation via hypersimplices). If i ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1},
then the (r − 1)-dimensional polytope
HypS (i, r) := conv ({eν1 + · · ·+ eνi | 1 ≤ ν1 < ν2 < · · · < νi ≤ r }) (3.13)
=
(x1, . . . , xr)⊺ ∈ Rr
∣∣∣∣∣∣ 0 ≤ xj ≤ 1 for 1 ≤ j ≤ r,
r∑
j=1
xj = i

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has
(
r
i
)
vertices, 2r facets for i ∈ {2, . . . , r− 2}, and only r facets for i ∈ {1, r− 1}.
It is the so-called (i, r)-hypersimplex and can be viewed as the convex hull of the
barycenters of the (i− 1)-dimensional faces of the standard (r − 1)-dimensional
simplex (see [126, pp. 19-20]). Figure 1 shows Hyp(2, 4) (which is a regular
octahedron). Note, in particular, that HypS(1, r) and HypS(r − 1, r) are simplices.
The sets s
[i]
G ∩Par (σ0) can be expressed in terms of hypersimplices as follows:
sG ∩Par (σ0) = HypS (1, r)r {e1, . . . , er} = sG r {e1, . . . , er} , (3.14)
and for i ∈ {2, . . . , r − 1}, respectively,
s
[i]
G ∩Par (σ0) = HypS (i, r)r
x ∈ HypS (i, r)
∣∣∣∣∣∣
with xj = 1
for all least one
j ∈ {1, . . . , r}
 . (3.15)
Figure 1.
Remark 3.7. The height (1.2) of an element g of G (as in (3.4)) equals
ht(g) = rank(g − IdG) = ♯ {i | 1 ≤ i ≤ r with δi (j1, . . . , jκ) 6= 0} (3.16)
and specifies the dimension of the face of σ0 on which ng ∈ NG lies.
Definition 3.8. For i ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1} and k ∈ {2, . . . , r} we define
BG (i, k) := {g ∈ G | age (g) = i, ht (g) = k } .
Lemma 3.9. BG (i, k) = ∅ for k ≤ i.
Proof. By Proposition 1.8, for each g ∈ Gr {IdG} we have ht(g) > age(g). 
Gr {IdG} can be decomposed as follows:
Gr {IdG} = JAI (G)
•⋃
SAI (G) ,
where
JAI (G) :=
•⋃ {BG (i, k) | 1 ≤ i < k ≤ r, k 6= 2i} ,
and
SAI (G) :=
•⋃{
BG (i, 2i)
∣∣∣ 1 ≤ i ≤ ⌊ r
2
⌋}
.
We call JAI(G) (resp., SAI(G)) the set of elements of G r {IdG} with inverses of
jumping age (resp., of stationary age), as we have:
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Lemma 3.10 (“Ping-Pong Lemma”). (i) For 1 ≤ i < k ≤ r, k 6= 2i, there is
an one-to-one correspondence
JAI (G) ∋ BG (i, k) ∋ g 7−→ g−1 ∈ BG (k − i, k) ∈ JAI (G)
(ii) If k = 2i and g ∈ SAI(G), then g−1 ∈ SAI(G) .
Note that JAI(G) (resp. SAI(G)) is expressed as the disjoint union of exactly((
r
2
)− ⌊r2⌋) (∈ 2Z) sets (resp. of exactly ⌊r2⌋ sets). In addition, JAI(G) consists of
group elements the cardinality of which is always an even number.
Definition 3.11. To treat the group elements on each face of s
[i]
G ’s separately,
for 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1, 2 ≤ k ≤ r, and indices 1 ≤ ν1 < ν2 < · · · < νk ≤ r, we define
s
[i]
G (ν1, ν2, . . . , νk) := conv ({ieν1 , ieν2 , . . . , ieνk})
(s
[i]
G = s
[i]
G (1, 2, . . . , r) )
and
BG (i, k; ν1, ν2, . . . , νk) :={
g as in (3.4), g ∈ BG (i, k)
∣∣∣ng ∈ s[i]G (ν1, ν2, . . . , νk) ∩Par (σ0) ∩NG} .
Lemma 3.12. For any g ∈ G the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) g ∈ BG (i, k; ν1, ν2, . . . , νk) .
(ii) ng ∈ int(s[i]G (ν1, ν2, . . . , νk)) ∩Par (σ0) ∩NG.
Proof. The lattice points which belong to ∂(s
[i]
G (ν1, ν2, . . . , νk)) ∩Par (σ0) ∩NG
represent group elements with height < k. 
Lemma 3.13 (“Refined Ping-Pong Lemma”). For 1 ≤ i < k ≤ r, and indices
1 ≤ ν1 < ν2 < · · · < νk ≤ r, there is an one-to-one correspondence
BG (i, k; ν1, ν2, . . . , νk) ∋ g 7−→ g−1 ∈ BG (k − i, k; ν1, ν2, . . . , νk)
Proof. As both g and g−1 (as diagonal matrices) must have the entries which are
equal to 1 at the same positions, the assertion can be varified by Lemma 3.10 (i).
Lemma 3.14. For 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1 and k = 2i we have:
(i) if g ∈ BG (i, 2i; ν1, ν2, . . . , ν2i), then g−1 ∈ BG (i, 2i; ν1, ν2, . . . , ν2i), and
(ii) if l = |G| ≡ 1 (mod 2), then BG (i, 2i; ν1, ν2, . . . , ν2i) consists of an even number
of group elements. Among them there are no elements g with g = g−1.
Proof. For (i) we use the same argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.13. Assertion
(ii) can be shown easily as well. IfBG (i, 2i; ν1, ν2, . . . , ν2i) would contain an element
g with g = g−1, then this g would have order 2 and therefore l ≡ 0 (mod 2) by
Lagrange Theorem. This would contradict to our assumption. 
Proposition 3.15. For a Gorenstein AQS (Cr/G, [0]) the following conditions
are equivalent :
(i) orb (σ0) ∈ X (NG,∆G) is isolated.
(ii)
⋃r−1
i=1 (∂s
[i]
G ∩NG) = ∅ and
⋃r−1
i=1 (int(s
[i]
G ) ∩NG) 6= ∅.
(iii) BG (i, k; ν1, ν2, . . . , νk) = ∅, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}, k ∈ {2, . . . , r − 1}, and
1 ≤ ν1 < · · · < νk ≤ r, while BG (i, r) 6= ∅ for at least one i ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}.
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Proof. It follows from Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.5. 
Lemma 3.16. If there exists an element g ∈ G, such that ht(g) = r, then
orb(σ0) is an msc-singularity. For G cyclic, the converse is also true.
Proof. It follows from (3.16) and the definition of splitting codimension. 
Corollary 3.17. If orb (σ0) ∈ X (NG,∆G) is isolated, then orb(σ0) is an
msc-singularity.
Example 3.18. Let
(
C4/G, [0]
)
be the Gorenstein CQS of type 112 (1, 2, 3, 6).
This is a non-isolated msc-singularity (by Propositions 3.2, 3.15 and Lemma 3.16).
If G = {g0 = IdG, g1, g2, . . . , g11} and ni := ngi denotes the lattice point of NG
representing gi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 11, then, up to reenumeration of indices, we find
i ni ni+6
0 (0, 0, 0, 0)⊺ 112 (6, 0, 6, 0)
⊺
1 112 (1, 2, 3, 6)
⊺ 1
12 (7, 2, 9, 6)
⊺
2 112 (2, 4, 6, 0)
⊺ 1
12 (9, 6, 3, 6)
⊺
3 112 (4, 8, 0, 0)
⊺ 1
12 (8, 4, 0, 0)
⊺
4 112 (3, 6, 9, 6)
⊺ 1
12 (10, 8, 6, 0)
⊺
5 112 (5, 10, 3, 6)
⊺ 1
12 (11, 10, 9, 6)
⊺
Obviously, g1, g2, g3, g6, g9 are juniors, g4, g5, g7, g8, g10 are seniors of age 2, and
g11 is the only senior of age 3. Furthermore,
JAI (G) = BG (1, 3)
•⋃
BG (1, 4)
•⋃
BG (2, 3)
•⋃
BG (3, 4) ,
SAI (G) = BG (1, 2)
•⋃
BG (2, 4) ,
where
BG (1, 3) = BG (1, 3; 1, 2, 3) = {g2} , BG (1, 4) = {g1} ,
BG (2, 3) = BG (2, 3; 1, 2, 3) = {g10} ,BG (3, 4) = {g11} ,
BG (1, 2) = BG (1, 2; 1, 2)
•⋃
BG (1, 2; 1, 3) , BG (1, 2; 1, 2) = {g3, g9} ,
and
BG (1, 2; 1, 3) = {g6} , BG (2, 4) = {g4, g5, g7, g8} .
Figure 2 shows the location of the lattice points n1, . . . , n11 on the junior tetrahe-
dron sG = s
[1]
G and on the two tetrahedra s
[2]
G and s
[3]
G , containing the representatives
of the junior and of the senior elements of ages 2 and 3, respectively. (For aesthetic
reasons, s
[2]
G and s
[3]
G are scaled by
1
2 and
1
3 , respectively.) The dotted lines (with
arrows at their ends) indicate how the refined Ping-Pong Lemma 3.13 and Lemma
3.14 (i) are applied in practice. Note that g12−i = g−1i , for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 6.
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Figure 2.
• On the cardinality of BG (1, k) . Let (Cr/G, [0]) be a Gorenstein AQS of type
(3.6). The counting of the lattice points of NG representing all the elements of
BG (i, k; ν1, ν2, . . . , νk)’s and BG (i, k)’s (with emphasis on BG (1, k)) is of partic-
ular interest (cf. §9). By Lemma 3.12 we get
♯ (BG (i, k; ν1, ν2, . . . , νk)) = ♯(int(s
[i]
G (ν1, ν2, . . . , νk) ∩Par (σ0) ∩NG)), (3.17)
and for i = 1,
♯ (BG (1, k; ν1, ν2, . . . , νk))
(3.10)
= ♯(int(sG (ν1, ν2, . . . , νk) ∩NG)). (3.18)
Moreover,
♯ (BG (i, k)) =
∑
1≤ν1<···<νk≤r
♯ (BG (i, k; ν1, ν2, . . . , νk)) (3.19)
=
∑
1≤ν1<···<νk≤r
♯(int(s
[i]
G (ν1, ν2, . . . , νk) ∩Par (σ0) ∩NG))
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and for i = 1,
♯ (BG (1, k)) =
∑
1≤ν1<···<νk≤r
♯ (BG (1, k; ν1, ν2, . . . , νk))
=
∑
1≤ν1<···<νk≤r
♯(int(sG (ν1, ν2, . . . , νk) ∩NG))
(3.20)
The cardinality (3.17) can be written as follows:
♯ (BG (i, k; ν1, ν2, . . . , νk)) =
= ♯
λ ∈ [0, l) ∩ Z
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
r∑
ρ=1
δρ (j1, . . . , jκ) = i · exp (G) and
δρ (j1, . . . , jκ)
{ 6= 0, if ρ ∈ {ν1, . . . , νk}
= 0, if ρ /∈ {ν1, . . . , νk}
for all ρ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r}
 .
(3.21)
Proposition 3.19. Let r ≥ 3, 2 ≤ k ≤ r − 1, {ν1, ν2, . . . , νk} ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , r}
be a family of indices, such that 1 ≤ ν1 < · · · < νk ≤ r, and
{
ν′1, ν
′
2, . . . , ν
′
r−k
}
=
{1, 2, . . . , r}r {ν1, ν2, . . . , νk} be its complement. If (Cr/G, [0]) is Gorenstein msc-
CQS of type (3.7), then the number of group elements having fixed height k and
arbitrary age equals
r−1∑
i=1
♯ (BG (i, k; ν1, ν2, . . . , νk)) =
k−1∑
i=1
♯ (BG (i, k; ν1, ν2, . . . , νk))
=
[
gcd
(
αν′1 , . . . , αν′r−k , l
)
− 1
]
−
∑
1≤ρ1<···<ρy≤k
with 1≤y≤k−2 and
{ρ1,...,ρy}⊂{ν1,ν2,...,νk}
[
gcd
(
αν′1 , .., αν′r−k , αρ1 , .., αρy , l
)
− 1
]
(3.22)
(For k = 2 we simply omit this last sum.)
Proof. The first equality is clear by Lemma 3.9. On the other hand,
r−1∑
i=1
♯(s
[i]
G (ν1, ν2, . . . , νk) ∩Par (σ0) ∩NG)
=
k−1∑
i=1
♯(s
[i]
G (ν1, ν2, . . . , νk) ∩Par (σ0) ∩NG)
= ♯
{
λ ∈ Z ∣∣ 1 ≤ λ ≤ l− 1 : λαν′
i
≡ 0 (mod l) , ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ r − k}
= gcd(αν′1 , . . . , αν′r−k , l)− 1.
The sum we subtract in (3.22) is nothing but the evaluation of the number
k−1∑
i=1
♯ (∂s
[i]
G (ν1, ν2, . . . , νk) ∩Par (σ0) ∩NG)
of lattice points lying on the corresponding relative boundaries. 
Remark 3.20. For arbitrary r ≥ 3, the numbers ♯ (BG (1, 2; ν1, ν2)) and
♯ (BG (1, 3; ν1, ν2, ν3)) = ♯ (BG (2, 3; ν1, ν2, ν3))
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can be determined by the formula (3.22); the first of them directly (because in this
case the left-hand side of (3.22), consists of only one summand), and the latter just
as the half of what we get from the right-hand side of (3.22). For r ∈ {3, 4}, as
a byproduct of this formula and of the refined Ping-Pong Lemma 3.13, one gets
a simple method to count the number of the lattice points lying in the relative
interior of each proper face of the junior simplex separately!
Note 3.21. One can analogously compute
∑r−1
i=1 ♯ (BG (i, k; ν1, ν2, . . . , νk))
whenever the acting group G is abelian but not cyclic. In this case, the formula
generalizing (3.22) contains denumerants of restricted weighted vectorial partitions
instead of greatest common divisors.
4. Crepant Resolutions of Gorenstein AQS
Let (Cr/G, [0]) , r ≥ 3, be a Gorenstein AQS. In this section we explain how the
crepant (partial or full) TNG-equivariant desingularizations of its underlying space
are to be studied by means of lattice triangulations of the junior simplex sG.
Definition 4.1. We denote the set of all lattice triangulations T of sG w.r.t.
NG (with vert(T ) ⊆ sG ∩NG, cf. C.6) by LTRNG (sG) , and define
LTRmaxNG (sG) :=
{
T ∈ LTRNG (sG)
∣∣∣∣ T is a maximal triangulationof sG, i.e., vert(T ) = sG ∩NG
}
,
LTRbasicNG (sG) :=
{
T ∈ LTRmaxNG (sG)
∣∣∣∣ T is a basic triangulationof sG (see Definition C.7)
}
.
Adding the prefix Coh- to any one of the above sets, we mean the subset con-
sisting of coherent triangulations (in the sense of B.1). The hierarchy of lattice
triangulations of sG is given by the following inclusion diagram:
LTRbasicNG (sG) ⊂ LTRmaxNG (sG) ⊂ LTRNG (sG)⋃ ⋃ ⋃
Coh-LTRbasicNG (sG) ⊂ Coh-LTRmaxNG (sG) ⊂ Coh-LTRNG (sG)
Note 4.2. (i) There is a bijection between the triangulations belonging to
LTRNG (sG) (resp., to Coh-LTRNG (sG)) and the vertex set of the universal poly-
tope Un(V) (resp., of the secondary polytope Sec(V)) of sG w.r.t. the point config-
uration V = sG ∩NG; see Appendix B.
(ii) There exist always coherent maximal triangulations of sG’s (see B.2).
(iii) For r ≥ 3 there are sG’s admitting maximal non-coherent triangulations.
(iv) For r ≥ 4 there are lots of sG’s admitting maximal non-basic triangulations.
(v) It is not known, as yet, if there are sG’s for which LTR
basic
NG (sG) 6= ∅, whereas
Coh-LTRbasicNG (sG) = ∅ (see C.8 (iii)).
(v) An immediate consequence of Theorem 4.4 is that the “Existence Problem”, as
stated in §1, is in the abelian case equivalent to the following:
◮ Existence Problem for Gorenstein AQS: For which abelian finite subgroups
G ⊂ SL(r,C), r ≥ 4, do there exist triangulations T ∈ LTRbasicNG (sG) (and preferably
T ∈ Coh-LTRbasicNG (sG))?
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This demonstrates one more example of the interplay between algebraic and discrete
geometry. The initial problem is fairly difficult, yet once translated into discrete
geometry, it can be treated by using familiar tools.
Definition 4.3. Identifying Cr/G with X (NG,∆G) as in §3, let
σs := pos (s) ⊂ (NG)R ∼= Rr
denote the cone supporting a simplex s of a T ∈ LTRNG (sG). We define the fan
∆̂G (T ) := {σs | s ∈ T }
and
PCDES (X (NG,∆G)) :=

partial crepant TNG -equivariant
desingularizations of X (NG,∆G)
with overlying spaces having
at worst Q-factorial canonical
singularities of index 1
 ,
PCDESmax (X (NG,∆G)) :=

partial crepant TNG -equivariant
desingularizations of X (NG,∆G)
with overlying spaces having
at worst Q-factorial terminal
singularities of index 1
 ,
CDES (X (NG,∆G)) :=
{
crepant TNG-equivariant (full)
desingularizations of X (NG,∆G)
}
.
(Whenever we put the prefix QP- in the front of any one of them, we mean the
corresponding subset of it consisting of those desingularizations whose overlying
spaces are quasiprojective.)
Theorem 4.4 (Desingularizing by triangulations). Let (Cr/G, [0]) be a Goren-
stein AQS (r ≥ 3). Then there exist one-to-one correspondences :
(Coh-)LTRbasicNG (sG)
1:1←→ (QP-)CDES (X (NG,∆G))
∩ ∩
(Coh-)LTRmaxNG (sG)
1:1←→ (QP-)PCDESmax (X (NG,∆G))
∩ ∩
(Coh-)LTRNG (sG)
1:1←→ (QP-)PCDES (X (NG,∆G))
which are realized by crepant TNG-equivariant birational morphisms of the form
fT = id∗ : X(NG, ∆̂G (T )) −→ X (NG,∆G) (4.1)
induced by mapping
T 7−→ ∆̂G (T ) , ∆̂G (T ) 7−→ X(NG, ∆̂G (T )).
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Sketch of proof. X (NG,∆G) is Gorenstein and has at most rational singulari-
ties, i.e., canonical singularities of index 1. Moreover, its dualizing sheaf is trivial.
Let
f = id∗ : X(NG, ∆˜G) −→ X (NG,∆G)
denote an arbitrary partial desingularization. Studying the behaviour of the highest
rational differentials on X(NG, ∆˜G) (see [102, §3] or [29, Proposition 4.1]), one
proves
K
X(NG, ∆˜G)
= f∗
(
KX(NG,∆G)
)− ∑
̺∈∆˜G(1)
(〈(1, . . . , 1) , n (̺)〉 − 1) Dn(̺) ,
where
Dn(̺) := V (̺) = V (pos ({n (̺)})) .
Obviously, f is crepant if and only if Gen(∆˜G) ⊂ H1, and since the number of
crepant exceptional prime divisors is independent of the specific choice of f , the
first and second 1-1 correspondences (from below) are obvious by the adjunction-
theoretic definition of terminal (resp., canonical) singularities. In particular, all
TNG-equivariant partial crepant desingularizations of X (NG,∆G) of the form (4.1)
have overlying spaces with at most Q-factorial singularities; and conversely, each
partial TNG-equivariant crepant desingularization with overlying space with at
worst Q-factorial singularities, has to be of this form. (Q-factoriality is here equiv-
alent to the consideration only of triangulations instead of more general polytopal
subdivisions; cf. Proposition 2.6. Furthermore, by maximal triangulations we ex-
haust all crepant prime divisors). The top 1-1 correspondence follows from the
equivalence
T ∋ s is a basic simplex w.r.t. NG ⇐⇒ σs ∈ ∆̂G (T ) is a basic cone w.r.t. NG.
To prove the 1-1 correspondences after omitting the brackets, it suffices to use the
fact that the coherence of a triangulation T ∈ LTRNG (sG) implies the existence of
a strictly upper convex function defined on the support of the entire fan ∆̂G (T ) ,
and then to apply ampleness criterion; cf. [29, Proposition 4.5, p. 211]. 
Remark 4.5. Concerning the existence or non-existence of lattice triangu-
lations T ∈ LTRbasicNG (sG) for Gorenstein AQS (Cr/G, [0]) of type (3.6) we can
w.l.o.g. restrict ourselves to the class of msc-AQS (as defined in 3.3), because the
existence question for a non-msc-singularity is obviously reduced to the same ques-
tion for an msc-singularity of strictly smaller dimension. (The recognition of the
those which are msc-singularities follows from Proposition 3.4.)
Note 4.6 (Exceptional prime divisors). If T ∈ LTRbasicNG (sG) , then the ex-
ceptional prime divisors Dn(̺) (̺ ∈ ∆̂G (T ) (1)r∆G(1)) w.r.t. fT are (r − 1)-
dimensional toric varieties whose topological Euler number (2.2) equals
χ(Dn(̺)) = ♯{(r − 1)-dimensional simplices of starn(̺)(T )}.
Moreover, Dn(̺) is compact if and only if n (̺) ∈ int(sG) . On the other hand, if
̺ ∈ ∆̂G (T ) (1) and n (̺) ∈ int(sG (ν1, . . . , νk))∩NG, for some k, 2 ≤ k ≤ r−1, and
certain 1 ≤ ν1 < ν2 < · · · < νk ≤ r, then the non-compact Dn(̺) can be viewed as
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the total space of a fibration Dn(̺) −→ Cr−k. The generic fibers are isomorphic to
the (k − 1)-dimensional compact toric variety associated to the star of ̺ within
{σ ∈ ∆̂G (T ) | σ ≺ σs, s ∈ sG (ν1, . . . , νk) ∩ T }
In many cases, looking at the starn(̺)(T ), one can say more about the structure of
Dn(̺). (For concrete classes of examples, see below Remark 5.6 (i), Theorem 7.2,
and Remark 7.5 (ii).)
• Cohomology dimensions. Using (3.10) and (3.11) we deduce from Theorem
1.17 the following:
Theorem 4.7. If (Cr/G, [0]) is a Gorenstein AQS, then for any crepant de-
singularization X̂ −→ X of X = Cr/G we have dimQH0(X̂,Q) = 1,
dimQH
2i(X̂,Q) = ♯(s[i]G ∩Par (σ0) ∩NG), ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}, (4.2)
and the other cohomology groups of X̂ are trivial. In particular, χ(X̂) = |G| .
To determine the cohomology dimensions (4.2) you may exploit the description
(3.14)-(3.15) of s
[i]
G ∩ Par (σ0) in terms of hypersimplices HypS(i, r). But if you
don’t like to work directly with hypersimplices, here is an alternative: Compute
the coefficients of the Ehrhart polynomial of the junior simplex sG by the formulae
given in Appendix D, and then apply (4.3) instead of (4.2).
Theorem 4.8. Maintaining the notation and the assumptions of 4.7, we have
dimQH
2i(X̂,Q) = h∗i (sG) =
r−1∑
j=0
(
i∑
κ=0
(−1)κ(rκ) (i− κ)j
)
aj(sG), (4.3)
for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , r − 1}, where by h∗i (sG) is denoted the i-th component of
the h∗-vector and by aj(sG) the j-th coefficient of the Ehrhart polynomial of sG,
respectively. (See C.1 and C.3.)
Proof. If there exists a crepant desingularization X̂ −→ X = Cr/G, then there
exists also a TNG -equivariant crepant desingularization (4.1) induced by a triangu-
lation T ∈ LTRbasicNG (sG) . Using Theorem 1.17, [3, Thm. 4.4] and Theorem C.9,
we get for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , r − 1},
dimQH
2i(X̂,Q) = dimQH2i(X(NG, ∆̂G (T )),Q) = hi(T ) = h∗i (sG),
and it suffices to apply formula (C.5) (for P = sG, d = r − 1) to obtain (4.3). 
Remark 4.9 (A simple basicness criterion). If (Cr/G, [0]) is a Gorenstein AQS,
and T ∈ LTRNG (sG), then by (A.2), (C.4) and (C.6) we get
fr−1(T ) = ♯
{
(r − 1)-dim.
simplices of T
}
=
r−1∑
i=0
hi(T ) ≤
r−1∑
i=0
h∗i (sG) = (r − 1)! Vol(sG),
which implies
fr−1(T ) = χ(X(NG, ∆̂G (T ))) ≤ (r − 1)! Vol(sG) = |G| = 1det(NG) ,
cf. (2.2). This holds as equality:
fr−1(T ) = χ(X(NG, ∆̂G (T ))) = (r − 1)! Vol(sG) = |G| (4.4)
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if and only if T ∈ LTRbasicNG (sG) (by Theorem C.9). In practice, having a concrete
maximal triangulation T of sG in hand, it suffices to compare fr−1(T ) with |G| . If
these two numbers coincide, then T has to be basic.
• Flops. If T , T ′ are two coherent lattice triangulations of sG, are there “elementary
operations” whose repetitive use would geometrically describe how one can obtain
T ′ from T ? On the level of triangulations a satisfactory answer is given by the
bistellar flips7 (as defined in combinatorial topology). If, in addition, T , T ′ are
assumed to be maximal, this answer on the level of birational maps connecting
X(NG, ∆̂G (T )) with X(NG, ∆̂G (T ′)) leads to algebro-geometric flops.
Theorem 4.10 (Bistellar flips, and flops). (i) If T , T ′ ∈ Coh-LTRNG (sG) ,
then there exist finitely many circuits
C1, . . . , Cκ ⊂ sG ∩NG, and T1, . . . , Tκ ∈ Coh-LTRNG (sG)
such that Ti+1 = FLCi (Ti) (i.e., such that Ti+1 is the bistellar flip of Ti along Ci,
cf. B.9) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , κ− 1} , with T1 = T and Tκ = T ′.
(ii) In particular, if T , T ′ ∈ Coh-LTRmaxNG (sG) , then the circuits C1, . . . , Cκ can
be chosen in such a way that ♯(Ci) = r + 1 and dim(conv(Ci)) = r − 1 for all
i ∈ {1, . . . , κ − 1}. Setting Xi := X(NG, ∆̂G (Ti)), X := X1, and X ′ := Xκ, we
conclude that X and X ′ can be obtained from each other by a finite succession of
flops8 which fit together into the following diagram:
Y1 Y2 Yκ−1
X1 oo _______
ϕ1
::uuuuuuu
fT1
//
X2 oo _______
ϕ2
::uuuuuuu
ϑ1
ddIIIIIII
fT2
((
X3
ϑ2
ddIIIIIII
fT3

oo ___ ... Xκ−1oo_ _ _ oo _______
ϕκ−1 ::uuuuuu
fTκ−1
vv
Xκ
ϑκ−1ddIIIIII
fTκ
ooX(NG,∆G)
Here, by “flops” we mean the upper triangles of the diagram, where both ϕi and ϑi
are small birational morphisms (i.e., their exceptional loci have codimension ≥ 2)
and Xi+1 99K Xi birational maps which are isomorphisms in codimension 1.
Proof. We shall use the notation and the terminology introduced in Appendix B.
(i) Consider an edge path v1v2, v2v3, . . . ,vκ−1vκ on the polytope Sec(sG ∩ NG)
connecting v1 := vT1 with vκ := vTκ . By Theorem B.10 one determines circuits
C1, . . . , Cκ ⊂ sG∩NG such that vi = vTi with Ti+1 = FLCi (Ti) , ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , κ− 1} .
7One of the main reasons for adding to the triangulations involved in the above formulation of
Existence Problem the phrase “preferably coherent” is their connection by a sequence of bistellar
flips. This does not hold in general for non-coherent triangulations. For instance, Santos provided
in [109] a point set whose space of (all) triangulations is bistellarly disconnected.
8In the MMP-language (and as long as one may work in the category of quasiprojective
complex varieties) we say that the “minimal models” X and X′ are connected by a sequence of
flops whose “termination” is due to our specific setting; cf. [85, Thm. 3.4.6, p. 158]. In fact,
these flops can be conceived of as high-dimensional analogues of the original “Atiyah’s flop” (see
[85, Example 3.4.3, p. 157]).
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(ii) If T is a maximal triangulation of sG, and s1, s2 two (r−1)-dimensional simplices
of T having s1 ∩ s2 as (r − 2)-dimensional common face, then T |s1∪s2 is either the
triangulation Y+ (C) or the triangulation Y− (C) of conv(vert(s1)∪vert(s2)) w.r.t.
the circuit C = vert(s1)∪vert(s2) with ♯(C) = r+ 1 (cf. Lemma B.7). To pass from
T to another maximal triangulation T ′ it suffices to apply (i) for circuits C1, . . . , Cκ
only of this kind. (This follows from results of Oda & Park [97, Corollary 3.9,
Proposition 3.10, and Theorem 3.12, pp. 395-398].) After having determined such
Ti’s (with Ti+1 = FLCi (Ti) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , κ − 1}), it is enough to define Yi to
be the Gorenstein toric variety associated to the fan which consists of the cones
supporting the lattice polytopes of the polytopal subdivision Tir (Y⊙ (Ci)∗T [Ci] of
sG. By the birational morphism ϕi we contractV(σsi ), where si denotes the unique
(r − 2)-dimensional simplex of Y⊙ (Ci) with int(si) ⊂ int(Y⊙ (Ci)), and by ϑi we
extract V(σti ), where ti denotes the unique (r− 2)-dimensional simplex of Y⊠ (Ci)
with int(ti) ⊂ int(Y⊠ (Ci)). The ϑi’s are non-divisorial extractions, because we do
not introduce any new vertices in the triangulation Ti+1. 
Exercise 4.11. Take again the example of CQS of type 112 (1, 2, 3, 6) as in 3.18.
Working with Puntos (cf. Note B.5) we find all T ∈ Coh-LTRmaxNG (sG) . These are
altogether 12 triangulations: One of them has 9 simplices, two have 10 simplices,
four have 11 simplices, and the remaining five have 12 simplices. The latter ones
are necessarily the elements of the set Coh-LTRbasicNG (sG) . The vertex sets of their
simplices (in the notation used in 3.18) are recorded in the following list.
T1 T2 T3 T4 T5
{e2, e4, n1, n3} {e2, e4, n1, n3} {e2, e4, n1, n3} {e2, e4, n1, n3} {e2, e4, n1, n3}
{e3, n1, n2, n6} {e3, n1, n2, n6} {e3, n1, n2, n9} {e3, n1, n2, n6} {e3, n1, n2, n6}
{e3, e4, n1, n6} {e3, e4, n1, n6} {e3, e4, n1, n6} {e3, e4, n1, n6} {e3, e4, n1, n6}
{e2, e3, e4, n1} {e2, e3, e4, n1} {e2, e3, e4, n1} {e2, e3, e4, n1} {e2, e3, e4, n1}
{e2, e3, n1, n2} {e2, e3, n1, n2} {e2, e3, n1, n2} {e2, e3, n1, n2} {e2, e3, n1, n2}
{e2, n1, n2, n6} {e2, n1, n2, n6} {e3, n1, n6, n9} {n1, n2, n6, n9} {n1, n3, n6, n9}
{e1, e4, n1, n9} {e1, e4, n1, n9} {e1, e4, n1, n9} {e1, e4, n1, n9} {e1, e4, n1, n9}
{e4, n1, n3, n9} {e4, n1, n3, n9} {e4, n1, n3, n9} {e4, n1, n3, n9} {e4, n1, n3, n9}
{e1, e4, n1, n6} {e1, e4, n1, n6} {e1, e4, n1, n6} {e1, e4, n1, n6} {e1, e4, n1, n6}
{e2, n1, n3, n6} {e2, n1, n2, n3} {e2, n1, n2, n3} {e2, n1, n2, n3} {e2, n1, n2, n3}
{n1, n3, n6, n9} {n1, n2, n3, n9} {n1, n2, n3, n9} {n1, n2, n3, n9} {n1, n2, n3, n6}
{e1, n1, n6, n9} {e1, n1, n2, n9} {e1, n1, n6, n9} {e1, n1, n6, n9} {e1, n1, n6, n9}
For 1 ≤ i ≤ j ≤ 5, i 6= j, find sequences of flops connecting X(NG, ∆̂G (Ti)) with
X(NG, ∆̂G (Tj)), and distinguish those possessing the smallest number of flops.
5. The C.I.-Case
An evidence in support of Conjecture 1.22 is given by the following:
Theorem 5.1 ([29]). All abelian quotient c.i.-singularities admit projective,
crepant resolutions in all dimensions.
An extensive technical part of its proof is devoted to the rendering of the original
(purely algebraic) group classification of Watanabe [124] into graph-theoretic terms
and to a subsequent convenient description of the corresponding junior simplices.
As it turns out, an AQS is a c.i.-singularity if and only if the junior simplex sG
is (what we call) a Watanabe simplex w.r.t. NG. (In addition, notice that every
abelian quotient c.i.-msc-singularity of dimension ≥ 3 has to be non-cyclic!)
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Definition 5.2. Let d be an integer ≥ 0 and N a free Z-module of rank d,
regarded as a lattice within NR ∼= Rd. The Watanabe simplices w.r.t. N are the
lattice simplices s (w.r.t. N, of dimension ≤ d) satisfying
affZ (s∩N) = aff (s) ∩N
which are defined inductively (starting in dimension 0) in the following manner:
(i) Every 0-dimensional lattice simplex s = {n}, n ∈ N , is a Watanabe simplex.
(ii) A lattice simplex s ⊂ NR of dimension d′, 1 ≤ d′ ≤ d, is a Watanabe simplex if
• either s = s1 ∗ s2 (the join of s1 and s2), where s1, s2 are Watanabe simplices of
dimensions d1, d2 ≥ 0, d1 + d2 = d′ − 1, with respect to sublattices N1 ⊂ aff(s1),
N2 ⊂ aff(s2) of N , such that affZ (s∩N) = affZ (N1 ∪N2),
• or s is a lattice translate of some dilation λ s′, where λ ∈ Z, λ ≥ 2, and s′ is an
d′-dimensional Watanabe simplex with respect to N .
(These conditions are mutually exclusive; with this definition every affine integral
transformation that preserves N also preserves the Watanabe simplices w.r.t. N).
Theorem 5.1 results from the following:
Theorem 5.3. All Watanabe simplices w.r.t. a lattice N possess basic, coherent
triangulations.
To prove 5.3 it suffices to show that: (i) joins and dilations of coherent triangulations
of lattice polytopes remain coherent, (ii) the join of two basic simplices is basic,
and (iii) the dilation of a basic simplex by a factor k ∈ Z, k ≥ 2, possesses a basic
triangulation (see [29, Theorem 3.5, Lemma 3.6 and Proposition 6.1]).
Example 5.4. Let Hd denote the affine hyperplane arrangement of type A˜d in
Rd consisting of the union of hyperplanes{{
x ∈Rd |xi = κ
}
, 1 ≤ i ≤ d, κ ∈ Z}∪{{x ∈Rd |xi − xj = λ}, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ d, λ ∈ Z}.
Hd induces a basic triangulation THd (w.r.t. Z
d) on the entire space Rd. Let
Hvs: R −→ R denote the Heaviside function
Hvs(x) :=
{
x, if x ≥ 0,
0, otherwise.
The THd -support function
ψ
(d)
Hvs(x) :=−
∑
0≤i<j≤d
{ ∑
0≤κ≤xj−xi
Hvs(xi − xj − κ) +
∑
xj−xi≤κ≤0
Hvs(κ− xj + xi)
}
,
∀x = (x1, . . . , xd) ∈ Rd, with x0 := 0, is strictly upper convex. Thus, THd is also
coherent. Next, define
sd := conv({0, e1, e1 + e2, . . . , e1 + · · ·+ ed})
=
{
x ∈Rd | 0 ≤ xd ≤ xd−1 ≤ · · · ≤ x1 ≤ 1
}
,
and let k be an integer ≥ 2. Since the affine hulls of the facets of sd belong to Hd,
the restriction T (d; k) := THd |ksd of THd on k sd is a basic, coherent triangulation
of k sd w.r.t. Zd. The triangulation T (2; 4) of 4 s2 is depicted in Figure 3.
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Figure 3.
Application 5.5 (Hypersurface case). The underlying space of a Gorenstein
AQS (Cr/G, [0]) , r ≥ 3, is embeddable as a hypersurface in Cr+1 if and only if G
is conjugate (within SL(r,C)) to a group of the form
G(r; k) :=
〈
{diag(1, ..., 1, ζk︸︷︷︸
i-th pos.
, ζ−1k︸︷︷︸
(i+1)-pos.
, 1, ..., 1) | 1 ≤ i ≤ r − 1}
〉
,
with k ∈ Z, k ≥ 2, i.e., if and only if it is of type
1
k
(1, 1, 0, . . . , 0)× 1
k
(0, 1, 1, 0, . . . , 0)× · · · · · · × 1
k
(0, 0, . . . , 0, 1, 1) .
In this case, we may identify Cr/G(r; k) (or Cr/G, cf. Thm. 1.2) with{
(z0, z1, . . . , zr) ∈ Cr+1
∣∣∣∣ zk0 = r∏
i=1
zi
}
,
and write the junior simplex sG as the dilation of a basic simplex (w.r.t. NG) by
the factor k:
sG = k conv({ 1k e1, . . . , 1k er}).
There is an affine transformation Rr −→ Rr−1×{0} ⊂ Rr whose restriction on the
affine hull aff(sG) of sG is a bijection, say Ξ, mapping the lattice aff(sG)∩NG onto
the standard rectangular lattice Zr−1 = Zr−1 × {0} ⊂ Rr−1 × {0}, and sG onto
Ξ (sG) = k sr−1. Since T (r − 1; k) (as defined in 5.4, with d = r − 1) is a basic
coherent triangulation of k sr−1 w.r.t. Zr−1,
fΞ−1(T(r−1;k)) : X(NG, ∆̂G(Ξ
−1(T (r − 1; k))) −→ X (NG,∆G) = Cr/G
is a projective crepant desingularization of the quotient space Cr/G ∼= Cr/G(r; k).
Remark 5.6. If G ⊂ SL(r,C) is conjugate to G(r; k), then
(i) the star of any vertex of T (r − 1; k) , belonging to the interior of k sr−1, is
constructed as the image under an appropriate integral affine transformation of the
join of the origin 0 ∈ Rr−1 with the facets of the zonotope which is defined as the
convex hull of the union of the [−1, 0]-cube and the [0, 1]-cube; cf. [26]. Hence, every
compactly supported exceptional prime divisor on X(NG, ∆̂G(Ξ
−1(T (r − 1; k))) is
a Fano manifold obtained by a TNG -equivariant projective crepant desingularization
of a toric Fano variety (with at worst Gorenstein singularities). This Fano variety
turns out to be a projective variety of degree
(
2r
r
)
embedded in Pr(r+1)C .
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(ii) Besides Ξ−1(T (r − 1; k) there are lots of other basic, coherent triangulations of
sG corresponding to different vertices of its secondary polytope. For instance, if G
is conjugate to G(4; 2), Puntos [31] gives us 196 maximal coherent triangulations
of sG. 192 out of them are basic.
(iii) The non-trivial cohomology dimensions (4.3) of any crepant desingularization
X̂ of X = Cr/G are equal to
dimQH
2i(X̂,Q) =
i∑
j=0
(−1)j (rj)(k(i−j)+r−1r−1 ).
Note 5.7. (i) For r = 4, k = 2, Chiang & Roan [18, Thm. 4.1], [19, §4],
proved that the Hilbert scheme G(4; 2)-Hilb(C4) is a four-dimensional non-singular
toric variety with non-trivial canonical divisor. The dualizing sheaf ωG(4;2)-Hilb(C4)
is ∼= OG(4;2)-Hilb(C4)(P1C × P1C × P1C). There are three different ways to blow down
this divisor and pass to crepant desingularizations of C4/G(4; 2), corresponding to
the three different projections P1C×P1C×P1C −→ P1C×P1C. The first blow-down leads
to the crepant desingularization of C4/G(4; 2) described in 5.5. The other two are
obtained by flops, and belong to the 192 mentioned in 5.6 (ii).
(ii) For r = 5, k = 2, the situation becomes worse. G(5; 2)-Hilb(C5) is a five-
dimensional singular toric variety with non-trivial canonical divisor. In this case,
among all crepant TNG(5;2) -equivariant desingularizations of C
5/G(5; 2) there are
only 12 dominated by G(5; 2)-Hilb(C5) (see [19, §5]).
6. First Existence Criterion via Hilbert basis
A necessary condition for an arbitrary Gorenstein AQS (Cr/G, [0]) to admit a
crepant resolution is described as follows:
Theorem 6.1 (First Necessary Existence Condition). Let (Cr/G, [0]) be a
Gorenstein AQS. If sG has a basic triangulation, then
HlbNG (σ0) = sG ∩NG, (6.1)
i.e., each of the members of the Hilbert basis of σ0 has to be either a “junior”
element or a vertex of sG.
Proof. The inclusion “⊇” is always true (without any further assumption about
the existence or non-existence of such a triangulation) and is obvious by the defi-
nition of Hilbert basis. Now if there were an element n ∈ HlbNG (σ0)r (sG ∩NG),
then by Lemma 2.1 this would be written as a non-negative integer linear combi-
nation
n = λ1n1 + · · ·+ λrnr
of r elements of sG ∩ NG. Since 0 /∈ HlbNG (σ0), if there were at least one index
j• ∈ {1, . . . , r}, for which λj• 6= 0. If λj• = 1 and λj = 0 for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}r{ j•},
then n = nj• ∈ sG ∩ NG which would contradict our assumption. But even the
cases in which either λj• = 1 and some other λj ’s were 6= 0, or λj• ≥ 2, would
be exluded as impossible because of the characterization (2.1) of the Hilbert basis
HlbNG (σ0) as the set of additively irreducible vectors of σ0 ∩ (NG r {0}). Hence,
HlbNG (σ0) ⊆ sG ∩NG. 
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Note 6.2. (i) For r = 2 and r = 3, condition (6.1) is automatically satisfied.
(ii) For r ≥ 4 there is a plethora of AQS for which (6.1) is violated. A simple ex-
ample is the (non-terminal) CQS
(
C4/G, [0]
)
of type 17 (1, 1, 2, 3) . This singularity
cannot have any crepant, TNG-equivariant resolution, because setting
n1 :=
1
7 (1, 1, 2, 3)
⊺
, n2 :=
1
7 (2, 2, 4, 6)
⊺
, n3 :=
1
7 (3, 3, 6, 2)
⊺
,
n4 :=
1
7 (4, 4, 1, 5)
⊺
, n5 :=
1
7 (5, 5, 3, 1)
⊺
, n6 :=
1
7 (6, 6, 5, 4)
⊺
,
we get
sG ∩NG = {e1, e2, e3, e4, n1} $ HlbNG (σ0) =
{
e1, e2, e3, e4,
n1, n2, n3, n4, n5
}
.
(iii) In §7 we shall present certain cyclic quotient singularity series of arbitrary
dimension for which condition (6.1) turns out to be also sufficient. Nevertheless,
this is not true in general for r ≥ 4. As it has been shown in [39, §4.2, pp. 65-66]
and [40, Ex. 10, p. 213], there are exactly 10 four-dimensional Gorenstein cyclic
quotient singularities with acting group order < 100 which fulfil (6.1) and possess
no crepant, TNG-equivariant resolutions. Among them, the CQS with the smallest
possible acting group order is that one having the type 139 (1, 5, 8, 25) .
7. Non-C.I.’s I: 1- and 2-Parameter CQS-Series
Asking whether non-c.i. Gorenstein cyclic quotient singularities of given type (3.7)
can be resolved as desired, we begin with the examination of those CQS whose
junior simplex contains lattice points living in a convenient geometric locus (in
order to be able to keep track of how the possible maximal lattice triangulations
are built). More precisely, we consider:
• 1-parameter CQS-series (Cr/G, [0]) , for which the lattice points belonging to
(sG r {e1, . . . , er})∩NG are collinear, so that the maximal lattice triangulations of
the junior simplex sG are uniquely determined.
• 2-parameter CQS-series (Cr/G, [0]) , for which the lattice points belonging to
(sG r {e1, . . . , er}) ∩ NG are coplanar, so that each of the simplices of the re-
quired maximal lattice triangulations of sG is to be described as join of a lattice
polygon (resp., a lattice segment) with an (r − 4)-dimensional (resp., an (r − 3)-
dimensional) lattice simplex.
(For the somewhat lengthy proofs of Theorems 7.1, 7.2, 7.3, and 7.4, see [27, 28].)
Theorem 7.1 (1-parameter CQS). If (Cr/G, [0]) is a Gorenstein CQS, such
that r − 1 weights in its type are equal (with r ≥ 3), then it is isomorphic to the
CQS of type
1
l
(1, 1, . . . , 1, 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
(r−1)-times
, l − (r − 1))
(7.1)
with l = |G| ≥ r. Moreover, we have:
(i) This msc-singularity is isolated if and only if gcd(l, r − 1) = 1.
(ii) There exists a unique maximal, coherent triangulation T of sG w.r.t. NG in-
ducing a unique crepant TNG-equivariant partial projective desingularization (4.1).
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This is a (full) desingularization (i.e., T is basic w.r.t. NG) if and only if condition
(6.1) is satisfied. In particular, (6.1) is equivalent to the following:
Either l ≡ 0 mod (r − 1) or l ≡ 1 mod (r − 1) . (7.2)
Theorem 7.2 (Exceptional prime divisors). Suppose that (Cr/G, [0]) , r ≥ 3,
is a Gorenstein CQS of type (7.1). If l satisfies (7.2), then the exceptional locus
of (4.1) consists of
⌊
l
r−1
⌋
prime divisors
{
Dj
∣∣∣ 1 ≤ j ≤ ⌊ lr−1⌋} on X(NG, ∆̂G (T )),
having the following structure:
Dj ∼= P(OPr−2
C
⊕O
P
r−2
C
(l − (r − 1) j)) (as P1C-bundles over Pr−2C )
for all j ∈
{
1, 2, . . . ,
⌊
l
r−1
⌋− 1}, and
D⌊ l
r−1
⌋ ∼= { Pr−1C , if l ≡ 1 mod (r − 1) ,Pr−2C × C , if l ≡ 0 mod (r − 1) .
Theorem 7.3 (2-parameter CQS). Let (Cr/G, [0]) be a Gorenstein msc-CQS
of type (3.7) with l = |G| ≥ r ≥ 3, for which at least r−2 of its defining weights are
equal. Then X (NG,∆G) = Cr/G has crepant, TNG-equivariant desingularizations
fT : X(NG, ∆̂G (T )) −→ X (NG,∆G) if and only if (6.1) is satisfied. Moreover, at
least one of these desingularizations is projective.
Conditions equivalent to (6.1) which can be directly expressed in terms of the
defining weights occur in the following case:
Theorem 7.4 (Arithmetic conditions for certain 2-parameter CQS). Let r be
an integer ≥ 3 and l an integer ≥ r. Write l − (r − 2) = a + b, where a, b are
integers ≥ 1. Furthermore, set t := gcd(b, l) = gcd(a+ (r − 2) , l) , t′ := gcd(a, l) ,
and consider ν1, ν2 ∈ N, such that ν2 (a+ (r − 2))− ν1l = t. Next, define
p :=
ν2 · a− ν1 · l
t′
, q :=
l
t · t′ , p := [p]q
and write q/p as regular continued fraction
q
p
= λ1 +
1
λ2 +
1
λ3 + ... +
1
λκ
with λi ≥ 2, ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ κ. Then, for the Gorenstein CQS of type
1
l
(1, 1, . . . , 1, 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
(r−2)-times
, a, b),
(7.3)
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(6.1) is equivalent to the following:
Either gcd (a, b, l) = r − 2,
or

gcd (a, b, l) = 1, [t]r−2 = [t
′]r−2 = 1,
p− p
q
≡ 0 mod (r − 2) ,
λi ≡ 0 mod (r − 2) , ∀i, i ∈ ([2, κ− 1] ∩ 2Z) ,
and λκ ≡ 1 mod (r − 2) , whenever κ is even.
(7.4)
Remark 7.5. (i) The method of building maximal triangulations T of sG can
be roughly explained by means of Figure 4 (in which r = 4).
e1
e2
e3
e4
QG
Figure 4.
We consider an arbitrary maximal (necessarily basic) triangulation of the lattice
polygon QG, and then we construct T by forming the joins of e1 and e2 with all
of its triangles. The white point belongs to NG, and QG itself becomes the triangle
having e3, e4, and this point as its vertices, if and only if the first of conditions
(7.4) is satisfied. In this case, such a maximal triangulation T of the entire sG is
automatically basic (w.r.t. NG). If the white point does not belong to NG, then
the basicness of such a T amounts to the second of conditions (7.4).
(ii) If one of the conditions (7.4) is satisfied, all compactly supported exceptional
prime divisors w.r.t. fT are the total spaces of fibrations having basis Pr−3C , and
typical fiber isomorphic either to P1C or to a non-singular compact toric surface
(i.e., to a P2C or to an Fκ = P(OP1C ⊕OP1C (κ)), probably blown up at finitely many
points, cf. [96, Thm. 1.28, p. 42]).
(iii) For the (rather tricky) computation of the cohomology group dimensions (4.3)
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of the underlying space of any crepant desingularization of these cyclic quotient
singularities we refer to [27, §7].
Examples 7.6. (i) The subseries of non-isolated CQS with defining types
1
(ξ+ξ′+1)·(r−2) (1, 1, . . . , 1, 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
(r−2)-times
, ξ · (r − 2) , ξ′ · (r − 2)), ξ, ξ′ ∈ N,
and gcd(ξ, ξ′) = 1, r ≥ 4, satisfies obviously the first of the conditions (7.4).
(ii) The subseries of isolated CQS with defining types
1
2(r−1)i+r−2 (1, 1, . . . , 1, 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
(r−2)-times
, (r − 1)i , (r − 1)i)
and i ∈ N, r ≥ 4, satisfies the second of the conditions (7.4).
(iii) The example of 4-dimensional subseries due to Mohri [89]:
1
4 ξ (1, 1, 2 ξ − 1, 2 ξ − 1) , ξ ∈ N,
satisfies the second of the conditions (7.4) and contains only isolated singularities.
Note that also the single suitably resolvable CQS of type 111 (1, 1, 3, 6) found in
[89] belongs to the subseries of isolated cyclic quotient singularities of type
1
4r−5(1, 1, . . . , 1, 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
(r−2)-times
, r − 1, 2r − 2)
satisfying obviously the second of the conditions (7.4). Moreover, there are exam-
ples like 1/28 (1, 1, 1, 4, 21) for which p = 0, q = 1.
8. Non-C.I.’s II: The GP-Singularity Series
Another Gorenstein non-c.i. cyclic quotient singularity series of particular interest,
admitting the required resolutions, is the so-called geometric progress singularity
series (GPSS(r; k), for short, with type (8.1)). The purpose of this section is to
give a proof of the following Theorem (appearing as Conjecture 10.2 in [28]):
Theorem 8.1. All Gorenstein CQS (Cr/G, [0]) of type
1(
kr − 1
k − 1
) (1, k, k2, k3, . . . , kr−2, kr−1)
(8.1)
admit TNG-equivariant projective, crepant resolutions for all r ≥ 3 and all k ≥ 2.
In particular, for k = 2, there is a unique resolution of this sort.
Remark 8.2. (i) Setting l :=
r−1∑
i=0
ki = k
r−1
k−1 for the order of G acting on C
r,
we see that
NG = Zr + 1l
(
1, k, k2, . . . , kr−1
)⊺
, with det(NG) =
1
l .
(ii) Since gcd(ki, l) = 1, ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , r − 1}, all members of the GPSS(r; k) are
isolated (and thereforemsc-) singularities (cf. Proposition 3.15 and Corollary 3.17).
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Lemma 8.3. If we denote by W (r; k) = (wij)1≤i,j≤r the (r × r)-matrix with
wij :=
[
ki−1 · kj−1]
l
=
[
ki+j−2
]
l
as its entries, then
|det(W (r; k))| = (kr − 1)r−1 = lr−1 (k − 1)r−1 . (8.2)
Proof. Since
kr = (k − 1) l + k0 =⇒ kr+β = kβ (k − 1) l + kβ , ∀β ∈ Z≥0,
we have wij =
[
ki+j−2
]
l
= k[i+j−2]r . On the other hand, performing the elementary
operations
(i-th row) (i-th row)− k(i−1) · (first row) , ∀i ∈ {2, 3, . . . , r},
we transfer W (r; k) into a matrix of the form
1 k k2 · · · kr−1
0 0 0 · · · −kr + 1
0 0 · · · −kr + 1 ⋆
...
... .
. .
⋆ ⋆
... .
. .
⋆
...
...
−kr + 1 ⋆ · · · · · · ⋆

.
Hence, |det(W (r; k))| is given by the formula (8.2). 
Lemma 8.4. (i) Setting W˘ (r; k) :=
(
1
l(k−1)W (r; k)
)−1
, we have
W˘ (r; k) =

−1 0 · · · 0 k
0 0 · · · k −1
... 0 k −1 0
0 .
. . . .
.
· · · ...
k −1 0 · · · 0
 , (8.3)
with ∣∣∣det(W˘ (r; k))∣∣∣ = l(k − 1). (8.4)
(ii) The regular linear transformation Φ : Rr −→ Rr, with
Φ (x) := W˘ (r; k)x, ∀x ∈ Rr, (8.5)
maps NG onto
N˘G =
{
(λ1, . . . , λr)
⊺ ∈ Zr
∣∣∣∣ r∑
i=1
λi ≡ 0(mod (k − 1))
}
, (8.6)
and the junior simplex sG onto
s˘G = conv({ w˘j | 1 ≤ j ≤ r}), (8.7)
where
w˘j :=
{ −e1 + ker, if j = 1,
−ej + kej−1, if j ∈ {2, . . . , r},
denotes the j-th column vector of the matrix obtained by W˘ (r; k) by interchanging
its j-th with its (r + 2 − j)-th column for all j ∈ {2, . . . , r}. (This rearrangement
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of the index set for enumerating the vertices of s˘G will turn out to be convenient
in the subsequent Lemmas.)
Proof. (i) Let wi denote the i-th row of W (r; k) . For all i ∈ {1, . . . , r} we have
k · wij − wi+1 j = k · k[i+j−2]r − k[i+j−1]r =
 0,
if i+ j − 1 ≤ r − 1
or i+ j − 2 ≥ r,
kr − 1, if i+ j − 1 = r.
Thus, W˘ (r; k) is the matrix (8.3) because
k · wi − wi+1 = (kr − 1) er+1−i, ∀i ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}, and k · wr − w1 = (kr − 1) e1,
and (8.4) follows directly from (8.2).
(ii) By definition, the determinant of N˘G = Φ(NG) equals k − 1, and
N˘G = W˘ (r; k)Zr + Z(k − 1, 0, 0, . . . , 0, 0)⊺.
N˘G is included into
{
(λ1, . . . , λr)
⊺ ∈ Zr
∣∣∣∣ r∑
i=1
λi ≡ 0(mod (k − 1))
}
. But also this
lattice has determinant k − 1, leading to equality (8.6). (8.7) is obvious. 
Lemma 8.5. We have
s˘G ∩ N˘G =
{
(λ1, . . . , λr)
⊺ ∈ Zr≥0
∣∣∣∣ r∑
i=1
λi = k − 1
}
∪ { w˘j | 1 ≤ j ≤ r}. (8.8)
In particular,
♯(s˘G ∩ N˘G) =
(
k+r−2
r−1
)
+ r. (8.9)
Proof. Since s˘G ⊆
{
x = (x1, . . . , xr)
⊺ ∈ Rr
∣∣∣∣∣ r∑j=1 xj = k − 1
}
, we have
s˘G ∩ N˘G = {x = (x1, . . . , xr)⊺ ∈ Zr | x ∈ conv({ w˘j | 1 ≤ j ≤ r})} .
We first observe that (k − 1)ej ∈ s˘G ∩ N˘G, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}. (For instance,
(k − 1)e1 =
r∑
j=1
k(j−1)
l w˘j . The other inclusions follow by symmetry.) Next, we
consider an
x = (x1, . . . , xr)
⊺ ∈ conv({ w˘j | 1 ≤ j ≤ r}) ∩
(
N˘Gr{ w˘j | 1 ≤ j ≤ r}
)
.
This can be written as linear combination
x = (x1, . . . , xr)
⊺ =
r∑
j=1
ηjw˘j , for suitable ηj ’s ∈ [0, 1).
Since x ∈ Zr we have xj ≥ 0, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , r}. Hence, x belongs to{
(x1, . . . , xr)
⊺ ∈ Rr≥0
∣∣∣∣∣ r∑j=1xj = k − 1
}
= conv({ (k − 1)ej | 1 ≤ j ≤ r}),
and both equalities (8.8) and (8.9) are true. 
Lemma 8.6. Let s(ε1, . . . , εr) ⊂ { (x1, . . . , xr)⊺ ∈ Rr|
∑r
j=1xj = k − 1} denote
the simplices
s(ε1, . . . , εr) := conv({εjuj + (1− εj) w˘j | 1 ≤ j ≤ r}),
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where εj ∈ {0, 1} and uj := (k − 1) ej, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , r}. Then there is a unique
triangulation T(r; k) of s˘G having {uj, w˘j | 1 ≤ j ≤ r} as its vertex set, namely
T(r; k) = {s(ε1, . . . , εr) | (ε1, . . . , εr) ∈ {0, 1}rr{(0, 0, . . . , 0, 0)}} . (8.10)
Proof. First note that s(0, 0, . . . , 0, 0) = s˘G. Let T be an arbitrary triangulation
of the convex hull of the point set {uj, w˘j | 1 ≤ j ≤ r}. If t is an (r−1)-dimensional
simplex belonging to T, then there is no index j ∈ {1, . . . , r} such that {uj , w˘j} ⊂ t.
Assuming, in the contrary direction, the existence of such an index j, we would have
1
kuj +
k−1
k w˘j ∈ t, with
1
k
uj +
k − 1
k
w˘j =
{
ur, if j = 1,
uj−1, if j ∈ {2, . . . , r},
which would be absurd (because t could not be an (r − 1)-dimensional simplex of
a triangulation). Hence, any triangulation of the convex hull of {uj, w˘j | 1 ≤ j ≤ r}
must have {s(ε1, . . . , εr) | (ε1, . . . , εr) ∈ {0, 1}rr{(0, 0, . . . , 0, 0)}} as maximal di-
mensional simplices. In fact, it is easy to verify that the intersection of any two
simplices of this sort is either a face of both or the empty set, and that
Vol(s(ε1, . . . , εr)) =

√
r
(r−1)!
|det(W˘ (r;k))|
det(N˘G)
(8.4)
=
√
r
(r−1)! l, if (ε1, . . . , εr) = (0, . . . , 0),
1
k−1
√
r
(r−1)! (k − 1)
∑r
j=1εj , if (ε1, . . . , εr) 6= (0, . . . , 0),
(cf. formula (D.7)). Since
∑
(ε1,...,εr)∈{0,1}rr{(0,0,...,0,0)
Vol(s(ε1, . . . , εr)) =
1
k−1
√
r
(r−1)!
(
r∑
ρ=1
(
r
ρ
)
(k − 1)ρ
)
= 1k−1
√
r
(r−1)! (k
r − 1)
=
√
r
(r−1)! l = Vol(s˘G),
the support of T(r; k) given in (8.10) equals s˘G, and T(r; k) is therefore the unique
triangulation of s˘G having {uj, w˘j | 1 ≤ j ≤ r} as vertex set. 
Definition 8.7. Let Φ˜ : Rr −→ Rr be the unimodular transformation
Φ˜ (x) := Lx, ∀x ∈ Rr,
where
L :=

1 0 0 · · · 0
0 1 0 · · · 0
...
...
. . . · · · ...
0 · · · 0 1 0
1 1 · · · 1 1
 .
Then Φ˜ maps the hyperplane {x ∈ Rr|∑rj=1xj = k−1} onto {x ∈ Rr |xr = k − 1} ,
with
Φ˜(uj) =
{
(k − 1)ei + (k − 1)er, if j ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1},
(k − 1)er (= ur), if j = r,
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and
Φ˜(w˘j) =
 −e1 + (k − 1)er, if j = 1,−ej + kej−1 + (k − 1)er, if j ∈ {2, . . . , r − 1}.
ker−1 + (k − 1)er, if j = r.
For all j ∈ {1, . . . , r} let us use the abbreviations
u˜j := Φ˜(uj), w˜j := Φ˜(w˘j), and wj := w˜j − (k − 1)er.
We observe that Φ˜ transfers the triangulation T(r; k) of s˘G onto the triangulation
Φ˜ (T(r; k)) = { s˜(ε1, . . . , εr) | (ε1, . . . , εr) ∈ {0, 1}rr{(0, 0, . . . , 0, 0)}}
of s˜G = Φ˜ (s˘G) , where
s˜(ε1, . . . , εr) := Φ˜(s(ε1, . . . , εr)) = conv({εju˜j + (1− εj) w˜j | 1 ≤ j ≤ r}),
and we define the r-dimensional (!) lattice polytope
P (r; k) := conv({{u˜j, wj | 1 ≤ j ≤ r }) ⊂ Rr.
Lemma 8.8. The facets of P (r; k) are exactly those belonging to the set
{s(ε1, . . . , εr) | (ε1, . . . , εr) ∈ {0, 1}r} ,
where
s(ε1, . . . , εr) := conv({εju˜j + (1− εj)wj | 1 ≤ j ≤ r}).
Proof. Since
∑r
j=1k
r−jwj = 0, the origin 0 is an interior point of P (r; k) , and we
may assume that the coordinates of each point x = (x1, . . . , xr)
⊺ ∈ P (r; k) satisfy
inequalities of the form
r∑
j=1
ηjxj ≤ k − 1, for suitable r-tuples (η1, . . . , ηr) ∈ Rr. (8.11)
Since u˜j ∈ P (r; k) (resp., wj ∈ P (r; k)) ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , r}, valid inequalities for
P (r; k) of the form (8.11) must satisfy{
ηj + ηr ≤ 1, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1},
ηr ≤ 1, (8.12)
and
−η1 ≤ k − 1, (8.13)
kηj−1 − ηj ≤ k − 1, ∀j ∈ {2, . . . , r − 1}, (8.14)
kηr−1 ≤ k − 1, (8.15)
respectively. Let F be a facet of P (r; k) . Assume that the supporting hyperplane
of F is described by an equation
∑r
j=1 ηjxj = k − 1. If there were an index, say
j ∈ {2, . . . , r − 1}, such that both u˜j and wj belong to F, then we would have
ηj + ηr = 1
kηj−1 − ηj = k − 1
}
=⇒ kηj−1 + ηr = k. (8.16)
Since (8.16) is also valid for P (r; k) itself, all inequalities (8.12), (8.13), (8.14),
(8.15) would be satisfied. Hence,
ηj−1 + ηr ≤ 1 (8.16)=⇒ ηr ≤ 0
ηj + ηr = 1
}
=⇒ ηj ≥ 1 (8.14)=⇒ ηj+1 ≥ kηj − (k − 1) ≥ 1,
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and using the same argument,
ηj+1 ≥ 1 =⇒ ηj+2 ≥ 1 =⇒ · · · =⇒ ηr−1 ≥ 1.
On the other hand, (8.15) would give ηr−1 ≤ k−1k < 1, leading to contradiction.
Analogously, by (8.12), (8.13), (8.14) and (8.15) one shows that u˜j and wj cannot
simultaneously belong to F even if j = 1 or j = r. Thus, F is necessarily of the
form
F = s(ε1, . . . , εr), for a suitable r-tuple (ε1, . . . , εr) ∈ {0, 1}r.
It remains to prove that all s(ε1, . . . , εr)’s are realized as facets of P (r; k) . If
(ε1, . . . , εr) equals (0, 0, . . . , 0, 0) (resp., (1, 1, . . . , 1, 1)), then we get obviously the
bottom (resp., the top) facet of P (r; k) . Next, choose an arbitrary simplex
s(ε1, . . . , εr) with (ε1, . . . , εr) ∈ {0, 1}rr{(0, 0, . . . , 0, 0), (1, 1, . . . , 1, 1)}
and assume without loss of generality (i.e., up to a permutation of coordinates)
that
εj = 1, ∀j ∈ {1, . . . , ρ}, and εj = 0, ∀j ∈ {ρ+ 1, . . . , r},
for some ρ ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}. Defining
ηj :=

kr−ρ−1
kr−ρ , if j ∈ {1, . . . , ρ− 1},
1
kr−ρ , if j = ρ,
kr−j−1
kr−j , if j ∈ {ρ+ 1, . . . , r},
one checks easily that ηj ’s fulfil (8.12), (8.13), (8.14) and (8.15), and that the r
affinely independent points
{(k − 1)ej+(k − 1)er| 1 ≤ j ≤ ρ} , {−ej+(k − 1)ej−1| ρ+ 1 ≤ j ≤ r − 1} , {ker−1} ,
satisfy the equality
r∑
j=1
ηjxj = k − 1.
Hence, their convex hull s(ε1, .., εr) constitutes a facet of P (r; k) , as asserted. 
Corollary 8.9. The triangulation T(r; k) of s˘G is coherent.
Proof. Using Lemma 8.8 and the projection ̟ : Rr −→ {x ∈ Rr | xr = k − 1} ,
with
̟(x) := (x1, x2, . . . , xr−1, k − 1)⊺ , ∀x = (x1, . . . , xr)⊺ ∈ Rr,
we see that the set {s(ε1, . . . , εr) | (ε1, . . . , εr) ∈ {0, 1}rr{(0, 0, . . . , 0, 0)}} consist-
ing of the facets of P (r; k) which belong to its “higher envelope” is mapped via ̟
onto the triangulation
̟ ({s(ε1, . . . , εr) | (ε1, . . . , εr) ∈ {0, 1}rr{(0, 0, . . . , 0, 0)}}) = Φ˜ (T(r; k))
of s˜G because
̟ (s(ε1, . . . , εr)) = s˜(ε1, . . . , εr), ∀(ε1, . . . , εr) ∈ {0, 1}rr{(0, 0, . . . , 0, 0)}.
Hence, the Φ˜ (T(r; k))-support function θ : s˜G −→ (0, k − 1] ⊂ R defined by the
formula
θ (x) := max{ t ∈ [0, k − 1] | (x1, x2, . . . , xr−1, t)⊺ ∈ P (r; k)},
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for all x = (x1, x2, . . . , xr−1, k − 1)⊺ ∈ s˜G, is strictly upper convex. This means
that
θ ◦ Φ˜
∣∣∣
s˘G
: s˘G −→ (0, k − 1] ⊂ R
is a strictly upper convex T(r; k)-support function on s˘G. 
Remark 8.10. An alternative proof of Corollary 8.9 can be obtained by ob-
serving that T(r; k) is actually a lexicographic triangulation, and by using the fact
that lexicographic triangulations are coherent (see Lee [81]).
Example 8.11. The unique, coherent triangulation Φ−1(T(3; 4)) (with Φ as
defined in (8.5)) of the original junior simplex sG (w.r.t. NG) which is induced by
T(3; 4) (for r = 3, k = 4), and has
{
Φ−1(uj), ej
∣∣ 1 ≤ j ≤ 3} as its vertex set, is
depicted in Figure 5.
Figure 5.
Remark 8.12. By Remark 8.2 (ii) and Lemma 8.5, the (r − 1)-dimensional
lattice simplex
s˚G := s(1, 1, . . . , 1, 1) = conv (s˘Gr{ w˘j | 1 ≤ j ≤ r}) ,
(included in the interior of s˘G = conv({ w˘j | 1 ≤ j ≤ r})) contains the
(
k+r−2
r−1
)
non-vertex lattice points of s˘G. Since
s˚G = conv({uj | 1 ≤ j ≤ r}) = (k − 1) · conv({ej | 1 ≤ j ≤ r})
is the dilation of a basic simplex (w.r.t. N˘G) by the factor k − 1, there is an affine
transformation Rr −→ Rr−1×{0} ⊂ Rr whose restriction on the affine hull aff(s˘G)
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of s˘G is a bijection, say Υ, mapping the lattice aff(s˘G) ∩ N˘G onto the standard
rectangular lattice Zr−1 = Zr−1 × {0} ⊂ Rr−1 × {0}, and s˚G onto
Υ (˚sG) = (k − 1) · conv({0, e1, e1 + e2, . . . , e1 + e2 + · · ·+ er−1}).
Hence, Υ−1(T (r − 1; k − 1)) is a basic coherent triangulation of s˚G (w.r.t. N˘G),
where T (r − 1; k − 1) denotes the triangulation of Υ (˚sG) (w.r.t. Zr−1) defined in
Example 5.4 (with d = r − 1).
⊲ Proof of Theorem 8.1: (i) Basicness. Setting
Eν1,...,νρ :=

conv(
{
w˘ν1 , . . . , w˘νρ
}
) ∗ s
(together with
their faces)
∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
s an (r − 1− ρ) -dimensional
simplex of Υ−1(T (r − 1; k − 1))
belonging to the face
conv({uj| j ∈ {1, .., r}r{ν1, .., νρ}})
of the simplex s˚G
 ,
for all ρ ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1} and all index subfamilies 1 ≤ ν1 < ν2 < · · · < νρ ≤ r, we
define the triangulation
E :=
r−1⋃
ρ=1
⋃
1≤ν1<ν2<···<νρ≤r
Eν1,ν2,...,νρ
which refines T(r; k)|s˘Grint(˚sG) (with T(r; k) as given in (8.10)). The set of (r− 1)-
dimensional simplices of E consists of well-defined joins (cf. the proof of Lemma
8.6). Glueing Υ−1(T (r − 1; k − 1)) and E together we obtain a lattice triangulation
(w.r.t. N˘G)
T (r; k) := Υ−1(T (r − 1; k − 1)) ∪ E
of the entire simplex s˘G. The triangulation Υ
−1(T (r − 1; k − 1)) itself is basic.
Since for all ρ ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1},
affZ(
{
w˘ν1 , . . . , w˘νρ
} ∪ {uj | j ∈ {1, .., r}r{ν1, .., νρ}})
= N˘G ∩ aff(conv(
{
w˘ν1 , . . . , w˘νρ
}
) ∪ conv({uj | j ∈ {1, .., r}r{ν1, .., νρ}})),
E is basic by [29, Thm. 3.5, pp. 206-207]. Thus, the entire T (r; k) is also basic.
(Alternatively, since
♯ {(r − 1)-dimensional simplices of T(r; k)} = 2r − 1,
♯
{
(r − 1)-dimensional simplices
of Υ−1(T (r − 1; k − 1))
}
= (k − 1)r−1 ,
and, analogously, for all ρ ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1},
♯
 (r − 1− ρ) -dimensional simplicesof Υ−1(T (r − 1; k − 1)) belonging to the face
conv({uj | j ∈ {1, .., r}r{ν1, .., νρ}}) of s˚G
 = (k − 1)r−ρ−1 ,
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we get
♯
{
(r − 1)-dimensional
simplices of T (r; k)
}
= (2r − 1) +
r−1∑
ρ=0
((
r
ρ
)
(k − 1)r−ρ−1 − (rρ))
= (2r − 1)−
r−1∑
ρ=0
(
r
ρ
)
+ 1k−1
r−1∑
ρ=0
((
r
ρ
)
(k − 1)r−ρ
)
= 1k−1
r−1∑
ρ=0
((
r
ρ
)
(k − 1)r−ρ
)
= ((k−1)+1)
r−1
k−1 = l,
and T (r; k) has to be a basic triangulation of s˘G according to Remark 4.9). We
conclude that Φ−1 (T (r; k)) is a basic triangulation of the junior simplex sG (w.r.t.
NG), where Φ is the regular linear transformation (8.5). The basic triangulation
Φ−1 (T (3; 4)) of sG (refining that one of Example 8.11) is shown in Figure 6.
Figure 6.
(ii) Coherence. We define the T (r; k)-support function Ψ : s˘G −→ R as follows:
s˘G ∋ x 7−→ Ψ(x) :=

ψ
(r−1)
Heav (Υ(x)), if x ∈ s˚G,
ψν1,ν2,...,νρ(x), if

x ∈ ∣∣Eν1,ν2,...,νρ∣∣ ,
for some indices
1 ≤ ν1 < · · · < νρ ≤ r,
with ρ ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1},
where ψ
(r−1)
Heav is the function defined in 5.4 (with d = r − 1), and
ψν1,ν2,...,νρ(x) := t · (θ(Φ˜(x1))) + (1− t) · ψ(r−1)Heav (Υ(x2)),
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for all x = tx1 + (1− t)x2 ∈ conv(
{
w˘ν1 , . . . , w˘νρ
}
) ∗ s belonging to ∣∣Eν1,...,νρ ∣∣ , with
t ∈ [0, 1],
x1 ∈ conv(
{
w˘ν1 , . . . , w˘νρ
}
) and x2 ∈ s ∈
∣∣∣T (r; k)|conv({uj |j∈{1,..,r}r{ν1,..,νρ}})∣∣∣ .
Since θ (by Corollary 8.9), as well as ψ
(r−1)
Heav
∣∣∣˚
sG
and ψν1,...,νρ ’s, are strictly upper
convex, and the latter ones coincide on their common domains of linearity, we de-
duce by the Patching Lemma B.3 that also Ψ is strictly upper convex. This means
that T (r; k) is a coherent triangulation of s˘G. Consequently, Φ−1 (T (r; k)) is a
coherent triangulation of the junior simplex sG.
(iii) The special case in which k = 2. In this case, s˚G itself is already basic (w.r.t.
N˘G), and the only maximal (and necessarily basic) triangulation of the junior sim-
plex sG (w.r.t. NG) is Φ
−1 (T(r; k)) . Its uniqueness and coherence follow from
Lemma 8.6 and Corollary 8.9, respectively. 
Note 8.13. (i) For k ≥ 3, besides Φ−1 (T (r; k)) , there are lots of other basic
triangulations of sG, due to those of Φ
−1 (˚sG) ; cf. Remark 5.6 (ii).
(ii) Open Problem: As it was proven recently by Sebestean [112] (for r = 4, k = 2),
the smooth fourfold obtained by the unique projective crepant resolution of the
(non-symplectic) CQS (C4/G, [0]) of type 115 (1, 2, 4, 8) coincides with the Hilbert
scheme G-Hilb(C4) of G-clusters. It is therefore natural to ask if this is in general
true for all the members of the series GPSS(r; 2) (or not) whenever r ≥ 5.
Exercise 8.14. Compute the non-trivial cohomology dimensions (4.2) of any
crepant resolution space of any member of the geometric progress singularity se-
ries GPSS(r; k). (Hint. Consider Φ−1 (T (r; k)) as a composite of geometrically
more “elementary” triangulations, and use the inclusion-exclusion property of lat-
tice point enumerators, combined with the multiplicative property of the polynomial
generating the h-vectors of joins of triangulations [16, p. 466], and with Theorem
C.9 and formula (4.3).)
Remark 8.15. Concerning the Existence Problem, it is worthwhile stressing
the qualitative difference between the behaviour of the 1- and 2-parameter singula-
rity series discussed in §7 and that one of the geometric progress singularity series
GPSS(r; k). The one or two parameters in the types of the first mentioned singu-
larities have to obay to restrictive arithmetic conditions in order to lead to crepant
resolutions (cf. (7.2) and (7.4)), whereas the parameter k ≥ 2 in the GP-singularity
series is unconditionally free in this respect.
9. Second Existence Criterion via UBT
Let (Cr/G, [0]) be a Gorenstein AQS with l = |G| and r ≥ 4. The presence of basic
triangulations T of sG (w.r.t. NG) implies the equality l = (r−1)!Vol(sG) = fr−1(T )
(by (4.4)). Bounding the cardinality fr−1(T ) of the facets of any such T from above
by a number depending only on the number of the available lattice points in sG, it
is possible to obtain a second necessary existence condition which is highly effective
and of purely geometric nature. It comes as no surprise to learn that such a number
involves the cardinality fr−1 (CycPr (♯ (sG ∩NG))) of the facets of the r-dimensional
cyclic polytope with ♯ (sG ∩NG) vertices, because it reminds you of the celebrated
UBT A.3 for simplicial spheres. Nevertheless, this has first to be suitably modified
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to be valid for simplicial balls (like T ); see Theorem A.5. Unfortunately, even if we
use the latter upper bound, we do lose some information whenever our singularity
is non-isolated, because we are throwing away a considerable part of the individual
contributions of lattice points which belong to the boundary of sG. In fact, our
expectation concerning a general, tight upper bound for l = fr−1(T ) is expressed
in the following:
Conjecture 9.1. Let (Cr/G, [0]), r ≥ 4, be a Gorenstein AQS with l = |G| ,
and sG the corresponding junior simplex. If sG has a basic triangulation, then l has
the following upper bound :
l ≤ fr−1 (CycPr (♯ (sG ∩NG)))−
r−1∑
k=2
(r − k) (♯ (BG (1, k)))− 1, (9.1)
with ♯ (BG (1, k))’s as given in (3.20).
Note 9.2. For the proof of (9.1) it would suffice to show that UBT-Conjecture
A.20 is true. In Theorem 9.3 we prove (9.1) only for r = 4, and give the weaker
upper bound for r ≥ 5.
Theorem 9.3 (Second Necessary Existence Condition). Let (Cr/G, [0]), r ≥ 4,
be a Gorenstein AQS with l = |G| , and sG the corresponding junior simplex. If sG
has a basic triangulation T , then l has as upper bound
l ≤ f3 (CycP4 (♯ (sG ∩NG)))− 2 (♯ (BG (1, 2)))− (♯ (BG (1, 3)))− 1 (9.2)
for r = 4, and
l ≤ fr−1 (CycPr (♯ (sG ∩NG)))−
r−1∑
k=2
(♯ (BG (1, k)))− 1 (9.3)
for r ≥ 5. (The number ♯ (sG ∩NG) can be calculated by the formulae (D.16) and
(D.17) given in Appendix D. The numbers ♯ (BG (1, k)), 2 ≤ k ≤ r − 1, occuring
in (9.2), (9.3), are computable either by (3.20) and (3.21) or by using (3.20) and
then counting the lattice points lying in the relative interior of each of the (k − 1)-
dimensional faces of sG, by (C.2), (D.16) and (D.17), applied for these faces instead
for sG itself).
Proof. Using the notation of Appendix A, apply (A.5) (to get (9.3) for r ≥ 5)
just by setting d = r − 1, S = T , b = ♯ (sG ∩NG) , b′ =
∑r−1
k=2 (♯ (BG (1, k))) + r.
Correspondingly, to get (9.2) for r = 4, apply Theorem A.22 by setting d = 3,
s = sG, S = T , b1 = 4, and bk = ♯ (BG (1, k)), for k ∈ {2, 3}. Of course, for the
desingularizing space X(NG, ∆̂G (T )) of X (NG,∆G) = Cr/G being induced by T ,
we have l = fr−1 (T ) by (4.4). 
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Corollary 9.4. Let (C4/G, [0]) be a Gorenstein cyclic quotient msc-singularity
of type 1l (α1, α2, α3, α4) . Then the inequality (9.2) can be written as follows :
l ≤ ♯(sG∩NG)(♯(sG∩NG)−3)2 −
4∑
i=1
gcd(αi,l)
2 −
∑
1≤i<j≤4
gcd (αi, αj , l) + 7, (9.4)
where ♯ (sG ∩NG) is known by the formulae (D.3), (D.4), (D.5).
Proof. Obviously,
♯ (BG (1, 2)) =
∑
1≤ν1<ν2≤4
♯ (BG (1, 2; ν1, ν2)) .
If for any pair of indices ν1, ν2, with 1 ≤ ν1 < ν2 ≤ 4, we define {ν3, ν4} to be the
complement set {1, 2, 3, 4}r {ν1, ν2}, then
♯ (BG (1, 2; ν1, ν2)) = gcd (αν3 , αν4 , l)− 1 (9.5)
by (3.22). Analogously,
♯ (BG (1, 3)) =
∑
1≤ν1<ν2<ν3≤4
♯ (BG (1, 3; ν1, ν2, ν3)) ,
and if for any triple of indices ν1, ν2, ν3, with 1 ≤ ν1 < ν2 < ν3 ≤ 4, {ν4} denotes
the complement set {1, 2, 3, 4}r {ν1, ν2, ν3}, then the number of the interior points
of each 2-face of the junior tetrahedron sG equals
♯ (BG (1, 3; ν1, ν2, ν3)) =
1
2
gcd (αν4 , l)− 1−
 3∑
j=1
gcd
(
αν4 , ανj , l
)− 1

=
1
2
gcd (αν4 , l)− 3∑
j=1
gcd
(
αν4 , ανj , l
)+ 1 (9.6)
by the refined Ping-Pong Lemma 3.13 (see Remark 3.20). Substituting (9.5), (9.6)
into formula (9.2) we obtain (9.4). 
Example 9.5. Let (C4/G, [0]) be the CQS of type 112 (α1, α2, α3, α4) , with
α1 = α2 = 2, α3 = 3, and α4 = 5. Since ♯ (sG ∩NG) = 7, and the right-hand side
of (9.4) equals
7(7−3)
2 − 12
[
4∑
i=1
gcd (αi, l)
]
− ∑
1≤i<j≤4
gcd (αi, αj , l) + 7 = 14− 4 = 10,
it does not admit any crepant resolution because 10 < 12 = l.
Remark 9.6 (Comparison of the two Existence Criteria). Which of the neces-
sary conditions (6.1) and (9.2)-(9.3) given in Theorems 6.1 and 9.3, respectively, is
better? The answer to this question depends on how one would like to interpret the
adjective “better”. Undoubtedly, (6.1) “kills” more candidates for having crepant
resolutions. For instance, for the CQS (C4/G, [0]) of type 19 (1, 2, 3, 3) (9.4) holds
as equality but 19 (5, 1, 6, 6)
⊺ ∈ HlbNG (σ0)r(sG ∩NG). (Hence, this CQS does not
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have any crepant resolution.) On the other hand, in view of Theorem 2.4, the de-
termination of the Hilbert basis is a time-consuming procedure compared with the
lattice point enumeration of the junior simplex (in particular, in high dimensions
and for acting groups with big orders).
Exercise 9.7. For the Gorenstein CQS of type 112 (1, 3, 3, 5) show that (9.4)
holds as strict inequality, though 112 (3, 9, 9, 3)
⊺ ∈ HlbNG (σ0)r(sG ∩NG).
10. Sketching an Auxiliary Algorithm
Taking into account what we have discussed so far, it is possible, for given AQS
(Cr/G, [0]) of type (3.6), to outline an algorithm in order to examine whether it ad-
mits the desired resolutions, but at the cost of increasing computational complexity
(in the consecutive steps). More precisely, the auxiliary algorithm we have in mind
(summarized in Figure 7) is built up as follows:
⊲ Step 1. If sG is lattice equivalent to a Watanabe simplex, then Cr/G admits
of projective crepant desingularizations according to Theorem 5.1. If not, we go to
Step 2.
⊲ Step 2. If (Cr/G, [0]) is non-c.i but belongs to “special” singularity series (like
those 1- and 2-parameter series of §7 having weights satisfying conditions (7.2),
(7.4), or even the entire GP-singularities series of §8), which have projective crepant
resolutions by construction, we stop; otherwise we proceed. (To continue increasing
our stock of “special” singularity series of this kind would be a real challenge for
future work.)
⊲ Step 3. We count the lattice points of the junior simplex sG involved in (9.2),
resp., (9.3), by the formulae given in Appendix D, and then we check if these
inequalities for l = |G| are valid or not. We proceed only if (9.2) (for r = 4), resp.,
(9.3) (for r ≥ 5), are indeed valid; otherwise Cr/G does not admit any crepant
desingularization by Theorem 9.3.
⊲ Step 4. We determine the Hilbert basis HlbNG (σ0) (see Remark 2.5), and
control if it satisfies condition (6.1). We proceed to the next (final) step only if
(6.1) is satisfied; otherwise the quotient space Cr/G does not have any crepant
desingularization by Theorem 6.1.
⊲ Step 5. If (Cr/G, [0]) happens to pass all the above tests without stop in the
one or the other stage, we have to find out all the junior lattice points
{ng ∈ NG (as in (3.9))| age(g) = 1} = sG ∩NG
(not just their cardinality!), to run Puntos [31] or TOPCOM [100] for the point con-
figuration V = sG∩NG in order to specify the coherent lattice triangulations of sG,
to separate the maximal ones, and then to count the number of (r−1)-dimensional
simplices in each of them; cf. Note B.5. Projective crepant desingularizations of
Cr/G are present as long as this number equals l for at least one of them. (“Spo-
radic” counterexamples, like the isolated CQS of type 139 (1, 5, 8, 25) mentioned in
Remark 6.2 (iii), indicate why Step 5 or any similar computer-assisted procedure
seems -as yet- to be unavoidable.)
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Figure 7.
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Appendix A. Triangulations and Upper Bound Theorems
Triangulations (as geometric simplicial subdivisions of polytopes or polytopal com-
plexes) are treated in the classical framework of the categorial inclusions:
{
geometric
simplicial complexes
}
⊂
{
polytopal
complexes
}
⊂

“regular cell
complexes”
(i.e. regular finite
CW complexes)
 .
• Notation. The symbol “≈” between two topological spaces indicates the exis-
tence of an homeomorphism from the one onto the other. A topological space X is
called a sphere (resp., a ball) if X ≈ Sk (resp., X ≈ Bk), for some k, where Sk and
Bk denote the standard k-dimensional sphere Sk = ∂Bk+1 =
{
x ∈ Rk+1 | ‖x‖ = 1}
and the standard k-dimensional ball Bk =
{
x ∈ Rk | ‖x‖ ≤ 1}, respectively. If k
is assumed to be fixed, then we simply say that such an X is a k-sphere (resp. a
k-ball). Polytopes will be always convex, defined as in [126, Lecture 1].
• Regular cell complexes. A regular cell complex K is a finite collection of balls
c in a Hausdorff topological space |K| = ⋃ {c | c ∈ K} such that
(i) the relative interiors int(c) of all c’s partition |K|, i.e., each element of |K| lies
in exactly one int(c), and
(ii) the relative boundary ∂c of every c ∈ K is a union of some members of K.
The balls c ∈ K are called the closed cells of K and their interiors int(c) the open
cells of K. |K| is called the underlying space (or the support) of K. The dimension
of a (closed) cell c, for which c ≈ Bk, is defined to be k. (Such a cell is particularly
called a k-cell). If c1, c2 ∈ K and c1 ⊂ c2, then c1 is said to be a face of c2. (We use
the notation: c1 ≺ c2). 0-and 1-cells are called vertices and edges, respectively. K is
defined to be pure if all maximal cells have the same dimension. K′ is a subcomplex
of K if c ∈ K′ implies that every face of c belongs to K′. Note that a regular cell
complex is homeomorphic to the order complex of its face poset.
• Polytopal complexes. A polytopal complex S consists of a finite family of
polytopes in Rd such that
(i) if P ∈ S and F ≺ P , then F ∈ S, and
(ii) if P1, P2 ∈ S have non-empty intersection, then P1∩P2 ≺ P1, and P1∩P2 ≺ P2.
Since every polytope is topologically a ball, a polytopal complex S is a regular cell
complex whose (closed) cells (called also faces) are the participating polytopes,
and whose underlying space |S| is the union of these polytopes. (If S is a polytopal
complex, we denote by vert(S) the set of its vertices. If S is, in addition, pure, we
call the dim(S)-faces facets of S.)
• Geometric simplicial complexes. A geometric simplicial complex is by defi-
nition a polytopal complex all of whose (closed) cells are simplices. We frequently
denote the simplices of such an S by F or s instead of c. If |S| ≈ Sk (resp., if
|S| ≈ Bk), then S is called a simplicial k-sphere (resp., a simplicial k-ball).
Example A.1. Every d-polytope P together with all of its faces forms a poly-
topal d-complex SP . For a d-polytope P the boundary complex S∂P of P is defined
to be the (d− 1)-dimensional polytopal complex consisting of the proper faces of
P together with ∅ and having support |S∂P | = ∂P . The facets of P are defined
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to be the facets of S∂P . Obviously, S∂P is a geometric pure simplicial complex (in
fact, a simplicial (d− 1)-sphere) if and only if P is a simplicial polytope.
• Abstract simplicial complexes. Geometric simplicial complexes can be ob-
tained as geometric realizations of “abstract” simplicial (finite) complexes. An
abstract simplicial (finite) complex S (V) with vertex set V is a finite collection of
subsets F of V having the properties :
(i) If v ∈ V , then {v} ∈ S (V), and (ii) if F ∈ S (V) and F ′ ⊂ F , then F ′ ∈ S (V).
The elements F ∈ S (V) are called abstract simplices or faces. For an F ∈ S (V)
one defines dim(F ) := ♯ (F )−1 and dim(S (V)) := max{dim (F ) |F ∈ S (V)} as the
dimension of S (V) . (If dim(F ) = k+1, then F is said to be an abstract k-simplex
or a k-face). A subcomplex of S (V) is an abstract simplicial complex contained
in S (V) whose vertex-set is a subset of V . (Sometimes, for F a subset of V , one
denotes the abstract simplex with vertex set F by 2F .)
Definition A.2. Let S (V) be an abstract simplicial complex with vertex set
V and ι : V → Rd an injective map, such that
(i) the elements of the images ι (F ) are affinely independent for all F ∈ S (V), and
(ii) int(conv (ι (F )))∩ int(conv (ι (F ′))) = ∅, for all F, F ′ ∈ S (V), F 6= F ′.
Then
⋃
F∈S(V) int(conv (ι (F ))) is called a geometric realization of S (V) w.r.t. ι.
Geometric realizations always exist, the underlying spaces of any two geometric
realizations of S (V) are homeomorphic to each other, and therefore any support
|S (V)| “realizing” S (V) is well-defined in the topological category. In many cases,
we shall denote both geometric and abstract simplicial complexes by the letter S.
When, for some reason, our intention is to stress what kind of complexes is meant (if
this is not clear from the context), and our starting point is a geometric simplicial
complex S, we denote by Sabs the corresponding abstract simplicial complex; and
conversely, when our starting point is an abstract simplicial complex S, we consider
a fixed realization |S|. Moreover, we mostly use V and vert(S) (for the vertex set)
interchangeably.
• f - and h-vectors. The f -vector f (S) = (f−1 (S) , f0 (S) , . . . , fd (S)) of a d-
dimensional geometric or abstract simplicial complex S is defined by setting
f−1 (S) := −1, and fi (S) := ♯{i-dimensional faces of S}, ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , d}.
The h-vector h (S) = (h0 (S) , h1 (S) , . . . , hd+1 (S)) of S is defined by the equation
h (S; t) = (1− t)d f(S; t1−t ), (A.1)
where f (S; t) :=
d+1∑
i=0
fi−1 (S) ti ∈ Z≥0 [t] and h (S; t) :=
d+1∑
i=0
hi (S) ti ∈ Z [t] . Note,
in particular, that (A.1) gives
fj−1 (S) =
j∑
i=0
(
d−i
d−j
)
hi (S) , ∀j, 0 ≤ j ≤ d+ 1. (A.2)
The f -vector f (P ) of a simplicial polytope P is by definition the f -vector f (S∂P )
of S∂P (as in Example A.1).
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• UBT for the facets of simplicial balls. We denote by CycPd (k) the cyclic
d-polytope with k vertices. As it is known, the number of its facets equals
fd−1 (CycPd (k)) =
(k−⌈ d2 ⌉
⌊ d2⌋
)
+
(k−1−⌈ d−12 ⌉
⌊ d−12 ⌋
)
. (A.3)
This is due to Gale’s evenness condition and to the fact that CycPd (k) is ⌊d/2⌋-
neighbourly (cf. [126, p. 24]). Let us first recall the classical UBT and LBT
for simplicial spheres, and then explain how one obtains an UBT for the facets of
simplicial balls.
Theorem A.3 (Upper Bound Theorem for Simplicial Spheres, [119, II.4.5]).
The f-vector coordinates of a simplicial (d− 1)-sphere S with f0 (S) = k vertices
satisfy the following inequalities :
fi (S) ≤ fi (CycPd (k)) , ∀ i , 0 ≤ i ≤ d− 1.
Theorem A.4 (Lower Bound Theorem for Simplicial Spheres, [69]). The h-
vector coordinates of a simplicial (d− 1)-sphere S with f0 (S) = k vertices satisfy
the following inequalities :
h1 (P ) = k − d ≤ hi (P ) , ∀ i , 2 ≤ i ≤ d. (A.4)
Theorem A.5 (UBT for the Facets of Simplicial Balls, [25]). Let S be a sim-
plicial d-ball with f0 (S) = b vertices. Suppose that f0 (∂S) = b′. Then:
fd (S) ≤ fd
(
CycPd+1 (b)
)− (b′ − d) . (A.5)
Sketch of Proof. Introduce the auxiliary vector h˜ (S) = (h˜0 (S) , . . . , h˜d+1 (S))
with
h˜i (S) :=

hi (S) , for 0 ≤ i ≤
⌊
d+1
2
⌋
,
hi (S)− (hd−i (∂S)− hd+1−i (∂S)) , for
⌊
d+1
2
⌋
+ 1 ≤ i ≤ d+ 1.
By [110, Thm. 4.3, p. 136] we see that
hi (S) ≤ hi
(
CycPd+1 (b)
)
=
(
b−d+i−2
i
)
, ∀i, 0 ≤ i ≤ ⌊d+12 ⌋ .
On the other hand, using Stanley’s “h of ∂”-Lemma [118, Lemma 2.3, p. 253], i.e.,
hi−1 (∂S)− hi (∂S) = h(d+1)−i (S)− hi (S) , ∀i, 0 ≤ i ≤ d+ 1,
we get h˜i (S) = h˜(d+1)−i (S) , ∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d+ 1}, and therefore
h˜i (S) ≤ hi
(
CycPd+1 (b)
)
, ∀i, 0 ≤ i ≤ d+ 1. (A.6)
Passing to the f -vector, and using Dehn-Sommerville relations for h(∂S), we verify
easily via (A.6) that
fi (S) ≤ fi
(
CycPd+1 (b)
)− ⌊ d2 ⌋∑
j=d−i
(
j
d−i
)
(hj (∂S)− hj−1 (∂S)) . (A.7)
For i = d, (A.7) gives
fd (S) ≤ fd
(
CycPd+1 (b)
)
−
⌊ d2 ⌋∑
j=0
(hj (∂S)− hj−1 (∂S))
= fd
(
CycPd+1 (b)
)
− h⌊ d2 ⌋
(∂S) ≤ fd
(
CycPd+1 (b)
)
− h1 (∂S) ,
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where the latter inequality comes from (A.4) for the simplicial sphere ∂S. Now
obviously, h1 (∂S) = b′ − d. 
• Subdivisions. There are several kinds of subdivisions of simplicial and polytopal
complexes which correspond to the different distinctive features of the partitioning
objects and depend on the way they have to fit together. (Here we follow Stanley’s
terminology from [117, 119].)
Definition A.6. Let S be an abstract simplicial complex. A topological sim-
plicial subdivision of S is a pair (S ′, ϕ) consisting of an abstract simplicial complex
S ′ together with a map ϕ : S ′ → S satisfying the following conditions:
(i) For every F ∈ S, the restriction S ′F := ϕ−1
(
2F
)
of S ′ to F is a subcomplex of
S ′ having a geometric realization |SF | which is a (dim (F ))-ball.
(ii) For each F ′ ∈ S ′, F = ϕ (F ′) ∈ S if and only if F ′ is an interior face of S ′F ,
i.e., if and only if |F ′| is not contained in the boundary ∂ |S ′F | = |S ′F |r int(|S ′F |).
(Often one calls S ′ a topological simplicial subdivision of S and omits ϕ if it is
self-evident from the context.)
Definition A.7. Let S be an abstract simplicial complex. A topological sim-
plicial subdivision (S ′, ϕ) of S is called quasigeometric if for every face F ′ of S ′
there does not exist a face F ∈ S for which
(i) dim(F ) < dim(F ′) and
(ii) each vertex v of F ′ lies on some subset of F (depending on v).
Definition A.8. Let S be a geometric simplicial complex and Sabs the corre-
sponding abstract simplicial complex. A geometric simplicial complex S ′ is called a
geometric simplicial subdivision or a geometric triangulation or simply a triangula-
tion of S (and, respectively, S ′ abs a geometric simplicial subdivision or a geometric
triangulation of Sabs ) if |S| = |S ′| and every simplex in S ′ is contained in some
simplex in S.
Definition A.9. Let S be a polytopal complex. A polytopal complex S ′
is called a polytopal subdivision of S if |S| = |S ′| and every polytope in S ′ is
contained in some polytope in S. If S ′ is a simplicial complex, then we again say
that S ′ is a geometric simplicial subdivision or a geometric triangulation or simply
a triangulation of S.
Note A.10. Quasigeometric simplicial subdivisions are geometric (because of
the affine independence of the vertices of a geometric simplex) but the converse is
not always true. Moreover, not every topological simplicial subdivision is quasige-
ometric. For counterexamples we refer to [16, p. 468] and [117, p. 814].
• Working in the PL-category. For the proof of the Upper Bound Theorem
A.22 we shall make use of notions and propositions from “PL-topology”. Working
in the PL-category, i.e., in the category of simplicial complexes with piecewise
linear maps (as morphisms), we can take full advantage of the fact that most of the
theoretic arguments do not depend on specific geometric realizations and that many
topological operations with PL balls or PL spheres (like starring, linking, gluing
etc.) produce again other PL balls or PL spheres (i.e., something which is by no
means true in general within the usual topological category). Standard references
for the “PL-topology” are the books of Glaser [50], Hudson [62], and Rourke &
Sanderson [108].
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Definition A.11. Let S1 and S2 be two abstract simplicial complexes. A sim-
plicial map ϕ : S1 → S2 is a function ϕ : vert(S1)→ vert(S2), such that whenever
{v0, . . . , vk} is an (abstract) simplex, then {ϕ (v0) , . . . , ϕ (vk)} is an (abstract) sim-
plex too. If such a ϕ is, in addition, a homeomorphism (i.e. |ϕ| (|S1|) ≈ |S2|), then
ϕ is called a simplicial homeomorphism. Passing to geometric realizations, a sim-
plicial map |ϕ| : |S1| → |S2| carries the vertices of S1 to the vertices of S2 and the
geometrically realized simplices of S1 linearly onto those of S2. (For |ϕ| to be linear
means that for each point v ∈ |S1|, which is uniquely expressible as a convex linear
combination v =
∑k
i=0 λivi by the barycentric coordinates λ0, . . . , λk with respect
to an ambient simplex conv({v0, . . . , vk}), one has |ϕ| (v) =
∑k
i=0 λi |ϕ| (vi)).
Definition A.12. Let S1 and S2 be two abstract simplicial complexes. A map
ϕ : S1 → S2 is called piecewise linear (or PL map) if for some geometric realiza-
tions of S1 and S2, the corresponding map |ϕ| : |S1| → |S2| satisfies anyone of the
following equivalent conditions:
(i) There exist geometric triangulations S ′1, S ′2 of the complexes S1 and S2, respec-
tively, relative to which |ϕ| : |S ′1| → |S ′2| is simplicial.
(ii) There is a geometric triangulation S ′1 of S1, relative to which |ϕ| : |S ′1| → |S2|
is linear.
(It can be shown that this definition depends neither on the particular choice of the
geometric realizations of S1 and S2 nor on the particular choice of the geometric
triangulations in (i), (ii). Note that a simplicial map is a PL map but the converse
is not always true).
Definition A.13. (i) Two abstract simplicial complexes S1, S2 are called PL
homeomorphic (denoted by S1 ≈
PL
S2) if there is a PL map ϕ : S1 → S2 which is
also a homeomorphism.
(ii) In particular, an abstract k-dimensional simplicial complex S is called a (sim-
plicial) PL k-ball (resp., PL k-sphere) if S is PL homeomorphic to the k-simplex
(resp., to the boundary of the (k + 1)-simplex).
[Geometric triangulations of topological spheres (resp., balls) are not necessarily
PL spheres (resp., PL balls). It is well-known, for instance, that all geometric tri-
angulations of a k-sphere are PL k-spheres for k ≤ 3, whereas there exist non-PL
geometric triangulations of a k-sphere for k ≥ 5.]
(iii) A regular cell complex S is called a PL k-ball (resp., a PL k-sphere) if the (sim-
plicial) order complex of its face poset is a simplicial PL k-ball (resp., k-sphere).
• Joins, stars and links. Let S be an abstract simplicial complex, v ∈ vert(S),
and F a face of S. For v /∈ vert(F ), v ∗ F is defined to be the simplex with vertex
set vert(F ) ∪ {v}, i.e. the so-called join of v with F . In general, if S1, S2 are two
abstract simplicial complexes on disjoint vertex sets V1, V2, the join of S1 and S2
is defined to be the simplicial complex
S1 ∗ S2 := {F ∈ V1 ∪ V2 | F ∩ V1 ∈ S1 and F ∩ V2 ∈ S2 }
For w /∈ vert(S), w ∗ S is nothing but the simplicial complex whose faces are
{∅} ∪ {w ∗ F | F ∈ S } ∪ S, i.e. the cone (with apex w) over S. If w′ /∈ S and w′
is different from w, then the double joining
{w,w′} ∗ S := w ∗ (w′ ∗ S)
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is the suspension of S w.r.t. the additional vertices w, w′.
• For v ∈ vert(S), let
starv (S) := {F ∈ S | v ∈ vert (F )} ,
astv (S) := {F ∈ S | v /∈ vert (F )} ,
starv (S) :=
{
F ′ ∈ S
∣∣∣∣ F ′ faces of all F ∈ Sfor which v ∈ vert (F )
}
,
astv (S) :=
{
F ′ ∈ S
∣∣∣∣ F ′ faces of all F ∈ Sfor which v /∈ vert (F )
}
,
linkv (S) := {F ∈ S | v /∈ vert (F ) , v ∗ F ∈ S } ,
denote the star, the antistar, the closed star, the closed antistar, and the link of v
in S, respectively. The last three form subcomplexes of S and are related as follows:
starv (S) ∩ astv (S) = linkv (S) , and starv (S) = v ∗ linkv (S) .
Proposition A.14. For simplicial PL spheres and PL balls S we have the
following implications :
(i) S is a PL k-ball =⇒ ∂S is a PL (k − 1) -sphere
(ii)
S is a PL k-ball
(or a PL k-sphere)
and w /∈ S
 =⇒
{
the cone w ∗ S is a PL (k + 1) -ball
with boundary = S ∪ (w ∗ ∂S)
(iii) S is a PL k-sphere =⇒ linkv (S) is a PL (k − 1) -sphere
(iv) S is a PL k-sphere =⇒ starv (S) is a PL k-ball
(v) S is a PL k-sphere =⇒ astv (S) is a PL k-ball
(vi)
S is a PL k-sphere,
v ∈ vert (S)
}
=⇒
{
v ∗ astv (S) is a PL (k + 1) -ball
with boundary = S
Proof. (i) This is obvious because the boundary of any simplicial subdivision of S
is the restriction of this subdivision to the boundaries of the participating simplices.
(ii) Since, in general, the join of two abstract simplicial complexes is PL homeomor-
phic to the join of the images of these complexes under any PL homeomorphisms
(see e.g. [50, II.5, p. 22, and II.17, p. 41]), we have w ∗ S = w ∗ (a k-simplex) (or
= w ∗ (the boundary of a (k + 1) -simplex)).
(iii) See [62, proof of the Corollary 1.16, p. 24].
(iv) By (iii) and (ii) we get
starv (S) = v ∗ linkv (S) ≈
PL
v ∗ (the boundary of a k-simplex) ≈
PL
(a k-simplex) .
(v) Since astv (S) = Sr starv (S) and starv (S) has a PL k-ball (and consequently
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a stellar k-ball) as closure (by (iv)), astv (S) is a stellar k-ball according to [50,
II.15, p. 37]. From the equivalence of stellar- and PL-homeomorphism-property
(cf. [50, II.17, p. 41]) we conclude that astv (S) is indeed a PL k-ball.
(vi) That v ∗ astv (S) is a PL (k + 1)-ball follows from (ii). Its boundary equals
astv (S) ∪
(
v ∗ ∂ (astv (S))) = astv (S) ∪ starv (S) = S
and the proof is completed. 
Corollary A.15. Let S be a (simplicial) PL k-ball, k ≥ 2, v ∈ vert(∂S) a
vertex of its boundary, and w ∈ vert (linkv (S) ∩ ∂S) a boundary vertex of its link.
Then the suspension
Sv,w := {v, w} ∗ astw (linkv (∂S))
is a (simplicial) PL k-ball and starv (∂S) is a subcomplex of the boundary ∂Sv,w.
Proof. By Proposition A.14,
∂S is a PL (k − 1) -sphere (using (i)),
linkv (∂S) is a PL (k − 2) -sphere (using (iii)),
astw (linkv (∂S)) is a PL (k − 2) -ball (using (v)),
w ∗ astw (linkv (∂S)) is a PL (k − 1) -ball (using (ii)).
Hence, the first claim for Sv,w = v ∗ (w ∗ astw (linkv (∂S))) is true by (ii). The
verification of the second claim is a consequence of the fact that w∗astw (linkv (∂S))
is a PL (k − 1)-ball whose boundary is the linkv (∂S) (by using (vi)). 
Definition A.16. Let S be an abstract simplicial complex. A subcomplex S ′
of S is called induced if for any face F ∈ S, vert(F ) ⊂ vert(S ′) implies F ∈ S ′
(i.e., if the vertex set of a face lies in the subcomplex, then the whole face lies in
the subcomplex).
Definition A.17. Let s be an abstract d-simplex (considered as simplicial
complex consisting of itself together with all of its faces). An abstract simplicial
complex S is called an induced simplicial subdivision or an induced triangulation of
s if there is a PL homeomorphism ϕ : s → S such that for every face F of s, the
image ϕ (F ) is an induced subcomplex of S.
Remark A.18. If s is an abstract d-simplex (viewed as simplicial complex),
then every induced simplicial subdivision S of s is quasigeometric (see A.7).
Proposition A.19 (Gluing PL Balls). Let S, S ′ be two simplicial PL k-balls
and S ′′ := S ∩ S ′. Suppose that S ′′ ⊂ ∂S ∩ ∂S ′.
(i) If S ′′ is a (simplicial) PL (k − 1)-ball, then the regular cell complex S⋃S′′S ′
which is obtained by gluing S with S ′ along S ′′ is a PL k-ball.
(ii) If S⋃S′′S ′ is a subcomplex of both S, S ′, and for at least one of S, S ′, the
subcomplex S ′′ is induced, then the glued regular cell complex S⋃S′′S ′ is a simplicial
complex.
Proof. (i) It follows directly from [62, Corollary 1.28, p. 39].
(ii) Suppose that S ′′ is an induced subcomplex of S. If S⋃S′′S ′ were a non-
simplicial complex, then, w.l.o.g. we may assume that there were a face F of S
and a face F ′ of S ′, such that F ∩ F ′ is not a single simplex (considered itself as
simplicial complex together with all its faces). But the vertex set of F ∩F ′ ⊂ S ′′ is
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contained in F . Thus, there is one single face F˜ of F with vert(F˜ ) = vert(F ∩ F ′) .
On the other hand, F˜ ∈ S ′′, because S ′′ contains all the vertices of F˜ . But this
would mean that F ∩ F ′ = F˜ , which would lead to contradiction. 
Conjecture A.20 (UBC for the facets of geometric simplex triangulations).
Let s be an d-dimensional simplex (considered as an abstract simplicial complex ),
and let V ⊂ s be a finite set of ♯ (V) = b points in s, so that bk of them are contained
in the relative interiors of the (k − 1)-dimensional faces of s, with
b1 = d+ 1, b
′ := b− bd+1 and b =
d+1∑
k=1
bk > d+ 1.
Then a geometric triangulation S of s with vertex set V has not more than
fd
(
CycPd+1 (b)
)− d∑
k=2
(d− (k − 1)) bk − 1
(A.3)
=
 b− ⌈d+12 ⌉⌊
d+1
2
⌋
+
 b− 1− ⌈d2⌉⌊
d
2
⌋
− d−1∑
k=2
(d− k) bk − (b′ − (d+ 1))− 1
facets (= d-faces).
Remark A.21. (i) Conjecture A.20 is true in dimension d = 1 because we have
f1 (CycP2 (b)) = b, and it follows from Euler’s polyhedron formula for d = 2 (where
f2 (CycP3 (b)) = 2b− 4). Thus, the first “interesting” case coming into question is
that for d = 3 (where f3 (CycP4 (b)) =
1
2b (b − 3)), corresponding to triangulations
of the tetrahedron using b2 additional vertices on its edges, b3 extra vertices in its
2-faces, and b4 more vertices in its relative interior.
(ii) A.20 is also true (and tight) in the case in which all “additional” vertices lie
in the relative interior of s, that is, if b2 = b3 = · · · = bd = 0, because the upper
bound (A.5) can be written as
fd
(
CycPd+1 (b)
)− (b2 + · · ·+ bd)− 1 = fd (CycPd+1 (b))− (b′ − (d+ 1))− 1 .
But whenever there are additional vertices on the boundary, the above “new” up-
per bound would obviously improve (A.5) by subtracting the “extra” summand
d−1∑
k=2
(d− k) bk. This would correspond to a better estimation of a part of a “miss-
ing correction term” involving h-vector components of ∂S.
(iii) We believe that the “right” setting for a proof of Conjecture A.20 is provided
by Stanley’s theory [117] of “local h-vectors”: If S is a topological simplicial subdi-
vision of an abstract d-simplex s, and V the vertex set of s, then the local h-vector
ℓV (S) := (ℓ0 (S) , . . . , ℓd+1 (S)) of S is defined by expanding
ℓV (S; t) :=
∑
W⊆V
(−1)#(VrW) h (SW ; t) ∈ Z[t]
w.r.t. t,
ℓV (S; t) = ℓ0 (S) + ℓ1 (S) t+ · · ·+ ℓd (S) td + ℓd+1 (S) td+1,
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and has the following properties: a) Reciprocity: ℓi (S) = ℓd−i (S) , ∀i ∈ {0, .., d+1},
b) Positivity: ℓi (S) ≥ 0, ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , d + 1}, whenever is a quasigeometric subdi-
vision of s (in the sense of A.7), and c) Locality:
h (S ′; t) =
∑
F∈S
ℓF (S ′F ; t) h (linkF (S) ; t) ,
with S ′ a topological subdivision of a pure abstract simplicial d-complex S, and
linkF (S) := {F ′ ∈ S | F ∪ F ′ ∈ S, F ∩ F ′ = ∅} .
However, even for d = 3, this is not “for free” in our case: we would need to
establish the following upper bound for the difference between the second and the
first coordinate of the local h-vector ℓV (S) of S: ℓ2 (S)− ℓ1 (S) ≤
(
h1(S)
2
)
, whereas
from the results in [117, 15, 16] we only get
ℓ2 (S) ≤ h2 (S) ≤
(
h1 (S) + 1
2
) (
i.e., ℓ2 (S)− h1 (S) ≤
(
h1 (S)
2
))
which is weaker than that we would like to have whenever there are boundary
vertices. In any case, to proceed along these lines depends certainly on a deep
understanding of how a)-c) could be applicable to our specific situation. Here
we restrict ourselves to present another proof for dimension d = 3 by passing to
triangulations in the category of PL subdivisions of s within which the gluing of
balls is able to work without essential obstructions and leads to the desired result.
Theorem A.22. For d = 3, Conjecture A.20 holds in greater generality: any
induced triangulation S (cf. A.17) of a tetrahedron s (considered as abstract simpli-
cial complex ) using b2+b3+b4 additional vertices within the edges/2-faces/interior
of s possesses at most f3 (CycP4 (b))− 2b2 − b3 − 1 facets.
Proof. If b2 = b3 = 0, then we have nothing to show. The proof will use induction
on b2+ b3. For fixed b2, b3, with b2+ b3 > 0, assume that all induced triangulations
of tetrahedra whose number of vertices lying in the relative interior of their edges
and of their 2-faces is < b2 + b3 enjoy the desired property. We shall distinguish
two cases.
⊲ First case. Suppose that b3 > 0, i.e., that there are vertices of S in the relative
interior of at least one 2-face, say F , of the tetrahedron s. For every vertex v of
F (in the simplicial PL 2-sphere ∂S) the closed star starv (∂S) of v in ∂S is a
simplicial PL 2-ball (that is, a simplicial PL disc9), cf. Proposition A.14 (i) and
(iv). starv (∂S) is not necessarily an induced subcomplex of ∂S (cf. A.16). This
first difficulty will be removed as follows.
◮ Claim. Considering as “starting-point” an arbitrary vertex v0 of the relative
interior of F , we can determine another vertex vµ (also lying in the relative interior
of F ), such that starvµ (∂S) forms an induced subcomplex of ∂S.
◮ Proof of the claim. At first define
U (v0) :=
 all simplicial PL discs D with vertex sets belongingexclusively to F , such that v0 lies in their
relative interior, and all w ∈ vert (∂D) are adjacent to v0
 ,
9We may freely identify all simplicial discs which will occur in the arguments of our proof
with the planar graphs consisting only of their vertices and edges (i.e. with their 1-skeletons).
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and
U (v0;λ) := {D ∈ U (v0) | ♯ (vert (D)) = λ} ,
λ0 := max {λ | 4 ≤ λ ≤ ♯ (vert (∂S |F )) , such that U (v0;λ) 6= ∅} .
Fix a simplicial PL disc D0 ∈ U (v0;λ0). If D0 is not an induced subcomplex of ∂S,
choose a vertex v1 6= v0 of the relative interior of D0. After that, define analogously
U (v1) :=

all simplicial PL discs D with vertex sets belonging
exclusively to D0, such that v1 lies in their
relative interior, and all w ∈ vert (∂D) are adjacent to v1
 ,
and
U (v1;λ) := {D ∈ U (v1) | ♯ (vert (D)) = λ} ,
λ1 := max {λ | 4 ≤ λ ≤ ♯ (vert (D0)) , such that U (v1;λ) 6= ∅} .
Fix again a simplicial PL disc D1 ∈ U (v1;λ1). If D1 is not an induced subcomplex
of ∂S, choose a vertex v2 6= v1 of the relative interior of D1, and repeat this
construction for v2 ... etc. We shall call the occuring numbers λ0, λ1, λ2, . . . ring
sizes of v0, v1, v2, . . . with respect to v0.
We have:
(i) starvi (∂S) ⊆ Di−1, for all i, i = 1, 2, . . . (This is immediate by definition).
(ii) λ0 > λ1 > λ2 > · · · > λi−1 > λi > · · · (Since vi is contained in the triangle
formed by vi−1 together with two neighbours whose connecting edge does not belong
to starvi−1 (∂S) , we have λi−1 > λi.)
(iii) This procedure leads (after µ steps) to a vertex vµ, such that all members
of U (vµ) are PL homeomorphic to the closed star starvµ (∂S) (i.e., they have no
vertices in their relative interiors besides vµ itself), and are induced subcomplexes
of ∂S (and hence of S); moreover, λµ − 1 equals the (graph-theoretic) degree10
deg(vµ) of vµ within starvµ (∂S). (This is clear because all λi’s are integers ≥ 4).
Figure 8 illustrates the above construction for an example in which µ = 2 and
v0, v1, v2 have ring sizes (w.r.t. v0) λ0 = 12, λ1 = 6 and λ2 = 4, respectively.
Figure 8.
10The degree of a vertex in a graph (without loops) is defined to be the number of the edges
containing this vertex.
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⊲ Proof of theorem for the 1st case (continued). From now on, let
v denote an (always existing, as verified above) vertex of the relative interior of
F , such that starv (∂S) is an induced subcomplex of the simplicial PL 3-ball S.
Take a w ∈ vert(F ) which is adjacent to v (and hence lying on the boundary of
starv (∂S)). Then linkv (∂S) is a (graph-theoretic) circuit11 with size = deg(v), its
closed antistar astw (linkv (∂S)) (obtained by deleting w) is a path of deg(v) − 2
edges, and its join Sv,w := {v, w} ∗ astw (linkv (∂S)) with the edge {v, w} is a
simplicial PL 3−ball consisting of deg(v) − 2 > 0 tetrahedra (by Corollary A.15).
Gluing S and Sv,w along their intersection S ∩ Sv,w = starv (∂S) we obtain a
simplicial PL 3-ball
S ′ := S
⋃
starv(∂S)
Sv,w
according to Proposition A.19 (i), (ii). On the other hand,
f3 (S ′) = f3 (S) + 2 > f3 (S) ,
and the number of the vertices of S ′ lying in the relative interior of the 2-faces of
s equals b3 − 1. So we are done by induction.
⊲ Second case. Assume that b3 = 0 but b2 > 0, and let v denote a subdivision
vertex on an edge F1 ∩ F2, for F1, F2 two 2−faces of the original tetrahedron s
(which are adjacent to v). Consider a vertex w adjacent to v on the same edge
F1 ∩F2 (w may be a vertex of the original tetrahedron). In this case starv (∂S |Fi )
is obviously an induced subcomplex of S for i = 1, 2 (see Figure 9).
Figure 9.
As above one proves that
S [i]v,w := {v, w} ∗ astw (linkv (∂S |Fi ))
is a simplicial PL 3-ball for i = 1, 2; gluing S and S [i]v,w along S∩S [i]v,w = starv (∂S |Fi )
we obtain a new simplicial PL 3-ball
S ′ :=
S ⋃
starv(∂S|F1 )
S [1]v,w
 ⋃
S ⋃
starv(∂S|F2 )
S [2]v,w

11In our special case this is synonymous to a simple closed path with the number (= size)
of its edges being equal to the number of its vertices.
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with f3 (S ′) ≥ f3 (S) + 2 > f3 (S), and the number of the vertices of S ′ lying in
the relative interior of the edges of s equals b2 − 1. Thus, the proof is finished by
induction. 
Appendix B. Coherent Triangulations and Secondary Polytopes
Coherent triangulations of simplices are exactly what one needs to express the
“projectivity condition” for crepant birational morphisms desingularizing (partially
or fully) Gorenstein AQS in the language of geometric combinatorics.
Definition B.1. A triangulation T of a polytope P is called coherent (or
regular) if there exists a strictly upper convex T -support function ψ : |T | → R, i.e.,
a piecewise-linear real function defined on the underlying space |T |, for which
ψ(t x+ (1− t) y) ≥ t ψ (x) + (1− t) ψ (y) , for all x,y ∈ |T | , t ∈ [0, 1] ,
so that its domains of linearity are the simplices of T having maximal dimension.
Note B.2. (i) For a polytope P one can always construct coherent triangu-
lations T with given vertex set (e.g., lexicographic, reverse lexicographic etc.; cf.
[81, §2-§4] and [121, Ch. 8]).
(ii) Already in dimension 2 there are lots of examples of non-coherent triangula-
tions. Figure 10 shows two triangulations of a triangle with the same vertex set.
Triangulation (a) is coherent (in fact, affinely isomorphic to the triangulation given
in Figure 3), whereas (b) is non-coherent. (Its “mirror image” is a different trian-
gulation with the same vertex set; though, the number of the simplices belonging
to the star of each vertex remains invariant. This is enough to prove non-coherence;
compare [7, Example 2.4, p. 161].)
(a)  (b)
Figure 10.
Next Lemma is used essentially in the proof of Theorem 8.1.
Lemma B.3 (Patching Lemma, [12, 2.2.2, pp. 143-145], [74, 5.12, p. 115]).
Let P be a polytope, T = {si |i ∈ I } (with I a finite set) a coherent triangulation
of P , and Ti = {si,j |j ∈ Ji } (Ji finite, for all i ∈ I) a coherent triangulation of si,
for all i ∈ I. If ψi : |Ti| → R denote strictly upper convex Ti-support functions,
such that
ψi
∣∣
si∩si′ = ψi′
∣∣
si∩si′
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for all (i, i′) ∈ I × I, then T˜ := {si,j | j ∈ Ji and i ∈ I } forms a coherent triangu-
lation of the initial polytope P (because the above ψi’s can be canonically “patched
together” to construct a strictly upper convex T˜ -support function ψ).
• Secondary polytope. For any finite set of points V in Rd, all triangulations T
of a polytope P = conv(V) with vert(T ) ⊆ V are parametrized by the vertices of
a “gigantic” polytope Un(V), the so-called universal polytope of P (see [7, §3] and
[32, §1-§4]). Un(V) projects onto a polytope Sec(V) whose vertices parametrize
only the coherent T ’s.
Definition B.4. If V = {a1, . . . , ak} and P is d-dimensional, the secondary
polytope Sec(V) of P is the (k − d− 1)-dimensional polytope
Sec (V) := conv ({vT | T a triangulation of P with vert (T ) ⊆ V }) ⊂ Rk,
defined as the convex hull of the points
vT :=
k∑
i=1
 ν∑
j=1
{Vol (sj) : ai ∈ sj}
 · ei,
where {s1, . . . , sν} denotes an enumeration of the d-simplices of T and {e1, . . . , ek}
the standard unit vector basis of Rk. (For the main concepts of the theory of
secondary polytopes we refer to [7], [33], [48, Ch. 7], [97], and [126, Lecture 9].)
Note B.5. Sec(V) is in most of the cases also considerably “big”. In practice,
working with examples for which k is relatively small, the vertices of Sec(V) can be
easily determined by using De Loera’s Puntos12 [31] or Rambau’s TOPCOM13 [100].
• Circuits and bistellar flips. “Flipping” along circuits in a given finite set of
points V ⊂ Rd is an elementary geometric procedure which enable us to move from
one vertex of Sec(V) to another.
Definition B.6 (Circuits). A non-empty subset C ⊂ V is called a circuit if any
C′ $ C is affinely independent but C itself is affinely dependent. Up to a real scalar
multiple, there is a unique real affine dependence relation among the elements of
a circuit C. In fact, one can decompose C into those elements C+ occuring with
positive coefficients in this affine linear relation, and C− := C r C+, so that
int (conv (C+)) ∩ int (conv (C−)) 6= ∅ .
Lemma B.7 ([30, 1.2.1]). Every circuit C has only two triangulations, namely
Y+ (C) := {conv(C r {v}) |v ∈ C+ } and Y− (C) := {conv(C r {v}) |v ∈ C− } .
Definition B.8. Let C be a circuit and T a triangulation of P = conv(V)
with vert(T ) ⊆ V. Suppose that there is a sign ⊙ ∈ {+,−} such that the following
conditions are satisfied:
(i) The triangulation Y⊙ (C) is a simplicial subcomplex of T .
12As it is pointed out in [30, Thm. 1.5.12], the computation of all coherent triangulations
of a d-polytope P = conv(V) with Puntos requires O(dRkd+⌊d/2⌋L(k − d − 1, (k − d)k⌊d/2⌋), η)
arithmetic operations. The symbol R denotes the number of coherent triangulations of the point
configuration V (i.e., R = f0(Sec(V))), η is the size of the matrix encoding V , and L(β1, β2, β3)
denotes the number of arithmetic operations used to solve a linear system of inequalities of β1
variables, β2 constraints and input size β3.
13TOPCOM is much faster (as its written in C++) and has more functionalities than Puntos.
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(ii) The links of all maximal-dimensional simplices of Y⊙ (C) within T coincide, i.e.,
they form the same simplicial subcomplex, say T [C], of T .
Then we say that T is said to be supported on C.
Definition B.9 (Bistellar Flips). Let C ⊂ V be a circuit and T a triangulation
of P which is supported on C. The triangulation
FLC (T ) :=
{
all faces of T r (Y⊙ (C) ∗ T [C])
}
∪
{
all faces of Y⊠ (C) ∗ T [C]
}
of P, where {⊠} = {+−}r{⊙}, is called the bistellar flip14 of T along C.
Theorem B.10 (Flipping Property, [48, Thm. 2.10, p. 233]). Let V ⊂ Rd be
a finite set of points and P = conv(V) . For two (different) coherent triangulations
T , T ′ with vertex set V, the vertices vT ,vT ′ of the secondary polytope Sec (V) cor-
responding to T and T ′ are joined by an edge of Sec (V) if and only if there is a
circuit C of V on which both T and T ′ are supported, and T ′ = FLC (T ), i.e., T ′
is the bistellar flip of T along C.
Appendix C. Ehrhart Polynomials and Lattice Triangulations
A polytope P ⊂ Rd is a lattice polytope w.r.t. a lattice N ⊂ Rd if aff(P ) ∩N 6= ∅
and vert(P ) ⊂ N. We denote by NP the sublattice of N generated (as subgroup)
by aff(P ) ∩N, and by15 VolNP (P ) := Vol(P )/ det(NP ) its relative volume.
Two lattice polytopes Pi ⊂ Rd w.r.t. N, i = 1, 2, are called lattice equivalent
to each other if there exists an affine map Φ : Rd → Rd such that its restriction
Φ|aff(P1) : aff(P1)→ aff(P2) is a bijection mapping P1 onto the (necessarily equidi-
mensional) P2, every j-dimensional face of P1 onto a j-dimensional face of P2, for
all j = 0, 1, . . . , dim(P1) = dim(P2), and NP1 onto NP2 . (If rank(N) = dim(P1) =
dim(P2), then these Φ’s are exactly the affine integral transformations, composed
of unimodular transformations and lattice translations.)
• Ehrhart polynomials. If P ⊂ Rd′ is a lattice d-dimensional polytope w.r.t.
N ⊂ Rd′ , d ≤ d′, and νP =
{
νx ∈ Rd′ | x ∈ P
}
the ν times dilated polytope P
(for ν ∈ N), then we denote the enumerating function of its lattice points by
EhrN (P, ν) := ♯ (νP ∩N) .
Theorem C.1 ([4, §3.3], [58, 28.3], [120, 4.6.28]). EhrN (P, ν) can be expressed
as a polynomial
EhrN (P, ν) = a0 (P )+a1 (P ) ν+ · · ·+ad−1 (P ) νd−1+ad (P ) νd ∈ Q [ν] (C.1)
of degree d (the so-called Ehrhart polynomial of P ).
Note C.2. (i) To find the number of lattice points of the interior of νP one
uses the reciprocity law:
♯ (int(νP ) ∩N) = (−1)dEhrN (P,−ν) . (C.2)
14Other alternative names used in the literature are: elementary transformation, modifica-
tion, geometric bistellar operation, surgery with respect to Z etc.
15In the main text, working with the junior simplex sG (or similar (r−1)-dimensional lattice
simplices) we often write Vol(sG) instead of Vol(NG)sG
(sG) (by abuse of notation), but it is always
clear from the context what we mean in each case.
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(ii) As it is well-known (cf. [4, §3.4-3.5]), the first, the last but one and the last
coefficient of EhrN (P, ν) are equal to a0 (P ) = 1,
ad−1 (P ) =
1
2
∑
facets F≺P
VolNF (F ) , and ad−1 (P ) = VolNP (P ) , (C.3)
respectively. (For the remaining coefficients for simplices, see below Theorem D.8).
(iii) ai(P1) = ai(P2), for all i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , dim(P1) = dim(P2)}, whenever P1 and
P2 are lattice equivalent.
• Ehrhart series. W.l.o.g.16 we shall henceforth assume that d = d′. Let
σP :=
{
(λ, λp) ∈ R⊕ Rd | p ∈ P, λ ∈ R≥0
}
be the (d+ 1)-dimensional rational s.c.p. cone supporting P within Rd+1, and
let RP denote the subring of C[x0, x±11 , . . . , x
±1
d ] spanned over C by all Laurent
monomials of the form xν0 x
µ1
1 · · · xµdd , where ν ∈ Z≥0 and (µ1, . . . , µd) ∈ νP ∩ N.
RP = C[σP ∩Zd+1] is graded by setting deg(xν0 xµ11 · · · xµdd ) := ν. Hence, the so-called
Ehrhart power series
EhrN (P ; t) := 1 +
∞∑
ν=1
EhrN (P, ν) t
ν ∈ Q [[t]]
of P is the Hilbert series of the graded normal semigroup ring RP =
⊕
ν≥0
(RP )ν ,
and can be therefore written in the form
EhrN (P ; t) =
h∗0 (P ) + h
∗
1 (P ) t+ · · ·+ h∗d−1 (P ) td−1 + h∗d (P ) td
(1− t)d+1
,
having the Eulerian EhrN (P, ·)-polynomial as its numerator (see [120, §4.3]).
Definition C.3. h∗(P ) := (h∗0 (P ) , h
∗
1 (P ) , . . . , h
∗
d (P )) ∈ Zd+1 is called the
h∗-vector17 of P.
Theorem C.4 (cf. [58, §28], [116, 118]). (i) h∗j (P ) ≥ 0, ∀j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d}.
(ii) h∗0 (P ) = 1, h
∗
1 (P ) = EhrN (P, 1)− (d+ 1), and h∗d (P ) = # (int (P ) ∩N) .
(iii) The sum of all coordinates of the h∗-vector of P equals
d∑
j=0
h∗j (P ) = d! Vol(P ). (C.4)
Proposition C.5. Each coordinate of the h∗-vector of P can be expressed as
integer linear combination of the coefficients of its Ehrhart polynomial (C.1) as
follows :
h∗i (P ) =
d∑
j=0
(
i∑
κ=0
(−1)κ(d+1κ ) (i− κ)j
)
aj(P ), ∀i ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d}. (C.5)
16If d < d′, then we work with NP instead of N.
17We adopt here Stanley’s notation from [118], but it appears in the literature also under
different names (e.g., as “ψ-vector” in [3, §4], as “δ-vector” in [58, Ch. IX] etc).
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Proof. We expand
EhrN (P, ν) = dimC(RP )ν =
1
ν!
 dνdxν

d∑
ι=0
h∗ι (P ) x
ι
(1− x)d+1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
x=0

=
d∑
ι=0
h∗ι (P )
(
d+1+(ν−ι)−1
ν−ι
)
=
d∑
ι=0
h∗ι (P )
(
ν−ι+d
d
)
=
1
d!
 d∑
j=0
h∗j (P )
 νd + · · · · · ·+ 1,
as polynomial in the variable ν and compare coefficients. 
• Lattice triangulations. These are one of our main tools in §4 and thereafter.
Definition C.6 (Lattice subdivisions and triangulations). A lattice subdivision
S of a lattice polytope18 P is a polytopal subdivision of P , such that the set vert(S)
of the vertices of S belongs to the reference lattice, and vert(P ) ⊆ vert(S). A lattice
triangulation of a lattice polytope P is a lattice subdivision of P which, in addition,
is a triangulation (in the sense of A.8).
Definition C.7 (Basic triangulations). (i) A lattice polytope is called elemen-
tary if the lattice points belonging to it are exactly its vertices. A lattice simplex
s is said to be basic (or unimodular) if its vertices constitute a part of a Z-basis of
the reference lattice (that is, if its relative volume equals 1/ dim(s)!).
(ii) A lattice triangulation T of a lattice polytope P is defined to be basic if it
consists only of elementary basic simplices.
Note C.8. (i) Obviously, all basic simplices are elementary. On the other
hand, all elementary triangles are basic, but in dimensions d ≥ 3 there exist lots
of elementary simplices which are non-basic. For instance, the so-called Reeve’s
simplices [101]:
RS(k) := conv({0, e1, e2, . . . , ed−1, (1, 1, . . . , 1, k)⊺}) ⊂ Rd
are elementary but non-basic (w.r.t. Zd) for d ≥ 3 and k ≥ 2 because
d!Vol(RS(k)) = |det(e1, e2, . . . , ed−1, (1, 1, . . . , 1, k)⊺)| = k 6= 1.
(ii) “Basicness” is a property preserved by lattice equivalence.
(iii) Open problem: Hibi and Ohsugi [59] discovered a 9-dimensional 0/1-polytope
(with 15 vertices) having basic triangulations, but none of whose coherent triangu-
lations is basic. It is not known if such high-dimensional “pathological counterex-
amples” can be also found in the class of lattice simplices.
18Lattice subdivisions, lattice triangulations and basic triangulations of the undelying point
set of simplicial complexes whose vertices are lattice points are defined similarly. (We use this
generalization only for THd in Example 5.4.)
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Theorem C.9 (Betke & McMullen [5, Thm. 2], Stanley [116, Corollary 2.5]).
If T is a lattice triangulation of a d-dimensional lattice polytope P , then19
h∗j (P ) ≥ hj (T ) , ∀j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , d}, (C.6)
and T is basic if and only if (C.6) hold (simultaneously) as equations.
Appendix D. Counting the Lattice Points of the Junior Simplex
In this Appendix we explain how one can count, for a given Gorenstein AQS
(Cr/G, [0]) of type (3.6), the number of lattice points of the junior simplex sG
(w.r.t. NG) by making use of Mordell-Pommersheim and Diaz-Robins formulae.
•Mordell-Pommersheim formula. By (C.3) the first coefficient of the Ehrhart
polynomial (C.1), whose expression (as rational linear combination of relative vol-
umes of faces of P ) turns out to be relatively “difficult”, is a1 (s) , arising already
in the case in which d = 3 and P = s is a lattice tetrahedron. In fact, by Theorem
D.2, the corresponding formula (D.2) for a1 (s) involves Dedekind measures of the
“dihedral angles” of s.
Definition D.1. (i) If x ∈ Q, we define
((x)) :=
{
x− ⌊x⌋ − 12 , if x /∈ Z,
0, if x ∈ Z.
(ii) Let p, q be two integers with q > 0 and gcd(p, q) = 1. The Dedekind sum
DS(p, q) of p and q is defined to be
DS (p, q) :=
q−1∑
j=1
(
j
q
) (
pj
q
)
.
Theorem D.2 (Mordell-Pommersheim formula, [90, 98]). Let N ⊂ R3 be a
lattice of rank 3, n1, n2, n3, n4 ∈ N four affinely independent points, and s the
tetrahedron s = conv ({n1, n2, n3, n4}). Denote by
Ei,j := conv ({ni, nj}) , ∀ i, j , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4,
its six edges, and by
Fi := conv ({n1, n2, n3, n4}r {ni}) , ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 ,
its four facets. For any fixed pair i, j, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4, let Fi′ , Fj′ be the two facets
of s containing its edge Ei,j (with {i′, j′} = {1, 2, 3, 4} r {i, j} , i′ < j′), n˜i′ , n˜j′
the images of ni′ , nj′ in N(Ei,j) := N/NEi,j under the canonical projection map
N → N(Ei,j), and ˜˜ni′ , ˜˜nj′ the primitive vectors of conv ({0, ni}) and conv ({0, nj}),
respectively, lying within the lattice N(Ei,j). Set
qi,j :=
det(˜˜ni′ , ˜˜nj′ )
det (N(Ei,j))
.
Moreover, choosing a Z-basis, say {˜˜ni′ , n̂}, of N(Ei,j), and expressing ˜˜nj′ as an
integer linear combination of its elements in the form ˜˜nj′ = λ · ˜˜ni′ +qi,j · n̂, define
19Note that hd+1 (T ) = 0 because P is homeomorphic to a d-ball.
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pi,j := [λ]qi,j . Then the number of lattice points of s is given by the formula
♯ (s ∩N) = EhrN (s, 1) = 1 + a1 (s) + 1
2
4∑
i=1
VolNFi (Fi) + VolNs (s) , (D.1)
and
a1 (s) =
∑
1≤i<j≤4
(
1
36qi,j
Yi,i′ + D˜S(pi,j ,qi,j)
)
VolNEi,j (Ei,j) , (D.2)
where
Yi,i′ :=
VolNFi (Fj )
VolNF
i′
(Fj′ )
+
VolNF
i′
(Fj′ )
VolNFi (Fj )
,
and
D˜S(pi,j ,qi,j) :=
1
4
−DS(pi,j ,qi,j)
denotes the so-called “Dedekind measure” of pi,j and qi,j .
Corollary D.3. Let (C4/G, [0]) be a 4-dimensional Gorenstein CQS of type
1
l (α1, α2, α3, α4), and sG = conv({e1, e2, e3, e4}) the corresponding junior tetrahe-
dron. For any i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4, consider an (arbitrary) representation of gcd(αi, l) as
integer linear combination
gcd (αi, l) = γi · αi + γ̂i · l.
Moreover, for any fixed pair i,j, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4, let {i′, j′} = {1, 2, 3, 4} r {i, j}
denote the complement (with i′ < j′). Then the number of lattice points of sG is
given by the formula
♯ (sG ∩NG) = ♯
{
λ ∈ Z
∣∣∣∣∣ 1 ≤ λ ≤ l − 1 with
4∑
i=1
[λαi]l = l
}
+ 4
= EhrNG (sG, 1) = 1 + a1 (sG) + a2 (sG) + a3 (sG) (D.3)
with
a1 (sG) =
∑
1≤i<j≤4
[
(gcd(αi′ ,l))
2+(gcd(αj′ ,l))
2
36 l + D˜S(pi,j ,qi,j)
]
· gcd(αi′ , αj′ , l)
=
1
12 l
(
4∑
i=1
gcd (αi, l)
)
+
∑
1≤i<j≤4
[
D˜S (pi,j ,qi,j) · gcd (αi′ , αj′ , l)
]
(D.4)
and
a2 (sG) =
1
4
4∑
i=1
gcd (αi, l) , a3 (sG) =
l
6
, (D.5)
where now
qi,j =
l · gcd(αi′ , αj′ , l)
gcd (αi′ , l) · gcd(αj′ , l) , pi,j =
[
(−γi′) · αi′
gcd (αi′ , l)
]
qi,j
.
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Since our lattice NG =
∑4
i=1 Z ei+Z
1
l (α1, α2, α3, α4)
⊺
is “skew” and of rank 4, to
apply Mordell-Pommersheim formula we have to modify appropriately our “lattice
data”. As we shall see below, it is more convenient to consider l sG and l NG instead
of sG and NG (to avoid bothersome denominators), to work with the fundamental
half-open parallelotope of the cone supporting l sG, and to evaluate (after that) the
relative volumes of the simplex faces by passing to the intersection with the l-times
dilated affine hyperplane lH1 of level 1.
Lemma D.4. Let N ⊂ Rd be a lattice and H a (d− 1)-dimensional linear
hyperplane in Rd, so that N := N ∩H is a lattice of rank d− 1. Then there exists
an element n ∈ N such that N = N + Zn, and
det (N) =
(
euclidean distance
between 0 and n+H
)
· det (N) . (D.6)
Proof. Let {n1, . . . , nd−1, nd} be a Z-basis of N such that {n1, . . . , nd−1} is a
Z-basis of the lattice N , M := HomZ (N,Z) the dual lattice of N , and let v denote
the normal vector of H. Then v〈v,nd〉 ∈M because〈
v
〈v, nd〉 , ni
〉
= 0, ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ d− 1, and
〈
v
〈v, nd〉 , nd
〉
= 1.
Furthermore, it is primitive and by definition we have(
euclidean distance
between 0 and nd +H
)
=
〈v, nd〉
‖v‖ =
1∥∥∥ v〈v,nd〉∥∥∥ .
Thus, setting n = nd and applying [14, Corollary of p. 25], we get (D.6). 
Lemma D.5 ([20, Ch. 21, 2.E, formula (12) on p. 453]). The (standard)
volume of a regular d-dimensional simplex s of edge length
√
2 equals
Vol (s) =
√
d+ 1
d!
(D.7)
Proof of Corollary D.3. Let l sG in (l NG)R be the l-times dilated junior lattice
simplex with l NG =
∑4
i=1 Z (l ei) + Z (α1, α2, α3, α4)
⊺ , and
Q := Par (R≥0 (l e1) + R≥0 (l e2) + R≥0 (l e3) + R≥0 (l e4)) ∩ (l NG)
=
{
n∈ (l NG)
∣∣∣∣∣ n=
4∑
i=1
εi (l ei) , with 0 ≤ εi < 1, ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4
}
= {([j α1]l , [j α2]l , [j α3]l , [j α4]l)⊺ | j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , l− 1}} .
Defining
Qi :=
{
n =
(
n(1), n(2), n(3), n(4)
)⊺
∈ Q
∣∣∣ n(i) = 0} , ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4,
it is easy to verify that{
♯ (Qi) = gcd (αi, l) , ∀i, 1 ≤ i ≤ 4 , and
♯ (Qi ∩Qj) = gcd (αi, αj , l) , ∀i, j, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4
}
(D.8)
To apply D.2 it suffices to consider l sG = conv({(l e1) , (l e2) , (l e3) , (l e4)}) w.r.t.
the lattice l NG := l NG ∩ lH1 of rank 3. Note that the euclidean distance between
0 and le1 + lH1 is equal to l2 . Thus, by (D.6) and (2.3), we deduce that
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det
(
l NG
) · l
2
= det (l NG) ,
det(l Z4)
det(l NG)
= l
4
det(lNG)
= ♯ (Q) = l
⇒ det (l NG) = det((l NG)l sG) = l3, det
(
l NG
)
= det(
(
l NG
)
l sG
) = 2 l2. (D.9)
⊲ First step. Let Fi = conv({(l e1) , (l e2) , (l e3) , (l e4)}r {(l ei)}), 1 ≤ i ≤ 4,
be the facets and Ei,j =conv({(l ei) , (l ej)}) , 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4, the edges of the
tetrahedron l sG. How does one compute their relative volumeswith respect to
l NG ? By (D.7) the standard volumes are the following:
Vol (l sG) =
2 l3
3!
=
l3
3
, Vol (Fi) =
√
3
2
l2 , Vol (Ei,j) =
√
2 l. (D.10)
On the other hand, applying again Lemma D.4 and (2.3) for the facets and the
edges of l sG we get similarly:
det
(
aff (Fi) ∩ l NG
) · l√
3
= det (lin (Fi) ∩ l NG) ,
det(
∑
j∈{1,2,3,4}r{i}Z (l ej))
det (lin (Fi) ∩ l NG) =
l3
det (lin (Fi) ∩ l NG) = ♯ (Qi)
(D.8)
= gcd (αi, l)
=⇒ det (lin (Fi) ∩ l NG) = l3gcd(αi,l) , det
(
aff (Fi) ∩ l NG
)
=
√
3 l2
gcd(αi,l)
, (D.11)
and
det
(
aff (Ei,j) ∩ l NG
) · l√
2
= det (lin (Ei,j) ∩ l NG) ,
det (Z (l ei′) + Z (l ej′))
det (lin (Ei,j) ∩ l NG) =
l2
det (lin (Ei,j) ∩ l NG)
= ♯ (Qi′ ∩Qj′ ) (D.8)= gcd (αi′ , αj′ , l)
=⇒
{
det (lin (Ei,j) ∩ l NG) = l2gcd(αi′ ,αj′ ,l) , and
det
(
aff (Ei,j) ∩ l NG
)
=
√
2 l
gcd(αi′ ,αj′ ,l)
}
. (D.12)
Combining (D.10) with (D.9), (D.11), (D.12), we finally obtain
Vol(l NG)l sG
(l sG) =
Vol(l sG)
det((lNG)
l sG
)
= l6 , (D.13)
Vol(l NG)
Fi
(Fi) =
Vol(Fi)
det(aff(Fi)∩l NG) =
gcd(αi,l)
2 , (D.14)
Vol(lNG)Ei,j
(Ei,j) =
Vol(Ei,j)
det(aff(Ei,j)∩l NG) = gcd(αi
′ , αj′ , l). (D.15)
⊲ Second step. The procedure of the determination of qi,j ’s and pi,j ’s (whose
Dedekind measures lead to the evaluation of the contributions of the “dihedral
angles” to the counting of lattice points) is a little bit more complicated. To simplify
it, we shall this time transform l sG. For all indices i, j, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4, we define
an integer translation
si,j := l sG − l ei = conv ({0, l (ej′ − ei) , l (ei′ − ei) , l (ej − ei)})
and
Ni,j := l NG − l ei
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= Z l (ej′ − ei) + Z l (ei′ − ei) + Z l (ej − ei) + Z l ((α1, α2, α3, α4)⊺ − (
4∑
ι=1
αι) ei)
Furthermore, we define a unimodular transformation Φi,j : (Ni,j)R −→ (Ni,j)R by
Φi,j (ej) = ei , Φi,j (ei) = ei − ej , Φi,j (ei′) = ei + ei′ and Φi,j (ej) = ei + ej′ ,
and linear extension. Φi,j transfers si,j onto
Φi,j (si,j) = conv
({
0 , Φi,j (l (ej′ − ei)) = l(ej + ej′),
Φi,j (l (ei′ − ei)) = l (ei′ + ej) , Φi,j (l (ej − ei)) = lej
})
,
the lattice Ni,j onto
N̂i,j := Φi,j (Ni,j)
= Z l (ej′+ej)+Z l ej+Z l (ei′ + ej)+Z
(( ∑
ι∈{1,2,3,4}r{i}
αι
)
ej + αi′ ei′ + αj′ ej′
)
= Z l ej + Z l ej′ + Z l ei′ + Z (−αi ej + αi′ ei′ + αj′ ej′) ,
the edges Ei,j onto Φi,j (Ei,j) = conv({0, l ej}) and the facets Fi′ and Fj′ containing
Ei,j onto
Φi,j (Fi′) = conv ({0, l ej, l (ei′ + ej)}) and Φi,j(Fj′ ) = conv({0, l ej , l(ej + ej′)}),
respectively. Since gcd(−αi, αi′ , αj′ ) = gcd(αi, αi′ , αj′) = 1, it is det(N̂i,j) = l2.
On the other hand,
Φi,j (Ei,j) ∩ N̂i,j = conv ({0, l ej}) ∩ N̂i,j = ♯ (Qi′ ∩Qj′) = gcd (αi′ , αj′ , l) ,
i.e.
l ej
gcd(αi′ ,αj′ ,l)
is a primitive vector. Setting N˜i,j := N̂i,j/(Z
l ej
gcd(αi′ ,αj′ ,l)
) we get
det(N˜i,j) · l
gcd (αi′ , αj′ , l)
= det(N̂i,j)⇒ det(N˜i,j) = l · gcd(αi′ , αj′ , l).
If we denote by n˜i′ , n˜j′ the images of l (ei′ + ej) , l(ej + ej′) under the canonical
epimorphism N̂i,j → N˜i,j (i.e. n˜i′ = lei′ , n˜j′ = lej′ within N˜i,j), and by ˜˜ni′ , ˜˜nj′ the
primitive vectors of conv({0, n˜i′}) and conv({0, n˜j′}) w.r.t. N˜i,j , then∥∥∥˜˜ni′∥∥∥ · l
gcd (αi′ , αj′ , l)
= det
(
lin (Fi′) ∩ N̂i,j
)
=
l2
♯
(
conv ({l ej, l (ei′ + ej)}) ∩ N̂i,j
) = l2
gcd (αj′ , l)
.
Consequently,
˜˜ni′ = ( l·gcd(αi′ ,αj′ ,l)gcd(αj′ ,l) ) ei′
(
and analogously, ˜˜nj′ = ( l·gcd(αi′ ,αj′ ,l)gcd(αi′ ,l)
)
ej′
)
.
This means that
qi,j =
∥∥∥˜˜ni′∥∥∥ · ∥∥∥˜˜nj′∥∥∥
det
(
N˜i,j
) = l · gcd (αi′ , αj′ , l)
gcd (αi′ , l) · gcd (αj′ , l) .
Since
N˜i,j = Z l ej′ + Z l ei′ + Z (αi′ ei′ + αj′ ej′) ,
the vector γi′ · (αi′ ei′)+gcd(αj′ , l) ej′ belongs to N˜i,j, and from
det(Z ˜˜ni′ + Z (γi′ · (αi′ ei′) + gcd(αj′ , l) ej′)) = l · gcd(αi′ , αj′ , l) = det(N˜i,j)
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we conclude that {˜˜ni′ , γi′ · (αi′ ei′)+gcd(αj′ , l) ej′} is a Z-basis of N˜i,j with
˜˜nj′ = ( l·gcd(αi′ ,αj′ ,l)gcd(αi′ ,l)
)
ej′ =
(
(−γi′ )·αi′
gcd(αi′ ,l)
) ˜˜ni′ + qi,j · (γi′ · (αi′ ei′) + gcd (αj′ , l) ej′).
Hence, pi,j =
[
(−γi′ )·αi′
gcd(αi′ ,l)
]
qi,j
, and the proof is completed after the substitution of
(D.13), (D.14), (D.15) into (D.1), (D.2). 
Remark D.6. One can analogously compute the ai (sG)’s in the case in which
the acting group G is abelian (not necessarily cyclic), again by lattice transforming
and by Mordell-Pommersheim formula. In these more complicated expressions
the greatest common divisors are replaced by denumerants of restricted weighted
vectorial partitions.
• Diaz-Robins formula. To present Diaz-Robins formula, by means of which one
computes the coefficients of the Ehrhart polynomial of a lattice simplex of arbitrary
dimension, let us first recall the notion of Hermite normal form which will enable
us to choose a convenient coordinate system for the simplex vertices.
Theorem D.7 ([95, II.2 and II.3, pp. 15-18]). For a given integer (or rational)
(d× d′)-matrix A of full row rank, there is a unimodular matrix U ∈ GL(d′,Z),
such that AU is lower-triangular with positive diagonal elements. Each off-diagonal
element of AU is non-negative and strictly less than the diagonal element in its
column. We say that AU is in Hermite normal form. If det(A) 6= 0, then U is
uniquely determined, and HNF (A) := AU is the Hermite normal form of A.
Now let s ⊂ Rd be a d-dimensional simplex whose vertices belong to (the standard
lattice) Zd. W.l.o.g., we may assume that s = conv({0, n1, . . . , nd−1, nd}) . The
matrix (n1, . . . , nd−1, nd) is by Theorem D.7 left-equivalent to
Λs := HNF ((n1, n2, . . . , nd−1, nd)) =

λ11 0 · · · 0
λ21 λ22 · · · 0
...
...
. . .
...
λd1 λd2 · · · λdd
 .
Consider
Λ˜s :=
(
Λs 0
1
)
, with 1 := (1, 1, . . . , 1, 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
(d+1)−times
).
Define
̟j :=
∏
1≤i<j
λii , ∀j, 1 ≤ j ≤ d , and ̟d+1 := ̟d,
Gs := (Z / ̟1Z)× (Z / ̟2Z)× · · · × (Z / ̟dZ) .
Moreover, for each group element g = (g1, g2, . . . , gd) ∈ Gs, set:
εj (g) :=
〈
(0, g1, g2, . . . , gd) , (j-th column of Λ˜s)
〉
.
Theorem D.8 (Diaz-Robins formula; cf. [35, 36] and [17, §5]). The Ehrhart
polynomial
EhrN (s, ν) =
d∑
i=0
ai (s) ν
i
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of s has the following exponential generating function:
∞∑
ν=0
EhrN (s, ν) e
−2πxν = 12d+1 |Gs|
∑
g∈Gs
d+1∏
j=1
(1+coth( π̟j (x+
√−1εj (g)))) (D.16)
and ai (s) equals the coefficient of
1
xi+1 in the Laurent expansion at x = 0 of
πi+1
i! 2d−i |Gs|
∑
g∈Gs
d+1∏
j=1
(1 + coth(
π
̟j
(x+
√−1 εj (g))))
 .
Let us now describe how can one apply Diaz-Robins formula to the case of the
simplex we are interested in. Let (Cr/G, [0]), r ≥ 4, be a Gorenstein AQS of type
(3.6), and sG = conv({e1, e2, . . . , er}) the corresponding junior simplex. As our
lattice NG is “skew”, to count
♯ (sG ∩NG) = ♯
{
(j1, .., jκ) ∈
κ∏
µ=1
({0, 1, .., qµ})
∣∣∣∣∣ r∑i=1δi (j1, .., jκ) = exp (G)
}
+ r
we have to transform sG onto another appropriate simplex.
Corollary D.9. There exists a lattice simplex s ′′G w.r.t. Z
r−1 such that
♯
(
s ′′G ∩ Zr−1
)
= ♯ (sG ∩NG) , (D.17)
and therefore ♯ (sG ∩NG) can be computed by applying formula (D.16) for s ′′G.
Proof. This will be done in three steps.
⊲ First step. We first perform a translation in order to insert the zero point as
a vertex, and define sG := sG − e1 = conv({0, e2 − e1, . . . , er − e1}) with vertex
set belonging to the lattice NG :=
r∑
i=2
Z (ei − e1) +
κ∑
µ=1
Z 1qµ (αµ − ϑµ e1) , where
αµ := (αµ,1, . . . , αµ,r)
⊺
and ϑµ :=
∑r
i=1 αµ,i. Obviously,
♯ (sG ∩NG) = ♯
(
sG ∩NG
)
.
⊲ Second step. We define a unimodular transformation Φ : Rr −→ Rr by
Φ (e1) := e1 − e2, Φ (e2) := e1, Φ (ej) := e1 + ej , ∀j, 3 ≤ j ≤ r,
and linear extension. Φ maps sG onto
s ′G := Φ (sG) = conv ({0, e2, e2 + e3, e2 + e4, . . . , e2 + er})
and NG onto
N
′
G := Φ
(
NG
)
= Z e2 + Z (e2 + e3) + · · ·+ Z (e2 + er) +
κ∑
µ=1
Z
α′µ
qµ
,
with
α′µ := Φ (αµ − ϑµ e1) = Φ (αµ)− ϑµ Φ (e1)
= (ϑµ − αµ,1) e2 +
r∑
j=3
αµ,j ej .
Thus,
N
′
G = Z e2 + Z e3 + · · ·+ Z er +
κ∑
µ=1
Z
α′µ
qµ
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and we can consider both s ′G and N
′
G within R
r−1 by identifying it with the set
{(x1, . . . , xr) ∈ Rr | x1 = 0}. Moreover, ♯
(
s ′G ∩N
′
G
)
= ♯
(
sG ∩NG
)
.
⊲ Third step. Define A to be the rational (r − 1)× (r − 1 + κ)-matrix formed by
the column vectors which generate N
′
G:
A := (e2, e3, . . . , er,
1
q1
α′1, . . . ,
1
qκ
α′κ).
According to Theorem D.7 (with d = r − 1, d′ = r − 1 + κ), we can determine a
unimodular matrix U such that AU = (R 0), where R is a rational, non-singular
(r − 1)× (r − 1)-matrix being in Hermite normal form. Hence, if we set
s ′′G := R
−1s ′G
= conv
({
0, R−1 e2, R−1 (e2 + e3) , R−1 (e2 + e4) , . . . , R−1 (e2 + er)
})
,
the lattice N
′
G is transformed onto N
′′
G := R
−1 N
′
G = Z
r−1, i.e., onto the standard
lattice of rank r − 1. But then we are done because ♯ (s ′′G ∩ Zr−1) = ♯(s ′G ∩N ′G),
and we can apply Theorem D.8 for the simplex s ′′G ⊂ Zr−1 (with d = r − 1). 
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